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Understanding the interplay between large scale geometry and the topology of manifolds
represents a central challenge in modern mathematics. A basis for the investigation of this
relationship is provided by the intriguing fact that certain topological invariants encode
information about Riemannian geometric quantities. One such invariant is the so-called
simplicial volume, which has been central to the study of the relationship between topology
and geometry.
The simplicial volume is a real-valued homotopy invariant of oriented manifolds meas-
uring the complexity of real fundamental cycles with respect to the `1-norm: If M is an
oriented d-dimensional manifold, then the simplicial volume of M is defined by
‖M‖ := inf{‖c‖1 | c is an R-fundamental cycle of M},
where
∥∥∥∑kj=1 ajσj∥∥∥1 = ∑kj=1 |aj|. Intuitively, the simplicial volume can be seen as a meas-
ure for the complexity of the manifold since it is bounded from above by the number
of simplices in a triangulation. Despite being defined in a purely homological way, the
simplicial volume has a non-negligible impact on the possible geometric structures on a
manifold.
A method to compute the simplicial volume is exploiting its connection with bounded
cohomology [5, 18, 23, Sec.1.1; Prop. F.2.2; Sec.7.5], but in most cases even positivity of
the simplicial volume is incredibly difficult to establish. There are a number of manifolds
with vanishing simplicial volume, for example manifolds with abelian fundamental group
or flat manifolds. On the other hand, the simplicial volume is positive for all oriented,
closed and connected, negatively curved manifolds [23, 32, 50]. Still, there remain a lot
of spaces for which it is not known if their simplicial volume is non-vanishing, let alone
exact values of this invariant.
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Gromov introduced the simplicial volume in order to re-prove parts of the Mostow
rigidity theorem [5, 42]. This was an early spectacular application of this invariant.
In his seminal paper "Volume and bounded cohomology" [23], Gromov established vari-
ous relations between simplicial volume and invariants of geometric nature. The most
fundamental theorem in this regard is Gromov’s Main Inequality [23, Sec. 0.5], which
bounds the simplicial volume of a Riemannian manifold in terms of the Riemannian
volume provided the manifold satisfies a Ricci curvature bound. More precisely, let
(M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected Riemannian manifold of dimension d with
Ric(M, g) > −(d− 1), then
‖M‖ 6 (d− 1)dd! vol(M).
The proof is based on the elementary duality which relates simplicial volume and bounded
cohomology. The article [23] contains a proof of the Main Inequality for open manifolds
as well, though it is quite difficult and it has never been written up in a detailed way. The
Main Inequality is an important tool to prove positivity of another invariant of compact
differentiable manifolds, the minimal volume: For a smooth manifold M consider all
complete metrics g on M such that the sectional curvature sec(g) is pinched between −1
and 1. Then define the minimal volume minvol(M) of the manifold as the infimum of
volumes ofM over all these metrics. A sufficient condition for the Ricci curvature bound in
the Main Inequality is that the sectional curvature satisfies sec(M) > −1. Consequently,
one obtains the volume estimate [23, Sec. 0.5]




The improved constant is due to Besson, Courtois and Gallot [6, Théorème D]. In par-
ticular, non-vanishing of the simplicial volume implies non-vanishing of the minimal
volume. Hence the simplicial volume encodes non-trivial information about the Rieman-
nian volume and related quantities and therefore on the possible geometries of the mani-
fold. It can be seen as a "topological approximation" of the Riemannian volume, which is
corroborated by the facts that simplicial volume coincides (up to a factor) with Rieman-
nian volume if the manifold is hyperbolic [23, 50, Sec. 0.4; Cor. 6.1.7] and by the general
proportionality principle [23, Sec. 0.4].
With regard to these geometric implications, it is worthwhile to expand the scope
and find new results in the spirit of the Main Inequality. First, one can prove results
analogously to Gromov’s estimate for other topological invariants. Second, one can try
to relax the geometric conditions, i.e. replace the Ricci curvature bound by some weaker
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condition on the manifold. We give an overview of the results regarding both directions
in this introduction. The present thesis aims to combine the two approaches. We derive
estimates for simplicial volume under weaker geometric conditions. In particular, we
derive the following theorem (Theorem 5.7)
Theorem 1.1. For every real number S0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(S0, d) > 0 with the following property: Let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected,
d-dimensional Riemannian manifold with torsion-free fundamental group, such that the
macroscopic scalar curvature of M at scale 1 is at least S0. Then for the simplicial volume
of M we have
‖M‖ 6 C(S0, d) vol(M).
The notion of macroscopic scalar curvature was introduced by Guth [29]. We will ex-
pand on it below. The techniques used in the proof are tailored to show volume estimates
for other topological invariants as well: the integral foliated simplicial volume and the
L2-Betti numbers of aspherical manifolds.
Simplicial volume, integral foliated simplicial volume and L2-Betti numbers
A long standing open question regarding simplicial volume was posed by Gromov in [25,
p. 232].
Question 1.2. Is there a universal upper bound for the L2-Betti numbers of an aspherical
manifold in terms of its simplicial volume?
This conjecture is based on the observation that both invariants show similar beha-
viour. For example, both are multiplicative under finite coverings and satisfy a propor-
tionality principle [23, 38, Sec. 0.4; Thm. 3.183]. In combination with the main inequality,
a positive answer would yield a deep, general relationship between the L2-Betti numbers
of an aspherical manifold and the Riemannian volume. It is known that the above ques-
tion is answered positively if the simplicial volume is replaced by a variant, the integral
foliated simplicial volume. The proof was sketched by Gromov [26] and executed in de-
tail by Schmidt [47]. The integral foliated simplicial volume of M, denoted by
M, is
defined in terms of a measure-preserving action of the fundamental group of the manifold
on a probability space (X,µ) and L∞(X,Z)-valued cycles on the universal cover M̃ of
the manifold. More precisely,
M is obtained as the infimum of the `1-norms of cycles
representing the image of the fundamental class under the chain homomorphism
C∗(M,Z) ∼= Z⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z)→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z)
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induced by the inclusion Z ↪→ L∞(X,Z) as constant functions. In particular, one can show
that ‖M‖ 6
M. The result of Schmidt indicates that the integral foliated simplicial
volume might be useful to approach Gromov’s question. More recent results on this topic
can be found in [19, 37]. To obtain an affirmative answer to the question one would
have to show equality of the integral foliated simplicial volume and the simplicial volume
of aspherical manifolds, or at least universal inequalities between them. It has been
proven that the two invariants do not coincide in general for aspherical manifolds [19].
For hyperbolic manifolds of dimension at least 4 the simplicial volume is strictly smaller
than the integral foliated simplicial volume [19, Theorem 5.1]. So far, there are no further
insights whether the two invariants satisfy some universal inequalities. Gromov’s question
remains open.
Nevertheless, the analogue of Gromov’s Main Inequality for L2-Betti numbers holds
true, as shown by R. Sauer [45, Thm. A]. Provided that an aspherical manifold satisfies
a lower Ricci curvature bound, its L2-Betti numbers are bounded in terms of the volume.
Sauer introduced a variant of the integral foliated simplicial volume, the so-called support
mass, which satisfies an estimate corresponding to Schmidt’s theorem. He showed that
this invariant is bounded in terms of the Riemannian volume. The proof is based on
techniques motivated by Gaboriau’s theory of L2-Betti numbers of equivalence relations
[20].
Curvature conditions
More recently, Guth developed techniques that allow to replace the Ricci curvature bound
in the Main Inequality by weaker assumptions [30]. Gromov asked the question if a similar
volume estimate for the simplicial volume holds as well if the manifold has a lower scalar
curvature bound [24, Conj. 3A]. However, in an incomplete and unedited version of an
article available on his website 101 Questions, Problems and Conjectures around Scalar
Curvature he presumes that one has to pose stronger conditions for this estimate to
become realistic [27].
A major problem in differential geometry concerns the relationship between scalar
curvature and the topology of a manifold. While the topology of a manifold is a global
invariant, the scalar curvature at a point is best described by an asymptotic expansion:
If (M, g) is a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold and p ∈M is a point, then the volume
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of balls satisfies the asymptotic






where ωd is the volume of the unit ball in d-dimensional Euclidean space [21, Thm. 3.98].
Thus scalar curvature describes how the volume of very small balls compares to the volume
of Euclidean balls of the same radius. If the scalar curvature at a point is positive, the
volume of small balls is a bit less than in the Euclidean case. On the other hand, if
scal(p) < 0, then the volume of balls is slightly bigger than in the Euclidean case. This
provides only local information. It encodes no information about the volume of balls of an
arbitrary radius r > 0. It is rather difficult to derive insights on the topology from such
a local estimate. On the other side, a condition on the Ricci curvature is much stronger.
By the Bishop-Gromov inequality [21, Theorem 4.19], the volume of a ball of radius r > 0
in a manifold of non-negative Ricci curvature is bounded by the volume of the r-ball in
the Euclidean space of the same dimension. This holds at every scale, so it is easier to
derive information about the topology from this estimate.
In order to encode the behaviour of the volume of arbitrary balls in comparison
with the Euclidean case, Guth introduced the notion of macroscopic scalar curvature
[29, Sec. 7].
Definition 1.3. Let (M, g) be a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold and M̃ be the
universal cover with the induced metric. For a radius r > 0 and a point p ∈ M , let
B
M̃
(p̃, r) denote the r-ball in the universal cover around a lift p̃ of p. The macroscopic
scalar curvature of M at scale r in p is defined as the real number S such that
vol(B
M̃
(p̃, r)) = vol(BH(r)),
where H is the simply connected d-dimensional space of constant curvature with scalar





Note that for a fixed r > 0, any positive real number can be realized as the volume of
an r-ball in some scaling of either hyperbolic space, Euclidean space or the sphere. So the
notion of macroscopic scalar curvature at a point is well-defined. Using the asymptotic ex-
pansion describing scalar curvature one can easily verify that scal(p) = limr→0 Scr(p).
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By using the universal cover in the definition, one ensures that any flat torus has
macroscopic scalar curvature zero at any scale. Let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and
connected, d-dimensional Riemannian manifold with Ric(M) > −(d− 1) as in Gromov’s
Main Inequality. Denote the supremal volume of a 1-ball in the universal cover M̃ by
V
M̃
(1). Then the Bishop-Gromov inequality implies that V
M̃
(1) is bounded from above by
the volume of the 1-ball in d-dimensional hyperbolic space Hd. With the above definition,
this translates to a lower bound on the macroscopic scalar curvature at scale 1. More
precisely, Sc1(M) > scal(Hd) = −d(d − 1). This consideration motivates the following
result by Guth, which is contained in [30, Lemma 7, Lemma 9]
Theorem 1.4. For every real number S0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(S0, d) > 0 with the following property: Let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected,
d-dimensional aspherical Riemannian manifold with systole at least 1. Moreover, suppose
that the macroscopic scalar curvature of M at scale 1 is at least S0. Then we have
‖M‖ 6 C(S0, d) vol(M).
The systole bound can be replaced by the assumption that the fundamental group of
the manifold is residually finite. In this case, one can work on a finite cover of M , for
which the systole is at least 1, and use the multiplicativity of the simplicial volume and
the Riemannian volume. Based on this theorem, Sauer proved the analogous result for
L2-Betti numbers of aspherical manifolds in [46, Thm. 1.3]. Note that in Gromov’s main
inequality the constants are explicitly known. In Guth’s proof as well as in the estimates
derived in the present thesis this is not the case.
Together with the fact due to Gromov and Thurston that the hyperbolic volume is
proportional to the simplicial volume [23, 50] the above theorem yields
Theorem 1.5. [30, Thm. 2] For every dimension d, there is a constant C(d) > 0 such
that the following holds: Let (M, hyp) be a d-dimensional closed hyperbolic manifold and
let g be another metric on M . Suppose V(M̃,g̃)(1) 6 VHd(1), i.e. Sc1(M, g) > scal(H
d).
Then it holds
vol(M, hyp) 6 C(d) vol(M, g).
This corresponds to a non-sharp macroscopic version of the following Schoen Conjec-
ture for scalar curvature.
Conjecture 1.6. [48] If (M, hyp) is a d-dimensional closed hyperbolic manifold and g is
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another metric on M with scal(M, g) > scal(Hd), then
vol(M, hyp) 6 vol(M, g).
This conjecture remains open in high dimensions. Balacheff and Karam obtained
another theorem, which can be interpreted as a macroscopic version of the Schoen Con-
jecture [4]. Their proof is based on a smoothing inequality due to Gromov.
The proof of Guth’s theorem relies on a nerve construction, which is a general method
to bound the homology of a manifold M . One realizes M as a homotopy retract of a
simplicial complex which comes from the nerve of a covering and for which one can control
the number of simplices. This allows to bound the simplicial volume of the manifold by the
norm of the image of the fundamental class under the map to the nerve complex. Provided
there holds a packing inequality on the manifold, it is a standard trick to construct a
Vitali cover of 1-balls whose multiplicity is bounded in terms of a dimensional constant
[26, Chapter G+ ]. The Ricci curvature in the Main Inequality ensures such a packing
inequality. In Guth’s setting, by replacing the Ricci curvature bound by a lower bound on
the macroscopic scalar curvature at scale 1, there is no way to obtain a universal bound
on the multiplicity. Guth managed to carefully construct a so-called good cover of the
manifold allowing different radii such that the multiplicity is bounded on a subset of large
volume. In order to encode the additional information on the radii of the cover sets, he
introduced a modification of the well-known simplicial nerve construction, the so-called
rectangular nerve, which is a subcomplex of a rectangular cuboid. With this new nerve
techniques he managed to bound the simplicial volume of the manifold, where he relied
on the asphericity and the lower systole bound in order to realize M as a retract of the
nerve.
The purpose of this thesis is to expand on Guth’s result and prove the estimate
of the simplicial volume without these two conditions on the manifold as stated in
Theorem 1.1.
Strategy: Randomization methods
In order to work around Guth’s assumption that the manifold satisfies a lower bound
on the systole or that the fundamental group is residually finite, we rely on a strategy
outlined by Gromov in [26, Chapter G+]. He intended it to be a guideline in order to
solve his question on the relationship between simplicial volume and L2-Betti numbers
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(Question 1.2). Sauer implemented this strategy in a strict way for his direct proof of the
Main Inequality for L2-Betti numbers of compact aspherical manifolds [45].
The basic idea is to do a nerve construction on the universal cover M̃ which is com-
patible with the action by the fundamental group π1(M) = Γ, i.e. construct the cover
in an equivariant way and the nerve as a free Γ-CW complex. Then in the case of as-
pherical manifolds, i.e. M̃ = EΓ, one automatically gets a retract to the nerve map by
the universal property of EΓ. The problem is that in general one cannot force the cover
to be equivariant without losing control on the multiplicity. Gromov’s strategy, which
he attributes to Connes, is to construct an equivariant measurable cover of a different
space instead, namely the product X× M̃ , where (X,µ) is a probability space with a free
measure-preserving Γ-action. We consider this product with the diagonal group action.
One can cover this space in an equivariant way by product sets of the form A × B for
measurable sets A ⊂ X and open balls B ⊂ M̃ . Then restricted to an arbitrary element
x ∈ X, this yields an induced cover of {x} × M̃ ∼= M̃ . Intuitively, one picks a random
cover of M̃ , which, after carefully constructing the measurable cover, has the desired
multiplicity bounds. For this reason, this approach is called randomization [44].
Sauer elaborates on this strategy in [45]. He sets up a framework which involves
techniques from measured equivalence relations, Gaboriau’s theory of L2-Betti numbers
of R-simplicial complexes and other themes of measured group theory. He works in the
category of R-spaces, where R is the orbit equivalence relation attributed to a probability
space (X,µ) equipped with a free measure-preserving action by a countable discrete group
Γ. These spaces arise as realizations of R-simplicial complexes, which were introduced by
Gaboriau [20]. The easiest examples are product spaces X ×Z fibering over X, where Z
is the realization of a Γ-simplicial complex. In this case the action of the orbit equivalence
relation corresponds to the diagonal Γ-action on the space. In Sauer’s setting [45], the
manifold satisfies a packing inequality, thus the author constructs a suitable equivariant
cover of X × M̃ such that the induced covers on {x}× M̃ are Vitali covers by 1-balls and
have the correct multiplicity. Starting from this R-cover one can do a nerve construction.
Moreover, Sauer introduces a homology theory called foliated singular homology and a
variant of the integral foliated simplicial volume, for which he manages to derive an upper
bound in terms of the Riemannian volume using the nerve techniques.
In the present thesis this randomization strategy is combined with Guth’s nerve tech-
niques. So for a given probability space (X,µ) with a measure-preserving π1(M)-action,
we construct a measurable equivariant cover of X × M̃ such that the induced covers on
every fibre {x}×M̃ are good covers in Guth’s sense. Starting from this, one can construct
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a nerve which is fibrewise a rectangular nerve according to Guth’s definition. A careful
construction of the cover allows us to work around the use of foliated singular homology
and work with chain complexes of the form L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z[π1(M)] C∗(M̃,Z) instead. As
a result, our proof yields, in particular, an estimate for the integral foliated simplicial
volume. Thus in addition to Theorem 1.1, we derive the following result, where we have
to require the manifold to be aspherical (Theorem 5.1).
Theorem 1.7. For every real number S0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(S0, d) > 0 with the following property: Let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected,
d-dimensional aspherical Riemannian manifold such that the macroscopic scalar curvature
of M at scale 1 is at least S0. Then for the integral foliated simplicial volume of M we
have
M 6 C(S0, d) vol(M).
Using the upper bound on L2-Betti numbers by Schmidt [47] and the definition of
minimal volume we can derive the following estimates (Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4).
Corollary 1.8. For every real number S0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(S0, d) > 0 with the following property. Let (M, g) be a closed and connected, d-
dimensional aspherical Riemannian manifold such that the macroscopic scalar curvature
of M at scale 1 is at least S0. Then for the L2-Betti numbers of M we have
b
(2)
k (M) 6 C(S0, d) vol(M) for all k > 0.
Corollary 1.9. For every dimension d, there is a constant C(d) > 0 with the following
property: IfM is an oriented, closed and connected, d-dimensional aspherical Riemannian
manifold, then
M 6 C(d) minvol(M).
The framework used in [45] is too strong for our purposes. It was set up in order
to prove two other results, which are analogues of statements in Gromov’s work [23], the
vanishing theorem and the isolation theorem for L2-Betti numbers of aspherical manifolds
[45, Theorems B and C].
In our setting, the R-spaces occurring will be of the form X × Z with Z being a free
Γ-CW complex, e.g. Z = M̃ . For spaces like this the action of the orbit equivalence re-
lation corresponds to the diagonal group action. To cover these spaces, we introduce the
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category of equivariant simple X-spaces for a given probability space (X,µ) (Section 2.3).
We will see that morphisms between such spaces induce chain maps of chain complexes of
the form L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z,Z) (Section 2.4). In order to implement Guth’s idea of the
rectangular nerve, we introduce the notion of cuboid complexes, which are metric polyhed-
ral complexes where the cells are rectangular cuboids (Section 2.2). We can adapt Sauer’s
definition of R-covers and define a rectangular nerve for such covers (Section 2.5).
Organisation of this work
The outline of the remaining chapters is as follows. Chapter 2 details the definitions
and facts indicated above. Moreover, we recall the definition of simplicial volume and
integral foliated simplicial volume and some of their properties (Section 2.1). Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 form the core of this thesis. In the first of these chapters we construct a
good equivariant cover of X × M̃ in Guth’s sense (Section 3.1). Moreover, we show that
the measure of the high-multiplicity set is bounded, which is of fundamental importance
for the volume estimate (Section 3.2). Chapter 4 details the construction of the rectan-
gular nerve corresponding to the constructed cover (Section 4.1) as well as establishes
the connection between the norms of fundamental cycles and the volume of the manifold
(Section 4.2). Chapter 5 concludes with the proofs of the indicated Theorems 1.7 and 1.1




In this chapter we introduce the definitions and basic concepts needed for the proof of
our main theorems. We start with an overview of simplicial volume and integral foliated
simplicial volume (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2 we introduce the notion of metric cuboid
complexes which are polyhedral complexes where the cells are rectangular cuboids. In
the following two Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we introduce the category of equivariant simple
X-spaces and show that the morphisms induce chain maps of twisted chain complexes.
Finally, we adapt the notion of R-covers from [45] for our purposes and define the rect-
angular nerve corresponding to such covers (Section 2.5).
Throughout the thesis we require all topological spaces to be path-connected, locally
path-connected and semi-locally simply connected if not otherwise stated, hence allowing
a universal covering space.
2.1 Simplicial and integral foliated simplicial volume
In this section we recall the definitions of simplicial volume and one of its variants, the
integral foliated simplicial volume.
2.1.1 Simplicial volume
Everything presented in this section can be found in the literature, e.g. in [35]. We
restrict ourselves to the definition and a short summary of some results. For a more
detailed account we refer to the literature [23, 35, 36]. Simplicial volume is a real-valued
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homotopy invariant of an oriented manifold defined in terms of the singular chain complex
with real coefficients. This chain complex can be equipped with a norm, the `1-norm,
which induces a seminorm in homology. Simplicial volume is then defined as the seminorm
of the fundamental homology class.
Definition 2.1.1 (`1-norm). Let Z be a topological space. We define the `1-norm on the
singular chain complex C∗(Z,R) with real coefficients as follows. Let n ∈ N. For a chain∑k









This norm is well-defined since the sum is finite. Thus it turns the singular chain
group into a normed R-vector space.
Definition 2.1.2. Suppose Z is a topological space and α ∈ Hn(Z,R) for some n ∈ N.










ajσj ∈ Cn(Z,R) is a cycle representing α}.
Remark 2.1.3. This seminorm has a functoriality property, which follows immediately from
the definition. Let f : Z → Z ′ be a continuous map, n ∈ N and α ∈ Hn(Z,R). Then we
have
‖Hn(f)(α)‖1 6 ‖α‖1.
An oriented, closed and connected d-dimensional manifold M comes with a distin-
guished homology class, the fundamental class. This is the generator of Hd(M,Z) ∼= Z
corresponding to the orientation of M . We denote the fundamental class by [M ]Z. The
inclusion of coefficients ι : C∗(M,Z) ↪→ C∗(M,R) induces a change of coefficient homo-
morphism
Hd(ι) : Hd(M,Z)→ Hd(M,R).
We call the image [M ] := Hd(ι)([M ]Z) the real fundamental class of M . The cycles in
Cd(M,R) representing [M ] are called real fundamental cycles.
Definition 2.1.4 (simplicial volume). Let M be an oriented, closed and connected,
d-dimensional manifold. The simplicial volume of M is defined as








ajσj ∈ Cd(Z,R) is a cycle representing [M ]
}
.
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ajσj ∈ Cd(Z,Z) is a cycle representing [M ]Z
}
.
In particular, we have ‖M‖ 6 ‖M‖Z. Intuitively, the simplicial volume measures
the complexity of a manifold. If one has a triangulation of the manifold, one obtains a
fundamental cycle as sum of the top-dimensional simplices [39, 8.16, p. 138]. Hence the
(integral) simplicial volume is bounded by the number of simplices in a triangulation. But
the concept is much more flexible, in particular, if one considers fundamental cycles with
real coefficient.
Remark 2.1.5. The functoriality property of the seminorm yields the following behaviour
of simplicial volume under maps. For a continuous map f : M → N of oriented, closed
and connected manifolds of the same dimension we have
| deg(f)| · ‖N‖ 6 ‖M‖.
If f is a covering map, we obtain equality. One easily verifies the other inequality by using
a suitable transfer map on the level of singular chains. Thus simplicial volume behaves
multiplicatively under finite coverings.
Example 2.1.6. The functioriality implies that the simplicial volume of spheres and tori
of non-zero dimension vanishes, since they allow self-maps of degree at least 2. The fact
that ‖S1‖ = 0 can be seen in an elementary way by observing that for every k ∈ N, k > 1
the singular simplex
σk : [0, 1]→ S1
s 7→ e2πiks,
given by wrapping the unit interval k-times around the circle S1, defines a representative
1
k
σk of the real fundamental class [S1]. Consequently,








and this holds for every k ∈ N, k > 1.
These are the easiest examples of manifolds with vanishing simplicial volume. In
general, all manifolds with amenable fundamental group have simplicial volume zero [23,
Corollary (C), p. 40]. In particular, the simplicial volume of simply connected manifolds
vanishes. One the other hand, one source of non-vanishing simplicial volume is negative
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curvature. In the case of hyperbolic manifolds, the exact value of the simplicial volume is
more or less known. By a result of Gromov and Thurston, the volume of a d-dimensional
hyperbolic manifold coincides up to a constant with its simplicial volume [23, 50, Sec.
0.4; Cor. 6.1.7]. Hence hyperbolic volume is a topological invariant.
We indicated the geometric implications of simplicial volume in Chapter 1 as well as
its connection with other invariants. As mentioned, Gromov’s question remains open,
whether for aspherical manifolds vanishing of the simplicial volume implies vanishing of
the L2-Betti numbers and therefore of the Euler characteristic (see Question 1.2).
2.1.2 Integral foliated simplicial volume
Describing a strategy on how to answer this question, Gromov suggested to define a
variant of simplicial volume [23, p.305 f]. The precise definition of this integral foliated
simplicial volume was given by Schmidt in his thesis [47]. There the author shows as well
that vanishing of this homotopy invariant implies vanishing of the Euler characteristic of
a manifold. Integral foliated simplicial volume is defined using homology with twisted
coefficients which are induced by actions of the fundamental group on probability spaces.
In the following we give the precise definition and some basic properties. Additional
information and background on this invariant can be found in the literature [19, 37,
47].
First we recall some definitions. A measurable space is called a standard Borel space
if it is measurably isomorphic to some Polish space with its Borel σ-algebra. Measurable
subsets of standard Borel spaces will be called Borel sets. Equipped with a probability
measure a standard Borel space becomes a standard Borel probability space. Note that a
standard Borel probability space (X,µ) with an atom-free probability measure is meas-
urably isomorphic to the interval [0, 1] with the Lebesgue measure. For more information
on the well-behaved category of standard Borel spaces we refer to the book of Kechris
[33].
Remark 2.1.7. Throughout the whole thesis the abbreviation a.e. means either almost
every or almost everywhere.
Given a measure space (X,µ) one can consider the function space L∞(X) of essentially
bounded measurable functions (see for example [3, Sec. 1.15, p. 52]). For a measurable






∣∣∣µ({x ∈ X | f(x) > C}) = 0}.
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A function f is essentially bounded on X if ess supX |f | < ∞. Then we define the space
of essentially bounded measurable functions on X by
L∞(X,µ) := {f : X → R | f measurable and essentially bounded with respect to µ} /∼
equipped with the equivalence relation
f ∼ g in L∞(X,µ) :⇐⇒ f = g µ− a.e..
Hence we deal with equivalence classes of functions. The essential supremum of a function
depends only on its µ-a.e. class. If the measure is clear from the context we abbreviate
L∞(X,µ) by L∞(X). The space L∞(X) is a normed vector space with
‖f‖∞ := ess sup
X






Let L∞(X,µ,Z) = L∞(X,Z) be the additive group of measurable essentially bounded
functions f : X → Z. It holds the following.
Lemma 2.1.8. L∞(X,Z) is a free abelian group.
Proof. The norm ‖.‖∞ restricts to a norm on L∞(X,Z). Moreover, it is a discrete norm
as defined in [49], i.e. we can find an ε > 0 such that ‖f‖∞ > ε if f 6= 0. This holds by
the following consideration. If f 6= 0 there is a subset A ⊆ X of positive measure where
|f(x)| > 1, hence supx∈A|f(x)| > 1. This remains true if we replace A by A\N for a
µ-null set N . Hence
‖f‖∞ > ess sup
A






According to the theorem proven by Steprāns in [49], an arbitrary abelian group having
a discrete norm is free. As a result L∞(X,Z) is a free Z-module.
Remark 2.1.9. Every element in L∞(X,Z) can be represented as a finite linear combin-
ation of characteristic functions. Let f ∈ L∞(X,Z). Without loss of generality, we
may assume that f is represented as bounded (and not only essentially bounded). A
bounded function f : X → Z takes a finite number of distinct values a1, . . . , am. Set
Ai = {x ∈ X | f(x) = ai}. Then f =
∑m
i=1 aiχAi where the sets Ai ⊆ X are measurable
since f is.
Definition 2.1.10. Let Γ be a countable group. A standard Γ-space is a standard Borel
probability space (X,µ) endowed with a measurable µ-preserving left Γ-action.
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Example 2.1.11. Let Γ be a countable group. An example for a standard Γ-space is given
by the Bernoulli shift. This is the standard Borel probability space ({0, 1}Γ,⊗Γ(12δ0 +
1
2δ1)) endowed with the shift action γ0(aγ)γ∈Γ = (aγ0γ)γ∈Γ. The left action is measure-
preserving. If the group is infinite, it is essentially free and ergodic [47, Lemma 3.37].
Remark 2.1.12. For a standard Γ-space (X,µ) the group L∞(X,Z) of essentially bounded




x 7→ (f · γ)(x) = f(γx)
)
.
Let Z be a topological space with universal cover Z̃ and fundamental group π1(Z) = Γ.
The singular chain complex C∗(Z̃,Z) is a free ZΓ-chain complex in a natural way. Then
a ZΓ-module structure on L∞(X,Z)⊗ZCn(Z̃,Z) is given by γ(f ⊗σ) = (f · γ−1)⊗ γσ for
f⊗σ ∈ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZCn(Z̃,Z). By passing over to the coinvariants, we obtain a Z-module
L∞(X,Z) ⊗ZΓ Cn(Z̃,Z). Tensoring the identity on L∞(X,Z) with the differential of
C∗(Z̃,Z) gives a differential of L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z), turning it into a chain complex of
Z-modules. Note that elements in L∞(X,Z) ⊗ZΓ Cn(Z̃,Z) are equivalence classes. The
equivalence relation is generated by the relation given by f ⊗ σ ∼ f ′ ⊗ σ′ if and only if
there is an element γ ∈ Γ such that f ⊗ σ = γ(f ′ ⊗ σ′) = (f ′ · γ−1) ⊗ γσ′. We obtain a
norm on singular chains with twisted coefficients as follows (see forward [47, Definition
5.20] and [14, Definition 3.5]).
Definition 2.1.13 (parametrised `1-norm). Let Z be a topological space with universal
cover Z̃ and fundamental group π1(Z) = Γ. Let (X,µ) be a standard Γ-space. We define
the parametrised `1-norm on the Z-chain complex L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z) as follows.





















Remark 2.1.14. The parametrised `1-norm is a norm in the sense of [49], where norms on
abelian groups are defined.
The infimum in the definition of the parametrised `1-norm of a chain is not changed if
we regard chains in reduced form, which means that all the singular simplices σj belong
to different Γ-orbits.
Moreover, the norm is well-defined since the group action of Γ on (X,µ) is measure-
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holds for every γ ∈ Γ and every function f ∈ L∞(X,Z).
Definition 2.1.15. Suppose Z is a topological space with universal cover Z̃ and fun-
damental group Γ and (X,µ) is a standard Γ-space. Let α ∈ Hn(Z,L∞(X,Z)) =














fj ⊗ σj ∈ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Cn(Z̃,Z)
is a cycle representing α
 .
Note that by the above remark we could as well take the infimum over all reduced
cycles representing the homology class.
Via this parametrised norm we can define the integral foliated simplicial volume of a
manifold (see [37, Definitions 4.1 and 4.2]).
Definition 2.1.16 (X-parametrised fundamental class). For an oriented, closed and con-
nected d-dimensional manifold M let M̃ be its universal cover and π1(M) = Γ be its
fundamental group. Suppose (X,µ) is a standard Γ-space.
The inclusion Z ↪→ L∞(X,Z) as constant functions induces a change of coefficient
homomorphism
iXM : C∗(M,Z) ∼= Z⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z)→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) = C∗(M,L∞(X,Z))
1⊗ σ 7→ 1⊗ σ
The class [M ]X := Hd(iXM)([M ]Z) in Hd(L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z)) = Hd(M,L∞(X,Z)) is
called X-parametrised fundamental class of M . The cycles in L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Cd(M̃,Z) =
Cd(M,L∞(X,Z)) representing [M ]X are called X-parametrised fundamental cycles.
Definition 2.1.17 (Integral foliated simplicial volume). LetM be an oriented, closed and
connected d-dimensional manifold with π1(M) = Γ and let (X,µ) be a standard Γ-space.
The X-parametrised simplicial volume of M is defined asMX := [M ]XX .
It is the infimum of the parametrised `1-norms of all X-parametrised fundamental cycles
of M .
The integral foliated simplicial volume of M is defined asM := inf
X
MX ,
where the infimum is over all isomorphism classes of standard Γ-spaces (X,µ).
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Remark 2.1.18. The class of isomorphism classes of standard Γ-spaces forms indeed a set
if the group Γ is countable [47, Remark 5.26].
In the original definition [47, Definition 5.25], the action of the fundamental group on
the parameter space is required to be essentially free. As shown in [37, Corollary 4.14], the
infimum is not affected if one also allows actions which are not essentially free. Moreover,
the infimum is attained.
The integral foliated simplicial volume fits into the following sandwich of simplicial
volume and integral simplicial volume.
Proposition 2.1.19. [47, Remark 5.23] Suppose M is an oriented, closed and connected
d-dimensional manifold with fundamental group Γ and (X,µ) is a standard Γ-space. Then
the following holds:
‖M‖ 6
M 6 MX 6 ‖M‖Z.
Proof. We recall the proof of this proposition from [47, Remark 5.23]. For a standard
Γ-space (X,µ) let iXM : C∗(M,Z) ∼= Z ⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) → L∞(X,Z) ⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) be the
change of coefficients homomorphism induced by the inclusion Z ↪→ L∞(X,Z) as constant
functions. Let ∑kj=1 ajσ′j ∈ C∗(M,Z) be a fundamental cycle, i.e. a representative of




j) is by definition an X-parametrised fundamental










where σj : ∆d → M̃ is a lift of the simplex σ′j for j = 1, . . . , k. The parametrised funda-
mental cycle is independent of the choice of lifts. We obtain























By taking the infimum over all Z-fundamental cycles of M this yields
M 6 MX 6 ‖M‖Z.
To see that the integral foliated simplicial volume bounds the simplicial volume from
above we prove for every standard Γ-space (X,µ) that ‖M‖ 6
MX .
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Let π : M̃ →M denote the universal cover. Consider the homomorphism
ρ : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Cd(M̃,Z) −→ Cd(M,R)






which is well-defined since











(π ◦ σ) = ρ(f ⊗ σ)







where ι : Cd(M,Z) ↪→ Cd(M,R) is induced by the inclusion of coefficients. Let
∑k
j=1 fj⊗σj
be an X-parametrised fundamental cycle in reduced form. It represents Hd(iXM)([M ]Z).
Then ρ(∑kj=1 fj ⊗ σj) = ∑kj=1(∫X fj(x) dµ(x))(π ◦ σj) represents

































where we used that ∑kj=1 fj ⊗ σj is in reduced from. By taking the infimum over all
X-parametrised fundamental cycles in reduced form we obtain ‖M‖ 6
MX . This
holds for every standard Γ-space, thus ‖M‖ 6
M which concludes the proof.
We recall the relation between parametrised fundamental cycles and locally finite
fundamental cycles of the universal cover M̃ . For this we introduce the following definition
from [37, Definition 4.19 and Remark 4.20], which allows us to work on "strict" function
spaces and avoid problems with sets of measure zero.
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Remark 2.1.20. Let Z be a topological space with universal cover Z̃ and fundamental
group π1(Z) = Γ and (X,µ) be a standard Γ-space.
Let B(X,Z) be the abelian group of all bounded measurable functions X → Z
which are everywhere defined. Denote the subgroup of functions which vanishe µ-a.e. by









since C∗(Z̃,Z) is a free hence flat ZΓ-chain complex.
Proposition 2.1.21. Assume Z is a topological space allowing a universal cover Z̃. Let
π1(Z) = Γ and (X,µ) be a standard Γ-space.







For a.e. x ∈ X, this assignment defines a well-defined chain map
evx : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z)→ C lf∗ (Z̃,Z).
Proof. For a.e. x ∈ X there is a well-defined evaluation map
evx : B(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z)→ C lf∗ (Z̃,Z)




The sum on the right hand side is locally finite, since Γ acts on Z̃ properly discontinuously
by deck transformations. The assignment is compatible with the boundary operator,
i.e. the square
B(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Cn(Z̃,Z) C lfn (Z̃,Z)
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is commutative for a.e. x ∈ X and every n ∈ N. For a.e. x ∈ X we have evx(f ⊗ σ) = 0
for f ⊗ σ ∈ N(X,µ,Z) ⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z). This holds true since f = 0 on a subset N ⊆ X
of measure 1 and µ(⋂γ∈Γ γN) = 1 since the group is countable. Hence f(γ−1x) = 0 for
a.e. x ∈ X and every γ ∈ Γ. As a result, the above map descends to a well-defined chain
map
evx : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z)→ C lf∗ (Z̃,Z).
For manifolds, evaluation of X-parametrised fundamental cycles yields locally finite
fundamental cycles of the universal cover. We state the following lemma [19, Lemma 2.5]
without proof.
Lemma 2.1.22. Let M be an oriented, closed and connected d-dimensional manifold
with π1(M) = Γ and let (X,µ) be a standard Γ-space. Let c =
∑k
j=1 fj ⊗ σj be an
X-parametrised fundamental cycle of M . Then the chain






is a well-defined locally finite fundamental cycle of M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X.
As indicated in Chapter 1, the integral foliated simplicial volume provides an upper
bound for the L2-Betti numbers of the manifold. This relation was conjectured by Gromov
and proved by Schmidt. We state the theorem without proof.
Theorem 2.1.23. [47, Corollary 5.28] For an oriented, closed and connected manifold of














k (M) 6 2d+1
M.
In the theorem we don’t assume that the manifold is aspherical. Note that aspher-
icity is a necessary condition in Gromov’s question. While the simplicial volume of
the sphere S2 vanishes, the L2-Betti numbers do not vanish in all degrees. We have
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b
(d)
0 (S2) = b
(2)
2 (S2) = 1. In view of the previous theorem, to answer the question in the af-
firmative, one would have to establish universal inequalities between the simplicial volume
and the integral foliated simplicial volume for aspherical manifolds.
There are only a few manifolds for which the integral foliated simplicial volume is
known. We conclude this section with the most basic examples. For more results we refer
to the literature [19, 37, 47].
Proposition 2.1.24. The integral foliated simplicial volume of an oriented, closed, con-
nected and simply connected manifold coincides with the integral simplicial volume and it
holds
M = ‖M‖Z > 1.
For a proof see [47, Proposition 5.29]. This result stands in contrast to the vanishing
of the simplicial volume of simply connected manifolds.
Proposition 2.1.25.
S1 = 0.
Proof. This has been proven in [47, Proposition 5.30] by first showing that for an ergodic
standard Z-space (X,µ) the X-parametrised simplicial volume of S1 vanishes. Con-
sequently, we obtain
S1 = 0. The proof is based on a classical result from ergodic
theory, the Rokhlin Lemma [1, Theorem 1.5.9, p. 47].
We illustrate the proof by restricting to a specific standard Z-space (X,µ) (see [47,
Remark 5.31]). We have M = S1 with fundamental group π1(M) = Z = 〈t〉. Let X = S1
with the Lebesgue measure. Then the rotation by an irrational angle gives rise to an
ergodic measure-preserving Z-action on X = S1 (see [52, Example 3.2, p. 245]). The
Z-fundamental cycle σ1 : [0, 1]→ S1, s 7→ e2πis defines an X-parametrised fundamental
cycle χX ⊗ σ, where
σ : [0, 1]→ R
s 7→ s
is a lift of σ1 to the universal cover S̃1 = R. This fundamental cycle is indicated in
Figure 2.2 part (A).
Let k ∈ N, k > 1 and ε > 0. Choose an irrational α ∈ [0, 1
k
] as angle of rotation such
that 1−αk < ε. We regard the diagonal Z-action on the product X×M̃ = S1×R, which
is given by rotation by α in S1 and translation by 1 in R. Moreover, Z acts on the chain
module L∞(S1,Z)⊗Z[Z]C1(R,Z) by t(f⊗σ) = f · t−1⊗ tσ, where tσ : [0, 1]→ R is defined
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by tσ(s) = s + t. By setting A1 = [0, α) ⊂ S1 and A2 = S1\
⋃k−1
n=0 t
nA1 = S1\[0, kα) we
can decompose the canonical parametrised fundamental cycle
χX ⊗ σ = χA2 ⊗ σ +
k−1∑
n=0
χtnA1 ⊗ σ. (2.1)





Figure 2.1: Construction of X-parametrised fundamental cycles: (A) indicates the canonical
fundamental cycle χX ⊗ σ which can be decomposed as in (B), see (2.1).
We obtain the following equivalence
χA2 ⊗ σ +
k−1∑
n=0
χtnA1 ⊗ σ = χA2 ⊗ σ +
k−1∑
n=0
χA1 ⊗ t−nσ (2.2)
(see Figure 2.2 (C)). If we set
σ̃ : [0, 1]→ R
s 7→ ks− (k − 1)
this cycle is homologous to
χA2 ⊗ σ + χA1 ⊗ σ̃. (2.3)
As a result, this defines a S1-parametrised fundamental cycle as well. It is illustrated in
Figure 2.2 (D). We obtain
χA2 ⊗ σ + χA1 ⊗ σ̃S1 = µ(A2) + µ(A1) = (1− kα) + α < ε+ α < ε+ 1k .
Since ε > 0 and k > 1 can be chosen arbitrarily, we can construct S1-parametrised
fundamental cycles of arbitrary small parametrised `1-norm.





Figure 2.2: Construction of X-parametrised fundamental cycles: (C) indicates the equivalence
stated in (2.2) which yields the parametrised fundamental cycle (2.3) as indicated in (D).
2.2 Cuboid complexes
The metric spaces appearing in this thesis will be either Riemannian manifolds or Euc-
lidean polyhedral complexes. Polyhedral complexes can be seen as a generalization of the
geometric realization of a simplicial complex. They are cell complexes, which are con-
structed by gluing polyhedra isometrically along their sides. The most common examples
for such complexes are Euclidean simplicial complexes and cube complexes, which are
constructed by gluing geodesic simplices or unit Euclidean cubes, respectively. A precise
definition of Euclidean polyhedral complexes and more background on them can be found
in the literature [8, Chapter I.7, p. 97-130]. Most of this section is based on what is
presented there.
Let Rk be endowed with the standard Euclidean structure. If we want to emphasize
this, we write Ek for Euclidean k-space.
A cube complex is constructed from a disjoint union of unit cubes, i.e. k-fold products
[0, 1]k which are isometric to a cube in Euclidean k-space with side length one, which
are glued isometrically along their faces (see [8, Definition I.7.32, p. 112]). We want to
mimic this definition but instead of working with unit cubes we want to allow rectangular
cuboids, i.e. various side lengths are allowed. The following definitions are analogous to
[8, Chapter I.7, p. 111-112].
Definition 2.2.1. A k-dimensional (rectangular) cuboid with side lengths a1, . . . , ak ∈ R>0
is a metric space which is isometric to a product ∏ki=1[0, ai] ⊂ Ek. A 0-dimensional cuboid
is a point.
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For every k-cuboid we can define its set of faces. We consider the cuboid as a face
of itself. A 1-dimensional cuboid [0, a] for a ∈ R>0 has two 0-dimensional faces {0} and
{a} and a 1-dimensional face [0, a]. A face of the k-cuboid C = ∏ki=1[0, ai] is given as a
product F1× . . .×Fk of faces of the [0, ai]. Its dimension is the sum of dimensions of the
Fi. Then each k′-dimensional face is a k′-cuboid in its own right. Each face of dimension
k′ < k is called a proper face. The interior of a k-cuboid is given by the points which do
not lie in any proper face whereas the union of all proper faces defines the boundary of
the cuboid. The 0-dimensional faces of a cuboid are called vertices. Note that C is the
convex hull of its vertices.
Definition 2.2.2. Let C = {Cλ}λ∈Λ be a family of cuboids, i.e. every element Cλ is a
k-dimensional cuboid for a k ∈ N. Let ∼ be an equivalence relation on the disjoint union
H = ∐λ∈ΛCλ. We consider K = H/∼ with the natural projection p : H → K = H/∼.
Then K is a (Euclidean) cuboid complex if the restrictions pλ := p|Cλ : Cλ → K satisfy
the following:
i) The map pλ is injective for every λ ∈ Λ.
ii) For every two elements λ, λ′ ∈ Λ we have: If pλ(Cλ) ∩ pλ′(Cλ′) 6= ∅, there is an
isometry f from a face Fλ ⊆ Cλ onto a face Fλ′ ⊆ Cλ′ such that pλ(q) = pλ′(q′) if
and only if f(q) = q′.
Hence a cuboid complex is constructed from a disjoint union of cuboids by gluing
faces. Condition i) ensures that sides are not folded. It allows us to identify a cuboid
with its image in K. A subset C ⊂ K is called a k-dimensional cuboid of K if it is the
image under some pλ of a k-dimensional face of Cλ. A subset of C is called a face if
its preimage under pλ is a face of p−1λ (C). The second condition in the above definition
ensures that cuboids are glued via isometries along their faces. The intersection of two
cuboids in K is empty or a single face.
We fix some more notation. The interior of a cuboid is the image of the interior of its
preimage. We denote it by C̊. Then the boundary is defined as ∂C := C\C̊; it is the union
of all proper faces of C. The (open) carrier of a point x ∈ K is the interior of the cuboid
containing x in its interior and is denoted by carr(x). For a cuboid C ∈ K define the open
star Star(C) as the union of the interiors of the cuboids containing C. This means the
open star consists of C and the interiors of all higher dimensional cuboids which contain
C as a face. It holds that C ⊆ carr(x) for a x ∈ K if and only if x ∈ Star(C).
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Note that we can view every cuboid complex as a CW complex where the k-cuboids
define the k-cells. Then we have the weak topology on the complex. Hence a subset is
closed if and only if it meets each cuboid in a closed set.
Metric on cuboid complexes
Let K be a cuboid complex constructed from a family of cuboids {Cλ}λ∈Λ. Each Cλ is
equipped with a metric dCλ , which is given by restricting the standard Euclidean metric.
Let C ⊂ K be a k-cuboid, i.e. the image of some k-face of a Cλ under pλ. Define a metric
dC on C by
dC(pλ(q), pλ(q′)) = dCλ(q, q′).
By the second condition in Definition 2.2.2 this is well-defined. For a face F ⊂ C, dF is
the restriction of dC to F . The cuboid complex K =
∐
λ∈ΛCλ/∼ is equipped with the
quotient pseudometric d associated to the natural projection p : ∐λ∈Λ Cλ → K (see [8,
Definition I.5.19, p. 65]). As explained in [8, I.7.38, p. 114], one easily verifies that this
is equivalent to define d(q, q′) via the lengths of piecewise geodesic paths in K joining the
points. A piecewise geodesic path in K is a map g : [a, b]→ K together with a subdivision
a = t0 6 t1 6 . . . 6 tn = b and geodesic paths gi : [ti, ti+1] → Cλi such that for each
t ∈ [ti, ti+1] we have g(t) = pλi(gi(t)). The length l(g) is given as the sum of the lengths
of the gi, which is independent of the subdivision. Then define for q, q′ ∈ K
d(q, q′) := inf{l(g) | g piecewise geodesic path from q to q′}.
One can show that with some minor assumption on a cuboid complex this defines indeed
a metric and (K, d) is a length space. For general polyhedral complexes this is the case if
there are only finitely many isometry classes of faces. In dealing with cuboid complexes
we have a weaker assumption:
Lemma 2.2.3. Let K be a cuboid complex built from a family of cuboids such that the
infimum of all appearing side lengths is positive. Then the above pseudometric is a metric
and (K, d) is a length space.
Proof. This follows from [8, Lemma I.7.9 and Corollary I.7.10, p. 100-101] if we can show
that the following number is strictly positive for every q ∈ K:
ε(q) := inf{ε(q, C) |C ⊂ K cuboid containing q}
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with ε(q, C) := inf{dC(q, F ) |F ⊂ C face and q /∈ F}. In the case that C = {q}, we set
ε(q, C) := ∞. If C = carr(q), then ε(q, C) = dC(q, ∂C), which is positive since q is an
inner point of C. In all other cases ε(q, C) > inf{a | a side length of a cuboid}, which is
positive by assumption. This yields ε(q) > 0 for all points in K.
As a result, provided we have a strictly positive lower bound on the appearing side
lengths, a cuboid complex is equipped with the length metric that restricts to the standard
Euclidean metric on cuboids. We will also talk about metric cuboid complexes. The
topology obtained from the metric coincides with the weak topology if the cuboid complex
is locally finite.
Barycentric Subdivision
As described in [8, Chapter I.7, p. 115-118] any Euclidean polyhedral complex can be
subdivided to obtain an isometric simplicial complex (see [8, Definition I.7.2, p. 98]).
This is done by subdividing each cuboid into geodesic simplices. For this we define:
Definition 2.2.4. Let C = ∏ki=1[0, ai] be a k-cuboid with side lengths a1, . . . , ak. Define
its barycentre by bC = (12a1, . . . ,
1
2ak). The barycentre of a 0-cuboid is the point itself.
Let F ⊂ C = ∏ki=1[0, ai] be a face, i.e. a product F = F1 × . . . × Fk of faces of the
[0, ai]. Then the barycentre of F is given as bF = bF1 × . . .× bFk . Under the identification
F ∼=
∏k′
j=1[0, aij ] this point corresponds to (12ai1 , . . . ,
1
2aik′ ).
A k-cuboid C is the convex hull of its 2k vertices v1, . . . , v2k ∈ Rk. Then bC = 12k
∑2k
i=1 vi.
By [8, Lemma I.7.43, p. 116] it lies in the interior of C and is fixed by any isometry.
Let C be a k-cuboid and F0, . . . , Fk′ be faces of C. We say F0 ⊂ F1 . . . ⊂ Fk′ is a
strictly ascending sequence of faces, if dim(Fi+1) = dim(Fi) + 1.
Definition 2.2.5. [8, I.7.44, p. 116] Let C be a k-cuboid. For every strictly ascending
sequence F0 ⊂ F1 . . . ⊂ Fk′ of faces define a geodesic simplex as the convex hull of the
barycentres of the Fi. The intersection of two simplices is a simplex as well. Consider
the disjoint union of the simplices corresponding to strictly ascending sequences and the
natural map from this disjoint union to C. This defines the structure of a Euclidean
simplicial complex on C. We call this complex the (first) barycentric subdivision of C and
denote it by Sd(C).
Note that the barycentric subdivision of a k-cuboid C consists of 2kk! many simplices of
dimension k. These correspond to the strictly ascending sequences F0 ⊂ F1 . . . ⊂ Fk = C.
The barycentric subdivision of a 2-dimensional cuboid is illustrated in Figure 2.3.






Figure 2.3: Barycentric subdivision of a 2-dimensional cuboid: The red simplex S corresponds
to a strictly ascending sequence F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 = C.
We obtain the barycentric subdivision of a cuboid complex by subdividing each cuboid
(see [8, I.7.47, p. 117]). Let K be a cuboid complex obtained from a family {Cλ}λ∈Λ of
cuboids. For each cuboid Cλ we consider the set of simplices in the barycentric subdivision
Sd(Cλ). Denote this set {Si}i∈Iλ for an index set Iλ, so Sd(Cλ) is the simplicial complex
resulting as a quotient of the disjoint union ∐i∈Iλ Si and set Λ′ = ⋃λ∈Λ Iλ. We consider the
natural maps ∐i∈Iλ Si → Cλ and p : ∐λ∈Λ Cλ → K. Their composition yields a projection
p′ : ∐i∈Λ′ Si → K.
Definition 2.2.6. Define an equivalence relation ∼ on the disjoint union ∐i∈Λ′ Si by
q ∼ q′ if and only if p′(q) = p′(q′). Then ∐i∈Λ′ Si/∼ is called the (first) barycentric
subdivision of K and is denoted by Sd(K).
By [8, Lemma I.7.45,46 and 48, p. 116-117] we obtain the following.
Lemma 2.2.7. The barycentric subdivision Sd(K) is a simplicial complex obtained from
the family of simplices {Si}i∈Λ′. There a natural identification of sets K → Sd(K), which
is an isometry.
In particular, the restriction of p′ to each simplex Si is injective. In order to see that the
first barycentric subdivision of a cuboid complex is indeed a simplicial complex and not
just a polyhedral complex, observe that an isometry between cuboids induces a simplicial
isometry of their barycentric subdivisions. Hence simplices are glued via isometries. In
the cuboid complex K two cuboids either intersect in a single face or not at all, which
ensures that the same holds true for the simplices in Sd(K).
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Cuboid complex associated to a set of real numbers
We conclude this section by introducing a specific cuboid complex, which will appear later
in the nerve construction (see Section 2.5 and Section 4.1). Given a set of positive real
numbers {aj}j∈J indexed over a countable set J we construct a cuboid complex which can
be seen as a subcomplex of the ’infinite cuboid’ ∐j∈J [0, aj]. We first fix a set of vertices,
i.e. 0-cuboids, and then inductively glue edges and higher dimensional cuboids. To do
this in a precise way, recall the definition of the generalized Euclidean space EJ (see [43,
Chapter 1 §2, p. 13]). Let RJ be the J-fold product of R with itself. An element is
written as a tuple (yj)j∈J . In order to get a Euclidean structure, we restrict to the points
which have only finitely many non-vanishing entries. This set is denoted by EJ . It has the
structure of a vector space with component-wise addition and scalar multiplication and






A basis of EJ is given by B = {vi}i∈J where vi := (yij)j∈J with yij = 1 if j = i and yij = 0
otherwise. The space EJ is a union of the finite-dimensional subspaces spanned by finite
subsets of B. These are copies of a Rk for some k, the restriction of the above metric is
the standard Euclidean metric on Rk.
Any finite set of points of EJ is contained in a subspace as described. Moreover, their
convex hull is contained in this subspace. Hence a k-cuboid with vertex set in EJ lies in
a copy of Rn for some n. In the same way, any finite collection of cuboids lies in a finite
dimensional Euclidean space.
Now let {aj}j∈J be a set of positive real numbers. In order to construct a cuboid
complex, we first fix a set of vertices
V := {(yj)j∈J | (yj)j∈J 6= 0, yj = 0 or aj with yj 6= 0 only for finitely many j ∈ J} ⊂ EJ .
Two vertices are adjacent if they differ in exactly one entry. Note that any two adjacent
vertices v1 and v2 lie in a subspace of EJ spanned by finitely many basis vectors in B. We
define an edge between v1 and v2 as the Euclidean line segment between these points. If
v1 and v2 differ in the j-th entry, this edge is isometric to [0, aj] hence is a 1-cuboid of
length aj. We then glue in higher dimensional cuboids whenever the 1-skeleton is defined.
Here 2k vertices in V span a k-cuboid if each vertex is adjacent to exactly k of these
vertices. In this case the vertices are contained in a copy of Rn and there are k indices
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j1, . . . , jk such that the edges between the vertices are of side lenghts aj1 , . . . , ajk . The
k-cuboid spanned by the vertices is contained in the same subspace and is isomorphic to∏k
i=1[0, aji ]. This procedure yields an infinite cuboid complex Z which is a subspace of
EJ .
Definition 2.2.8. The constructed cuboid complex Z is called the cuboid complex asso-
ciated to the set {aj}j∈J .
If infj∈J aj > 0, Z is equipped with the unique path length metric restricting to the
Euclidean standard metric on each cuboid. In general, the topology induced by this metric
does not coincide with the weak topology but for locally compact subcomplexes of Z this
is the case.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the cuboids of Z and their barycentres.
A k-cuboid C ⊂ Z is spanned by 2k vertices v1, . . . , vk ∈ EJ and its barycentre is given
by 12k
∑2k
i=1 vi. Under the identification C ∼=
∏k
i=1[0, aji ] this corresponds to the point
(12aj1 . . . ,
1
2ajk). For k > 0 the set of barycentres of k-faces of Z is then given by
Vk :=
{




and we have V0 = V .
Remark 2.2.9. We can see Z as a subcomplex of an infinite cuboid with side lengths
{aj}j∈J . With this in mind we call a k-cuboid in Z a closed k-face of the cuboid complex.
If we talk about an (open) k-face in Z we mean the interior of a k-cuboid.
2.3 The category of equivariant simple X-spaces
In Sections 2.3 - 2.5 let (X,µ) be a standard Borel probability space (X,µ) equipped with
an atom-free probability measure µ. Suppose Γ is a countable discrete group acting on
(X,µ) in a measurable µ-preserving way, i.e. (X,µ) is a standard Γ-space. Further, we
require the action to be (essentially) free, i.e. the set of elements in X with non-trivial
stabilizer is a µ-null set.
As remarked in Chapter 1, the framework used in [45] is too strong for our purposes.
The proof in this article was conducted using the category of R-spaces, where R is the
orbit equivalence relation attributed to a standard Γ-space (X,µ) [45, Section 2]. In our
setting, the R-spaces occurring will be of the form X × Z with Z being a free Γ-CW
complex. In this case, the R-action corresponds to the diagonal group actions. Based
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on this consideration, we introduce a new categroy covering these spaces. Assigned to
the standard Borel space (X,µ) we consider a category of spaces fibred over X with
a measurable projection to X. Maps between such spaces are measurable maps which
preserve the fibre and are fibrewise continuous. More precisely, we have the following
definition.
Definition 2.3.1. Given a topological space Z, the product space X × Z with the
product Borel structure together with the measurable projection to the first compon-
ent pZ : X × Z → X is called simple X-space. For x ∈ X, p−1Z (x) = {x} × Z ∼= Z is the
fibre over x. A map of simple X-spaces is a Borel map Ψ: X × Z → X × Z ′ such that
pZ′ ◦Ψ = pZ and the restrictions to the fibres Ψx : Z → Z ′ are continuous for a.e. x ∈ X.
A subspace of a simple X-space is a subset H ⊂ X ×Z such that for a.e. x ∈ X the fibre
Hx := p−1Z (x) ∩H is a subspace of Z. If Z is a CW -complex, then H is a subcomplex if
a.e. fibre Hx is a subcomplex of Z.
We need the following notation.
Definition 2.3.2. A finite Borel partition of a measure space (X,µ) is a finite family
{Xl}l∈{1,...,L} of Borel subsets of X such that µ(X\
⋃L
l=1Xl) = 0 and µ(Xl ∩Xk) = 0 for
l 6= k. We write X = ⋃Ll=1Xl (by abuse of notation).
Based on the definition of countable variance in [45, Definition 2.20] we then define
the following property of a map between simple X-spaces.
Definition 2.3.3. A map Ψ: X × Z → X × Z ′ between simple X-spaces is of finite
variance, if for any product set A×K, with a Borel set A ⊆ X and a compact set K ⊆ Z,
there is a finite Borel partition A = ⋃Nl=1 Al such that the restriction of Ψ to Al ×K is a
product. This means for every l ∈ {1, . . . , N} we have Ψ|Al×K = idAl ×ψl, where ψl is a
continuous map ψl : Z → Z ′.
In particular, finite variance implies measurability of a map.
As remarked before, we want to consider spaces as described equipped with an action
by the group Γ. If Z is a Γ-space, i.e. Γ acts continuously on Z (from the left), we look
at the diagonal left Γ-action on the simple X-space X × Z
γ(x, z) = (γx, γz) for γ ∈ Γ, (x, z) ∈ X × Z.
This is a measurable Γ-action on X × Z such that γp−1Z (x) ⊆ p−1Z (γx). Given two simple
X-spaces equipped with such a diagonal Γ-action, a map Ψ: X×Z → X×Z ′ is equivariant
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if it is equivariant on a subset of full measure, i.e. for a.e. x ∈ X and z ∈ Z we have
Ψ(γ(x, z)) = γΨ(x, z) for γ ∈ Γ. With this in mind we define the category of equivariant
simple X-spaces as follows.
Definition 2.3.4. For a standard Γ-space (X,µ) and a topological Γ-space Z the equivari-
ant simple X-space X × Z is the simple X-space X × Z equipped with the diagonal
Γ-action. A Γ-invariant subspace of X×Z is a subspace of the equivariant simple X-space.
If Z is a Γ-CW complex, then a subcomplex of the equivariant simple X-space X × Z is
a Γ-invariant subspace such that a.e. fibre is a subcomplex of Z.
The morphisms between equivariant simple X-spaces are maps of the underlying
simple X-spaces which are Γ-equivariant in the above sense. Furthermore we require
them to be of finite variance. The morphisms are called equivariant X-maps.
Definition 2.3.5. An equivariant X-map which is in addition proper on a.e. fibre is
called an equivariant geometric map.
Lemma 2.3.6. The composition of equivariant X-maps is an equivariant X-map. More-
over the composition of equivariant geometric maps is an equivariant geometric map.
Proof. We only need to show that the composition of two maps of finite variance has the
same property. Let Ψ: X × Z → X × Z ′ and Θ: X × Z ′ → X × Z ′′ be two equivariant
X-maps and A×K ⊆ X×Z withK compact. There is a finite Borel partition A = ⋃Nl=1Al
such that Ψ|Al×K = idAl ×ψl. Regard the subsets im(Ψ|Al×K) = Al×ψl(K) ⊆ X×Z ′ and





q for l = 1, . . . , N such that Θ|Y lq×ψl(K) = idY lq ×ϑ
l







a finite Borel partition such that the restriction of the composition Θ ◦Ψ to Y lq ×K is a
product. We have Θ ◦Ψ|Y lq×K = idY lq ×(ϑ
l
q ◦ψl) and Θ ◦Ψ is of finite variance as well.
Remark 2.3.7. Let Ψ: X × Z → X × Z ′ be an equivariant X-map. In particular, Ψ is of
finite variance. Let K1, K2 be two compact subsets of Z. We get finite Borel partitions
X = ⋃Ll=1Xl and X = ⋃Mm=1 Ym such that Ψ|Xl×K1 = idXl ×ψl and Ψ|Ym×K2 = idYm ×ψ′m.
Let l,m be indices such that µ(Xl∩Ym) > 0. Restricted to (Xl∩Ym)× (K1∩K2) the map
Ψ is a product. We have Ψ|(Xl∩Ym)×(K1∩K2) = id×ψl = id×ψ′m, i.e. ψl|K1∩K2 = ψ′m|K1∩K2 .
This means, if we restrict to the intersection of two compact subsets, the representation
of Ψ as a product map is independent of the partition we choose.
Moreover, we have the following fact. LetK ⊂ Z be a compact subset andX = ⋃Ll=1Xl
be an associated finite Borel partition such that Ψ|Xl×K = idXl ×ψl. Looking at the
compact subset γK ⊂ Z for a γ ∈ Γ we can use the partition X = ⋃Ll=1X ′l with X ′l = γXl.
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×ψ′l with ψ′l(γk) = γψl(k) for all k ∈ K. This
follows easily from the equivariance of the map. For an element (γx, γk) ∈ γXl × γK we
have Ψ(γx, γk) = γΨ(x, k) = γ(x, ψl(k)) = (γx, γψl(k)) = (idγX′
l
×ψ′l)(γx, γk).
Definition 2.3.8. A (Borel) fundamental domain F of an equivariant simple X-space
X × Z is a Borel subset whose intersection with every Γ-orbit consists of exactly one
element.
Measure on simple X-spaces
Let Γ be a countable group acting on X in a (ess.) free and measure-preserving way.
Assume that the topological space Z comes with a measure µ′ on its Borel-σ-algebra and
let Γ act on Z continously and measure preserving. Then we can equip the equivariant
simple X-space X ×Z with a Γ-invariant measure ν, constructed as the product measure




µ′(p−1Z (x) ∩ U) dµ(x). (2.4)
Since this measure is Γ-invariant the following holds if we regard Borel fundamental
domains of X × M̃ .
Lemma 2.3.9. For an equivariant simple X-space X×Z let ν be the Γ-invariant measure
as in (2.4). Suppose F1 and F2 are two Borel fundamental domains of X × Z. Then we
have
i) ν(F1) = ν(F2).
ii) Let U ⊆ X × Z be a subspace, so in particular U is Γ-invariant, and let F ′ ⊂ U be
a Borel fundamental domain for it. Then we have ν(U ∩F1) = ν(U ∩F2) = ν(F ′).
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In a similar way we can calculate
ν(F1 ∩ U) = ν
(⋃
γ∈Γ













(F2 ∩ γF1 ∩ γU)

6 ν
F2 ∩ U ∩ (⋃
γ∈Γ
γF1)
 = ν(F2 ∩ U),
where we use in the second to last step that γU ⊆ U . By interchanging F1 and F2 we
obtain the other inequality as well. The last statement follows in a similar way using⋃
γ∈Γ γF ′ = U .
We conclude this section by giving examples of the equivariant simple X-spaces ap-
pearing in this thesis and the Γ-invariant measures on them.
Example 2.3.10. Let (M, g) be a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold with fundamental
group Γ. Let M̃ be the universal Riemannian covering with the induced metric. Then
Γ acts on M̃ by deck transformations and this action is by isometries. The equivariant
simple X-space X × M̃ is equipped with the product of µ and the Riemannian measure
vol on M̃ . Note that for any Γ-fundamental domain F of X × M̃ we get ν(F) = vol(M).
The above example is one kind of equivariant simple X-spaces appearing in the proof
of the main theorem. The other kind are equivariant simple X-spaces where the fibres are
locally finite metric polyhedral complexes. More precisely we will deal with simplicial or
cuboid complexes equipped with the unique length metric that restricts to the standard
Euclidean metric on faces. Since the fibres are locally finite the weak topology coincides
with the topology obtained from the metric. The appearing complexes will be equipped
with a Γ-action by isometries.
Let X × Z be an equivariant simple X-space of this form. For some positive real
number s > 0 we can regard the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure of Z, which defines a
measure on the Borel σ-algebra of Z. For the definition and properties of this measure see
[41, Chapter 2, p. 7-19]. If s is a positive integer, the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure
restricted to an s-face coincides with the s-dimensional Lebesgue measure [41, Corollary
2.8, p. 16]. Since the Hausdorff measure is defined solely in terms of the metric it behaves
well under isometries. Hence the group action will be measure-preserving. Therefore we
can equip X × Z with the product of µ and the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure on Z.
We denote the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure by vols.
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2.4 Geometric maps induce chain maps
We show that equivariant X-maps between equivariant simple X-spaces induce chain
maps of specific chain complexes.
Recall that for a standard Γ-space (X,µ) the group of essentially bounded meas-
urable function with integer values L(X,µ,Z) = L∞(X,Z) is a right ZΓ-module (see
Remark 2.1.12). If Z is a Γ-space the singular chain complex C∗(Z,Z) is a ZΓ-chain com-
plex in a natural way. Then a ZΓ-module structure on L∞(X,Z)⊗Z Cn(Z,Z) is given by
γ(f⊗σ) = (f ·γ−1)⊗γσ for f⊗σ ∈ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZCn(Z,Z) and by passing over to the coin-
variants, we get a Z-module L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓCn(Z,Z). Hence associated to any equivariant
simple X-space X×Z there is a chain complex of Z-modules L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓC∗(Z,Z) with
differential (idL∞(X,Z)⊗∂∗).
Theorem 2.4.1. This assignment extends to a functor from the category of equivariant
simple X-spaces with equivariant X-maps to the category of Z-chain complexes with chain
maps, i.e. any equivariant X-map Ψ: X × Z → X × Z ′ induces a chain map of Z-chain
complexes
CX∗ (Ψ): L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z,Z) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z ′,Z)
such that CX∗ (id×ϕ) = idL∞(X,Z)⊗C∗(ϕ) for a continuous equivariant map ϕ : Z → Z ′.
Proof. We first show that an equivariant X-map Ψ: X × Z → X × Z ′ of equivariant
simple X-spaces induces a chain map of (left) ZΓ-chain complexes
L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C∗(Z,Z) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C∗(Z ′,Z).
Let n ∈ N. Given an arbitrary n-chain ∑kj=1 fj ⊗ σj ∈ L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z Cn(Z,Z), we can
assume the fj being represented as bounded and we have fj =
∑m
i=1 aj,iχAi . For a com-
pact subset K ⊂ Z with ⋃kj=1 im(σj) ⊆ K there is a Borel partition X = ⋃Ll=1Xl such
that Ψ|Xl×K = idXl ×ψl since Ψ is of finite variance. Note that the functions ψl are
continuous. We define a map Ψn : L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z Cn(Z,Z) → L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z Cn(Z ′,Z) as
follows. For ∑kj=1 fj ⊗ σj = ∑kj=1∑mi=1 aj,iχAi ⊗ σj = ∑kj=1∑mi=1∑Ll=1 aj,iχAi∩Xl ⊗ σj ∈
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By the considerations in Remark 2.3.7 this is independent of the choice of K and the
























Note that ⋃kj=1 im(∂n(σj)) ⊆ K, so the same Borel partition works.
It remains to check that the maps Ψn are ZΓ-module homomorphisms. In order to
show this, look at χA ⊗ σ ∈ L∞(X,Z)⊗Z Cn(Z,Z). Let im(σ) lie in the compact set K,
X = ⋃Ll=1Xl be a Borel partition such that Ψ|Xl×K = idXl ×ψl. Then im(γσ) ⊂ γK. By
Remark 2.3.7 we have for X = ⋃Ll=1X ′l with X ′l = γXl that Ψ|X′l×γK = idX′l ×ψ′l. Here
ψ′l(γk) = γψl(k) for all k ∈ K. As a result
γΨn(χA ⊗ σ) = γ(
L∑
l=1









⊗ ψ′l(γσ) = Ψn(χγA ⊗ γσ) = Ψn(γ(χA ⊗ σ)).
By passing over to the coinvariants, (2.5) defines a chain map of Z-chain complexes
CX∗ (Ψ): L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z,Z) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z ′,Z).
Remark 2.4.2. As shown, an equivariant X-map Ψ: X × Z → X × Z ′ induces a chain
map CX∗ (Ψ) of Z-chain complexes as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Therefore it
induces a map in homology for every n ∈ N
Hn(Ψ): Hn(L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z,Z)) −→ Hn(L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z ′,Z))
via Hn(Ψ)([
∑k
j=1 fj ⊗ σj]) = [CXn (Ψ)(
∑k
j=1 fj ⊗ σj)]. Chain homotopic maps induce the
same map in homology.
In view of this induced map in homology, the seminorm defined in Definition 2.1.15
has a certain functoriality property:
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Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose Z and Z ′ are topological spaces with fundamental group Γ and Z̃
and Z̃ ′ are their universal covers. Let Ψ: X×Z̃ → X×Z̃ ′ be an equivariant X-map of the
corresponding equivariant X-spaces. Further let n ∈ N, α be a class in Hn(Z,L∞(X,Z)) =
Hn(L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z)) and Hn(Ψ) be the induced map in homology as defined in
Remark 2.4.2. Then we get for the seminorm induced by the parametrised `1-normHn(Ψ)(α)X 6 αX .












Then Hn(Ψ)(α) is represented by CXn (Ψ)(
∑k
j=1 fj ⊗ σj) (see Remark 2.4.2). We can
rewrite fj =
∑m
i=1 aj,iχAi for suitable aj,i ∈ Z and disjoint measurable subsets Ai ⊆ X.
For a compact subset K ⊂ Z with ⋃kj=1 im(σj) ⊆ K and a corresponding Borel partition












(see (2.5)). Note that this cycle is not necessarily in reduced form. We obtain



























































Taking the infimum over all reduced cycles representing α yields the desired inequalityHn(Ψ)(α)X 6 αX .
Proposition 2.4.4. Let Z and Z ′ be topological spaces with fundamental group Γ and
universal covers Z̃ and Z̃ ′, respectively. Suppose Ψ: X × Z̃ → X × Z̃ ′ is an equivariant
X-map of the corresponding equivariant X-spaces.
If Ψ is equivariant geometric, i.e. Ψx proper for a.e. x ∈ X, then the following diagram
is a commutative diagram of chain maps for a.e. x ∈ X.
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L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃,Z) L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z̃ ′,Z)




Proof. For a.e. x ∈ X the map Ψx is proper hence it induces a well-defined chain
map C lf∗ (Ψx) of locally finite chain complexes ([22, Proposition 11.1.2, p. 230]). Let
c = ∑kj=1 fj ⊗ σj be an n-chain in L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓCn(Z̃,Z). We can rewrite fj = ∑mi=1 aj,iχAi
for suitable aj,i ∈ Z and measurable Ai ⊆ X. For a compact subset K ⊂ Z with⋃k
j=1 im(σj) ⊆ K and a corresponding Borel partition X =
⋃L









with continuous functions ψl. Hence for a.e. x ∈ X we calculate










On the other hand we have
















Note that γσj ⊂ γK and, as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1, for the finite Borel
partition X = ⋃Ll=1(γXl) we have Ψ|γXl×γK = id×ψ′l with ψ′l(γk) = γψl(k) for all k ∈ K.
So if χAi∩Xl(γ−1x) 6= 0, i.e. x ∈ γXl, we have Ψx(γσj) = γψl(σj). This yields
(evx ◦ CXn (Ψ))(c) = (C lfn (Ψx) ◦ evx)(c)
for every n ∈ N and a.e. x ∈ X.
In the next step we restrict to equivariant simple X-spaces where the topological space
is a Γ-CW complex. Recall that a model for the classifying space of the action of Γ is a
contractible free Γ-CW complex EΓ. By its universal property, there is a map from any
free Γ-CW complex to EΓ which is unique up to Γ-homotopy. Therefore EΓ is unique up
to Γ-homotopy equivalence.
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So if X ×Z is an equivariant simple X-space with a connected free Γ-CW complex Z
we have a unique map η : Z → EΓ and an equivariant X-map idX ×η : X × Z → X × EΓ.
In particular this map induces a chain map
CX∗ (idX ×η) : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z,Z)→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(EΓ,Z).
Considering the definition of the induced chain map in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1 one sees
that this map equals the chain map idL∞(X,Z)⊗C∗(η) where C∗(η) : C∗(Z,Z)→ C∗(EΓ,Z)
is the induced chain map of the singular chain complexes. The map CX∗ (id×η) is unique
up to chain homotopy.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let X × Z be an equivariant simple X-space where Z is a connected
free Γ-CW complex. Then any two equivariant X-maps X × Z → X × EΓ induce chain
homotopic maps
L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z,Z)→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(EΓ,Z).
Proof. The result will be a consequence of the fundamental lemma of homological algebra
[10, Theorem 2.22, p. 36]. Let Ψ,Θ be equivariant X-maps X × Z → X × EΓ. and
denote the induced maps of chain complexes by CX∗ (Ψ) and CX∗ (Θ). We first show that
the induced maps of ZΓ-chain complexes L∞(X,Z)⊗ZC∗(Z,Z)→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZC∗(EΓ,Z)
are chain homotopic. We denote these maps by Ψ∗ and Θ∗.
Note that both chain complexes L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z C∗(Z,Z) and L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z C∗(EΓ,Z)
are free chain complexes of ZΓ-modules. The singular chain complex C∗(Z,Z) is a free
ZΓ-chain complex. We have Cn(Z,Z) ∼=
⊕
In ZΓ for some index set In and therefore





The ZΓ-module L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z ZΓ is equipped with the diagonal Γ-action γ0(f ⊗ γ) =
(f · γ−10 )⊗ γ0γ. There is an isomorphism of ZΓ-modules
L∞(X,Z)⊗Z ZΓ
∼=−→ L∞(X,Z)⊗Z ZΓ
f ⊗ γ 7−→ (f · γ)⊗ γ,
where Γ acts on the second module via γ0(f ⊗ γ) = f ⊗ γ0γ. Equipped with this
module structure we have L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z ZΓ ∼= L∞(X,Z)[Γ] which is a free ZΓ-module
since L∞(X,Z) is a free Z-module according to Lemma 2.1.8. As a result the chain
modules L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z Cn(Z,Z) are indeed free ZΓ-modules. The same holds true for
L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z C∗(EΓ,Z). Moreover, we can show that the latter chain complex is a free
resolution of the left ZΓ-module L∞(X,Z) with the Γ-action given by γf := f · γ−1.
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Since EΓ is contractible we have Hn(EΓ,Z) ∼= 0 if n > 1 and H0(EΓ,Z) ∼= Z with the
trivial Γ-action. Therefore, C∗(EΓ,Z) is a free resolution of the trivial ZΓ-module Z [9, I.
proposition 4.2, p. 15]. Since L∞(X,Z) is in particular a flat Z-module, the tensored
chain complex L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z C∗(EΓ,Z) gives a free resolution of the left ZΓ-module
L∞(X,Z)⊗Z Z ∼= L∞(X,Z).
We look at the augmented chain complexes. Let the augmentation homomorphisms
of C0(Z,Z) and C0(EΓ,Z) be denoted by ε1 and ε2. They map a singular 0-simplex
to 1. Then we have the augmentation homomorphism id⊗ε1 : L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z C0(Z,Z) →
L∞(X,Z) and id⊗ε2 : L∞(X,Z) ⊗Z C0(EΓ,Z) → L∞(X,Z). Recall that for an element∑k
j=1
∑m
i=1 aj,iχAi⊗σj ∈ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZC0(Z̃,Z) we have (for a suitable Borel decomposition





































































So we get chain maps of the augmented chain complexes
L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C1(Z̃,Z) L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C0(Z̃,Z) L∞(X,Z) 0








L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C1(Z̃,Z) L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C0(Z̃,Z) L∞(X,Z) 0
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Since Z and EΓ are path-connected we have identifications in 0-th homology
H0(L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C∗(Z,Z)) ∼= L∞(X,Z)⊗Z H0(Z,Z) ∼= L∞(X,Z)⊗Z Z ∼= L∞(X,Z)
and H0(L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C∗(EΓ,Z)) ∼= L∞(X,Z). Therefore both chain maps, Ψ∗ and Θ∗,
induce the same isomorphism of left ZΓ-modules
H0(L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C∗(Z,Z))→ H0(L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C∗(EΓ,Z)).
By the fundamental lemma of homological algebra they are Γ-chain homotopic. Passing
over to the coinvariants, we obtain chain maps of Z-modules
CX∗ (Ψ), CX∗ (Θ): L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Z,Z) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(EΓ,Z).
which are chain homotopic.
2.5 Equivariant covers of X × M̃
Suppose M is a connected, finite simplicial complex with fundamental group Γ. Hence
M̃ is a free simplicial Γ-complex and the group Γ acts properly discontinuously on it. All
metric notions about M refer to the unique length metric that restricts to the standard
Euclidean metric on simplices.
We consider the equivariant simple X-space X × M̃ . Recall that the Γ-action is
diagonal. In this section we introduce a nerve construction for certain equivariant covers
of X × M̃ . We can adapt the notion of R-cover from [45, Section 2]. Afterwards we
implement a rectangular nerve based on Guth’s ideas [30, Section 3].
2.5.1 Equivariant covers
Look at the equivariant simple X-space X × M̃ . Note that the following definition is the
definition of an R-cover and R-packing in [45, Definition 2.27] with some adjustments.
We require that an equivariant cover has only finitely many orbits of cover sets and the
appearing subsets of M̃ are relatively compact. In particular, these sets are bounded and




(p, q) | p, q ∈ M̃}.
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Definition 2.5.1. Let J be a free Γ-set with finitely many orbits. For every element
j ∈ J , let Aj ⊆ X be a Borel subset and Uj ⊆ M̃ be an open relatively compact subset.
The family of products of those sets U = {Aj × Uj}j∈J is a Γ-cover of X × M̃ if the
following holds true:
i) For all γ ∈ Γ and j ∈ J we have Aγj = γAj and Uγj = γUj.
ii) Ux := {Uj |x ∈ Aj}j∈J is locally finite in M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X.
iii) Let p ∈ M̃ . For a.e. x ∈ X we have (x, p) ∈ ⋃j∈J Aj × Uj ⊆ X × M̃ .
The family U = {Aj × Uj}j∈J is a Γ-packing if it satisfies:
i) For all γ ∈ Γ and j ∈ J we have Aγj = γAj and Uγj = γUj.
ii) If Uj ∩ Uk 6= ∅ for j, k ∈ J with j 6= k, then it holds µ(Aj ∩ Ak) = 0.
Note that by the assumption on the number of orbits of the index set, we immediately
obtain that J is countable since the group is countable. The following slightly modified
lemmas from [45, Lemma 2.28 and 2.29] hold true.
Lemma 2.5.2. A Γ-cover U = {Aj × Uj}j∈J of X × M̃ where all Borel sets Aj have
positive measure has the following properties:
i) For every compact set K ⊂ M̃ there is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Ll=1 Xl such
that for almost every x, y ∈ Xl and every k ∈ K we have:
(x, k) ∈ Aj × Uj ⇐⇒ (y, k) ∈ Aj × Uj.
ii) Ux is a cover of M̃ ∼= {x} × M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X.
Proof. In order to prove the first statement, set JK = {j ∈ J |K ∩ Uj 6= ∅} ⊂ J . Since
Γ acts properly discontinuously on M̃ , this set is finite. Moreover, for x ∈ X the set
JK(x) = {j ∈ J |x ∈ Aj, K ∩ Uj 6= ∅} is finite. We get a measurable function from X to
the finite set of subsets of JK . Now let X =
⋃L
l=1Xl be a finite Borel partition such that
JK(x) is a constant set on each Xl. This means for a.e. x, y ∈ Xl we have JK(x) = JK(y).
Then if (x, k) ∈ Aj ×Uj we have j ∈ JK(x) = JK(y). Hence y ∈ Aj and (y, k) ∈ Aj ×Uj.
The second assertion is proved in [45, Lemma 2.28].
Lemma 2.5.3. Let U = {Aj×Uj}j∈J be a Γ-packing where all Borel sets Aj have positive
measure. Then Ux := {Uj |x ∈ Aj}j∈J is a packing of M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X. This means, the
elements of {Uj |x ∈ Aj}j∈J are pairwise disjoint.
For the proof see [45, Lemma 2.29].
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2.5.2 Nerves of covers
Corresponding to an open cover of a topological space, there is the construction of an
abstract simplicial complex, this nerve of the cover. In [45, Definition 2.30] the nerve
construction is adapted for Γ-covers of X × M̃ . We introduce another nerve construction
for such a cover. The goal is to adapt Guth’s construction of the rectangular nerve [30,
Section 3] which takes into account the possible different sizes of the open sets Uj ⊆ M̃ .
Guth introduced his notion of rectangular nerve for a specific cover of a manifold by
so-called good balls. We generalize this notion to general covers of metric space by open
bounded sets.
The rectangular nerve
Let Y be a metric space and U = {Uj}j∈J be a locally finite open cover of Y by relatively
compact sets Uj. Set aj := 12 diam(Uj). Assume further that infj∈J aj > 0.
Recall the construction of the cuboid complex associated to the set {aj}j∈J (see Defin-
ition 2.2.8). We denote this complex by Z. An (open) k-face in Z is the interior of a
k-cuboid in the complex and has side lenghts in {aj}j∈J . Z is equipped with the Euclidean
path length metric, the unique path length metric restricting to the Euclidean standard
metric on each face. Every point in Z can be written as a tuple (yj)j∈J . The vertex set
of the complex is given by
V := {(yj)j∈J | (yj)j∈J 6= 0, yj = 0 or aj with yj 6= 0 only for finitely many j ∈ J} .
So by construction, for every point (yj)j∈J ∈ Z there is at least one index j ∈ J such
that yj = aj. Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the faces of Z and
their barycentres. The barycentres of k-faces for k > 0 can be described by
Vk :=
{





In particular V0 = V .
We want to define the rectangular nerve N (U) as a subcomplex of Z (see [30, Section
3]). For every open face F of Z consider its barycentre bF = (yj)j∈J . Divide the index set
J into three subsets
J0(F ) := {j ∈ J | yj = 0}
J1/2(F ) := {j ∈ J | yj = 12aj}
J1(F ) := {j ∈ J | yj = aj}
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and denote J+(F ) = J1(F ) ∪ J1/2(F ). Note that, by definition of Z, J1(F ) 6= ∅. We
denote the dimension of an open face F by d(F ). It holds d(F ) = |J1/2(F )|. Each face
is the interior of a cuboid with side lengths aj with j ∈ J1/2(F ). We denote these side
lenghts by a1(F ), . . . , ad(F )(F ) corresponding to an order a1(F ) 6 . . . 6 ad(F )(F ). For
each face, let jF be the element in J1/2(F ) such that ajF = ad(F )(F ).
With the above decomposition of the index set J we can define the rectangular
nerve.
Definition 2.5.4. Let U = {Uj}j∈J be a locally finite open cover with aj := 12 diam(Uj)
bounded and infj∈J aj > 0. The rectangular nerve N (U) is defined as a subcomplex of
the cuboid complex Z associated to {aj}j∈J . An open face F ∈ Z belongs to the nerve if
and only if ⋂j∈J+(F ) Uj 6= ∅.
Note that the nerve is indeed a subcomplex. If an open face F belongs to the
nerve, then any face F ′ in its boundary belongs to the nerve as well since it holds
J+(F ′) ⊆ J+(F ).
Proposition 2.5.5. The nerve N (U) is a locally finite, finite-dimensional complex.
Proof. This statements holds since the cover is locally finite. Assume the nerve is not
locally finite. Then there is a vertex such that a neighbourhood intersects infinitely many
cuboids. In particular there are infinitely many edges in N (U) having this vertex as an
endpoint. This implies that there is a set Ui in the cover intersecting infinitely many
other elements of U . The set Ui is relatively compact, i.e. its closure is compact. Since U
is locally finite, a compact set can only intersect finitely many cover sets ,which yields a
contradiction.
Moreover, the multiplicity of U is bounded hence the nerve is a finite-dimensional
complex.
Lemma 2.5.6. Let U = {Uj}j∈J be a locally finite open cover of a metric space Y with
bounded sets Uj such that infj∈J(diam(Uj)) > 0 and N (U) be the corresponding rectangular
nerve. Then there is a continuous proper map
τ : Y −→ N (U).
The preimage of the open star of an open face F is contained in UjF , the cover set with
1
2 diam(UjF ) = ajF = ad(F )(F ).
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Proof. Let Z be the cuboid complex associated to {aj = 12 diam(Uj)}j∈J , i.e. the nerve is
a subcomplex of Z.
A metric space is paracompact and Hausdorff. Thus there exists a locally finite open re-
finement V = {Wj}j∈J of U such that W̄j ⊆ Uj for all j ∈ J (see [34, Lemma 4.84, p. 114]).
By Urysohn’s lemma, for each j ∈ J there exists a continuous function τj : Y → [0, 1] such
that τ|Wj ≡ aj and supp(τj) ⊆ Uj [34, Theorem 4.82 and Corollary 4.83, p. 112-114]. Now
define
τ : Y −→ Z
p 7−→ (τj(p))j∈J .
This is indeed a well-defined map, since every point p ∈ Y is contained in at least one set
Uj, i.e. (τj(p))j∈J 6= 0, but since U is locally finite, it is contained in only finitely many
cover sets. Moreover, there is an index j ∈ J such that τj(p) = aj since V is a cover as
well. Hence τ maps into Z. By definition of the nerve, the image is actually contained in
N (U).
Since the τi are continuous, τ is a continuous map. Let K be a compact subset in
N (U). The cuboid complex is Hausdorff thus K is closed. It is contained in a finite
subcomplex of the cuboid complex. Hence its preimage is contained in a finite union of
cover sets. The cover sets are relatively compact, so is the union of finitely many of them,
thus τ−1(K) is a closed subset of a compact set and therefore itself compact. As a result,
the nerve map τ is proper.
The map clearly satisfies the last assertion. Let F ′ be a face in Star(F ), i.e. it contains
F in its boundary. Then J+(F ) ⊆ J+(F ′). Hence the index jF corresponding to the side
length ad(F )(F ) is contained in J+(F ′) for all elements of the open star and the preimage
of the open star is contained in UjF .
Remark 2.5.7. The preimage of the open star F of an open face is contained in ⋂j∈J+(F ) Uj.
Let j1, . . . , jk be the elements of J1/2, i.e. F has side lengths aj1 , . . . , ajk . Assume that
aj1 6 . . . 6 ajk−1 = ajk , so the largest side length is not unique. But the preimage of the
open star of F is contained in Ujk−1 as well as Ujk . Therefore the statement of the lemma
is independent of the chosen order of side lengths and the index jF such that ad(F )(F ) is
the length of a largest side.
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The rectangular nerve of a Γ-cover
We want to adapt this nerve construction for Γ-covers of X × M̃ . Let
U = {Aj × Uj | j ∈ J}
be a Γ-cover of X× M̃ . The diameters of Uj ⊆ M̃ are bounded. We set aj := 12 diam(Uj).
It holds aγj = aj for all γ ∈ Γ and infj∈J aj > 0, since there are only finitely many Γ-orbits
of cover sets.
We define the nerve as a subcomplex in the product space of X with the metric cuboid
complex Z associated to {aj}j∈J .
The Γ-action on J induces a Γ-action on this cuboid complex via γ(yj)j∈J = (yγ−1j)j∈J
for a point (yj)j∈J ∈ Z. This descends to a Γ-action on each Vk for k > 0, the set of
barycentres of k-faces in Z. Therefore the action on the cuboid complex permutes k-faces.
Moreover, this action is isometric with respect to the path length metric on Z. With this
action, Z is a Γ-space and X × Z with the diagonal Γ-action is an equivariant simple
X-space. We want to define the nerve as a subcomplex of this space, i.e. as a Γ-invariant
subspace which is fibrewise a subcomplex of Z. As before we regard for every open face
F in Z its barycentre bF and divide the index set into the subsets J0(F ), J1/2(F ) and
J1(F ), depending on whether the j-th component of bF is 0, 12aj or aj, respectively. Let
J+(F ) = J1/2(F ) ∪ J1(F ).
Definition 2.5.8. For a Γ-cover U = {Uj}j∈J of X × M̃ with aj := 12 diam(Uj) the
rectangular nerve N (U) is defined as a subcomplex of the equivariant simple X-space
X × Z, where Z is the metric cuboid complex associated to {aj}j∈J . For x ∈ X and
an open face F ∈ Z, (x, F ) belongs to the nerve if and only if ⋂j∈J+(F ) Uj 6= ∅ and
x ∈ ⋂j∈J+(F ) Aj.
Remark 2.5.9. The nerve inherits the Γ-action on X × Z. For (x, F ) ∈ N (U) we have
γ(x, F ) = (γx, γF ). If bF = (yj)j∈J is the barycentre of F ,
γbF = γ(yj)j∈J = (yγ−1j)j∈J
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Thus N (U) is a Γ-invariant subspace of X × Z. Every fibre N (U)x is a subcomplex
of {x} × Z ∼= Z. If (x, F ) ∈ N (U)x and F ′ ∈ Z is a face in the boundary of F ,
then J+(F ′) ⊆ J+(F ) hence (x, F ′) belongs to N (U)x as well. Hence N (U) is indeed a
subcomplex of the equivariant simple X-space X × Z.
Definition 2.5.10. For a Γ-cover U = {Aj × Uj | j ∈ J} of X × M̃ , the family of open
setsW = {Uj | j ∈ J} is an equivariant cover of M̃ with finitely many orbits of cover sets.
We call W the underlying cover of U .
Proposition 2.5.11. W is a locally finite cover.
Proof. The cover W consists of finitely many orbits of cover sets. Therefore we can write
W = {γUi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} for some n ∈ N. Since the cover sets are relatively
compact and the group Γ acts properly discontinuously on M̃ , any set γUi ∈ W intersects
only finitely many other cover sets. Therefore W is locally finite.
Remark 2.5.12. By the above proposition and Proposition 2.5.5, N (W) is a locally finite,
finite-dimensional subcomplex of the cuboid complex Z associated to {12 diam(Uj)}j∈J .
Then the weak topology coincides with the topology induced by the path lenght metric
restricting to the Euclidean standard metric on every face. As remarked in the end of
Section 2.3, we equip N (W) with the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure for a s > 0. This
measure is preserved under the Γ-action inherited from Z.
Look at the collection of product sets W ′ = {X × γUi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. This
defines a Γ-cover of X × M̃ as well. By definition, N (W ′) = X × N (W) which is a
subcomplex of X × Z.
Remark 2.5.13. Recall that, by Lemma 2.5.2, Ux = {Uj |x ∈ Aj}j∈J is a locally finite
cover of M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X. So the corresponding nerve N (Ux) is a locally finite complex
by Proposition 2.5.5. We describe the relation between N (Ux) and the fibre of the nerve
N (U)x. Recall the definition of the former. We introduce a new index set Ix ⊆ J to
rewrite Ux = {Uj}j∈Ix . Then the rectangular nerve corresponding to this cover N (Ux) is
a subcomplex of the cuboid complex associated to {aj}j∈Ix , which we denote by Zx. The
inclusion of Ix in the original index set J induces an inclusion of Zx as a subcomplex in
the cuboid complex Z. Then the image of N (Ux) under this inclusion is N (U)x.
Shortly speaking we say that for a.e. x ∈ X,N (U)x is the rectangular nerve of the cover
Ux, which is locally finite, since Ux is so. Further the Ux are subcovers of the underlying
cover W of U and N (U)x is a subcomplex of N (W). Since N (U) is Γ-invariant, it is a
subcomplex of N (W ′) = X ×N (W).
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As before we denote the dimension of an open face in N (W) with d(F ). We fix an
order of its side lengths a1(F ) 6 . . . 6 ad(F )(F ) where each ai(F ) = aji for an index
ji ∈ J1/2(F ). The index corresponding to ad(F )(F ) is denoted by jF . Note that the face
γF has the same side lengths as F and we can fix an order of the side length such that
jγF = γjF .
We define the open star of a face F , Star(F ), to be the open star of F with respect to
N (W). If we want to emphasise the fibre, we write Star(x, F ). The open star of a face
with respect to N (U)x is then given as StarN (U)x(F ) = Star(F ) ∩N (U)x.
Lemma 2.5.14. Let U = {Aj × Uj | j ∈ J} be a Γ-cover of X × M̃ and N (U) the
corresponding rectangular nerve. Then there is an equivariant geometric map
τ : X × M̃ −→ X ×N (W)
such that the following holds:
i) The image of τ is contained in N (U).
ii) For a.e. x ∈ X the preimage under τx of the open star of a face F is contained in
UjF , the cover set with 12 diam(UjF ) = ajF = ad(F )(F ).
Proof. For the proof see also [45, proof of Lemma 2.35]. Let K ⊂ M̃ be a compact set
which contains the open 1-neighbourhood of a Γ-fundamental domain of M̃ . The set
{γK | γ ∈ Γ} covers M̃ and has Lebesgue number 1, i.e. any set of diameter smaller than
1 is contained in a γK. For a.e. x ∈ X, Ux is a cover of M̃ . Look at the restriction of
these covers to K. There are only finitely many covers of K which can appear as such a
restriction, since there can only be finitely many cover sets Ui intersecting K. This is due
to the fact that the index set J has finitely many orbits and the group Γ acts properly
discontinuously on M̃ . Any cover of the compact set has positive Lebesgue number with
respect to the restricted metric on K. Let ε′ be the minimal such number. Then the
Lebesque number of Ux is ε := min{ε′, 1} for a.e. x ∈ X.
Then we find a refinement for the Γ-cover U as follows. For each cover set Uj we regard
the closed ε/4-neighbourhoodN ε/4(∂Uj) of its boundary ∂Uj and setWj := Uj\N ε/4(∂Uj).
The Wj are relatively compact, Wγj = γWj for γ ∈ Γ and W̄j ⊂ Uj. Then V :=
{Aj ×Wj}j∈J is a Γ-cover of X × M̃ , since for a.e. x ∈ X, Vx = {Wj |x ∈ Aj} is a locally
finite cover of M̃ . For every element j in a system of representatives J ′ ⊆ J there exists
a continuous function τj : M̃ → [0, aj] such that τ|Wj ≡ aj and supp(τj) ⊆ Uj. This holds
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true by Urysohn’s lemma [34, Theorem 4.82 and Corollary 4.83, p. 112-114]. Extend this










Here χAj denotes the characteristic function of Aj.
This is indeed a well-defined map, since for a.e. x ∈ X we have (x, p) ∈ ⋃j∈J Aj × Uj.
Furthermore V is a Γ-cover as well, so for p ∈ M̃ there is an index j ∈ J such that
χAj(x)τj(p) = aj and, since Ux is locally finite for a.e. x ∈ X, for a point p ∈ M̃ we have
τj(p) 6= 0 only for finitely many j ∈ J . As a result, the image is contained in X × Z,
more precisely in X × N (W), since a tuple (τj(p))j∈J belongs to N (W). Moreover, by
definition of the rectangular nerve, the image of τ is contained in N (U).
The defined map is equivariant. We have

































Further, τ is fibrewise continuous and proper. By Lemma 2.5.2 i), given a compact subset
K ⊆ M̃ , there is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Ll=1Xl such that for a.e. x, y ∈ Xl and
every k ∈ K we have τ(x, k) = τ(y, k). It follows that restricted to every Xl × K the
nerve map is a product idXl ×τ ′l and hence of finite variance. So the nerve map is an
equivariant X-map which is fibrewise proper, hence equivariant geometric. The second
assertion follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.5.6.
Fundamental domains
Let U = {Aj × Uj | j ∈ J} be a Γ-cover of X × M̃ and W be its underlying cover. Then
the rectangular nerve N (U) is a subcomplex of X × N (W). The group Γ acts on both
spaces by permuting faces. This action is fibrewise continuous. We want to specify Borel
fundamental domains for this group action (see Definition 2.3.8). First we define skeletons
of an equivariant simple X-space.
Definition 2.5.15. Let X × Z be an equivariant simple X-space with Z being a CW
complex. Then the k-skeleton of X × Z is given by (X × Z)(k) := X × Z(k). The
k-skeleton of a subcomplex H ⊆ X × Z is given as union of the k-skeletons of its fibres,
H(k) = ∐x∈X H(k)x .
Recall that N (W) is a locally finite, finite dimensional cuboid complex, i.e. there is a
D ∈ N such that N (W) = N (W)(D). A Borel fundamental domain for the equivariant
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simple X-space X × N (W) is given by taking the union of fundamental domains of
(X ×N (W))(k) for all 0 6 k 6 D. The intersection of such a fundamental domain with
N (U) defines a Borel fundamental domain of N (U). We find fundamental domains for
the skeleta of X×N (W) by fixing a set of representatives for the open k-faces of N (W)(k)
for k > 0. Every k-face F comes with an index jF ∈ J1/2(F ) corresponding to a largest
side length ad(F )(F ). Pick a complete set of representatives J ′ of the free Γ-set J .
Lemma 2.5.16. Let F be a Γ-fundamental domain of N (W) such that for every face
F ∈ F we have jF ∈ J ′. Then F consists of finitely many disjoint open faces. Moreover,
a fundamental domain of X ×N (W) is given by finitely many disjoint Borel sets X × F
where F ∈ F .
Proof. We proof that there are only finitely many faces inN (W) = N (W)(D) with jF ∈ J ′.
Fix j′ ∈ J ′. Let F ∈ N (W) with jF = j′. Then it holds ∅ 6=
⋂
j∈J+(F ) Uj ⊆ Uj′ . Hence
J+(F ) is a finite subset of
JUj′ := {j ∈ J |Uj′ ∩ Uj 6= ∅},
which is a finite set, since Uj′ is relatively compact and the group Γ acts properly dis-
continuously on M̃ . The set of subsets of JUj′ is finite as well, hence there can only be
finitely many faces of the above form. The assertion in the lemma then follows from the
fact that the set of representatives J ′ is finite, since J has finitely many Γ-orbits.
A fundamental domain for N (U) results from a fundamental domain of X × N (W)
by restricting it to N (U).
Lemma 2.5.17. Let F be a Γ-fundamental domain of N (W) such that for every face
F ∈ F we have jF ∈ J ′. Then the following holds:
i) There is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Ll=1Xl such that for a.e. x, y ∈ Xl and every
face F ∈ F we have
(x, F ) ∈ N (U) ⇐⇒ (y, F ) ∈ N (U).
ii) A fundamental domain of N (U) is given by finitely many disjoint Borel sets of the
form Xl × F for a face F ∈ F and some l ∈ {1, . . . , L}.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5.16, fix j′ ∈ J ′. Let (x, F ) ∈ N (U) with jF = j′.
Then J+(F ) is a finite subset of the set
JUj′ := {j ∈ J |Uj′ ∩ Uj 6= ∅}.
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By assumption, it holds x ∈ ⋂j∈J+(F ) Aj. We get a measurable function from X to the
finite set of subsets of JUj′ mapping x to the set




Now let X = ⋃Ll=1Xl be a finite Borel partition such that this function is a constant set
on each Xl. This means if x, y ∈ Xl and J̄ ⊆ JUj′ with x ∈
⋂
j∈J̄ Aj, then y ∈
⋂
j∈J̄ Aj
as well. In particular this holds for J+(F ), which proves the first assertion. The second
assertion follows immediately from this and Lemma 2.5.16.
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Chapter 3
The good equivariant cover
In order to prove our main theorems, we follow the randomization strategy of [45] outlined
in Chapter 1.
In this chapter, as well as in Chapter 4, let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected,
d-dimensional Riemannian manifold with fundamental group π1(M) = Γ. We denote by
π : M̃ → M the universal covering with the induced metric g̃. Let V
M̃
(1) denote the
largest volume of any metric ball of radius 1 in (M̃, g̃).
Let (X,µ) be a standard Borel probability space with an atom-free probability meas-
ure µ. Suppose Γ acts on X in a µ-preserving way, i.e. (X,µ) is a standard Γ-space.
Further we require the action to be (essentially) free. The fundamental group acts by
deck transformations on M̃ . Thus X × M̃ with the diagonal Γ-action is an equivariant
simple X-space where the topological space has some further structure, namely the struc-
ture of a Riemannian manifold. The equivariant simple X-space is equipped with the
product measure of µ and the Riemannian measure vol on M̃ . We denote this measure
by ν.
In this chapter we construct a suitable Γ-cover of X × M̃ implementing Guth’s con-
struction of a good cover [30, Section 1] and derive a couple of properties. In particular, we
show in Section 3.2 that the induced covers satisfy certain multiplicity bounds. Moreover,
we can show that the measure of the subset with high-multiplicity in X × M̃ is under
control.
By convention if B = B(p, r) ⊂ M̃ denotes the concentric open ball of radius r around
p, aB is the concentric ball of radius a · r around p.
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3.1 Construction of a good equivariant cover
In contrast to the situation in [45], there is no packing type inequality on the manifold
(M, g). In order to produce a suitable Γ-cover of X × M̃ we adapt ideas of L. Guth. In
[30] he introduced a so-called good cover of the manifold, which allows to still find certain
bounds on the multiplicity of points. The cover sets are good balls, open balls which
satisfy certain geometric conditions. Recall the exact definition [30, Section 1]:
Definition 3.1.1. Let (N, g) be a connected d-dimensional Riemannian manifold and
VN(1) be the supremal volume of a 1-ball in N . The ball B(p, r) ⊆ N of radius r around
a point p ∈M is called a good ball if the following conditions are satisfied.
i) Reasonable growth: vol(B(p, 100r)) 6 104(d+3) vol(B(p, 1100r)).
ii) Volume bound: vol(B(p, r)) 6 102(d+3)VN(1)rd+3.
iii) Small radius: r 6 1100 .
Remark 3.1.2. As Guth remarked in [30, Section 1], the exact constants are not important.
The given choice of constants ensures that in comparison with the equalities satisfied in
Euclidean space, the reasonable growth condition is relaxed whereas the bound on the
volume is much stronger than the Euclidean bound if one regards small radii. A good
ball with small radius has a very small volume. Furthermore, the choice of the constants
ensures that for any point in a complete manifold there exists a concentric good ball [30,
Lemma 1].
Definition 3.1.3. A good cover of a connected d-dimensional Riemannian manifold is an
open cover by good balls where the concentric 16 -balls are disjoint and the
1
2 -balls provide
a cover of the manifold as well.
Guth showed that any closed Riemannian manifold has a good cover [30, Lemma 2].
Having this in mind we show that there exists a good Γ-cover of X × M̃ .
Theorem 3.1.4. Let M be a Riemannian manifold and (X,µ) be a standard Γ-space as
in the assumptions stated in the beginning of this chapter.
Then there are countable families {Aj}j∈J of Borel subsets of X and {Bj}j∈J of open
balls in M̃ such that:
i) Each Bj is good ball.
ii) U := {Aj ×Bj}j∈J is a Γ-cover of X × M̃ .
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iii) U(12) := {Aj ×
1
2Bj}j∈J is a Γ-cover of X × M̃ .
iv) U(16) := {Aj ×
1
6Bj}j∈J is a Γ-packing of X × M̃ .
We call the cover U := {Aj ×Bj}j∈J a good Γ-cover of X × M̃ .
The idea to prove this theorem is to first cover M̃ equivariantly by good balls.
By compactness of M we can ensure that we only need finitely many orbits of balls.
Then we choose a convenient subcover by ideas of the Vitali covering lemma (see for
example [13, Theorem 1.24, p. 36]). For every ball we need to fix a suitable Borel
set Aj. In order to do this, we need the following lemma, which appears in parts in
[45, Proof of Theorem 4.1].
Lemma 3.1.5. Let A ⊆ X be a Borel set with µ(A) > 0. For every finite F ⊂ Γ with
1 /∈ F there exists a Borel subset A′ ⊆ A of positive measure such that µ(A′ ∩ γA′) = 0
for all γ ∈ F . In particular, we can choose A′ in a maximal way, i.e. if there is another
Borel subset Ā ⊆ A containing almost every element x ∈ A′ and µ(Ā4A′) > 0, then
µ(Ā ∩ γĀ) > 0 for an element γ in F .
Proof. The first part follows analogously to [45, proof of Theorem 4.1]. We use [45,
Lemma 4.2] which states that for every element γ ∈ Γ\{1} there is a Borel subset A′′ ⊆ A
with µ(A′′) > 0 such that µ(A′′∩γA′′) = 0. Applying this repeatedly for F = {γ1, . . . , γk}
we obtain Borel sets A1, . . . , Ak, with Am+1 ⊆ Am and µ(Am ∩ γAm) = 0. Then A′ := Ak
works.
For the second part we look at the set
M := {A′ ⊆ A |µ(A′) > 0, µ(A′ ∩ γA′) = 0 for all γ ∈ F},
and consider the equivalence relation on it given by
A′ ∼ A′′ :⇐⇒ µ(A′4A′′) = 0.
We setM′ =M/∼. For elements [A′] and [A′′] inM′ we say [A′] 6 [A′′] if almost every
x ∈ A′ lies in A′′. This defines a well-defined partial order on M′. Let K ⊂ M′ be a
totally ordered subset. We consider the injective well-defined function
ϕ : K −→ [0, 1],
[A′] 7−→ µ(A′).
In particular, if [A′] 6 [A′′], then ϕ([A′]) 6 ϕ([A′′]).
Let m := sup[A′]∈K ϕ([A′]) ∈ [0, 1]. If m is attained by an element [A′] ∈ K, this element is
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an upper bound in K for the totally ordered subset. Otherwise we can choose a sequence






Then [⋃k∈NAk] = ⋃k∈N[Ak] is an upper bound for K by the following consideration: Let
[A′] ∈ K. Then µ(A′) < m and there is a k ∈ N such that µ(A′) 6 µ(Ak). Hence
































where the inequality holds since the [Ak] are totally ordered.
Hence every totally ordered subset ofM′ has an upper bound and by the Lemma of
Zorn there exists a maximal element [A′] ∈ M′. A representative A′ of this equivalence
class is an element ofM which is maximal in the sense described in the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.4. By [30, Lemma 1] there exists a good ball B(p, r) for every
p ∈ M̃ . In particular, it holds r 6 1100 . The fundamental group Γ acts freely on M̃ ,
thus M̃ = ⋃l∈L Γxl for some set of representatives {xl}l∈L.
By fixing good balls Bl := B(xl, rl) and setting Bγl := γBl (good ball around γxl)
we get an equivariant cover of M̃ by good balls. In particular, the family {16Bγl | γ ∈
Γ, l ∈ L} covers M̃ as well. The projections of the cover sets form a cover of M given
by {π(16Bγl) | γ ∈ Γ, l ∈ L} = {π(
1
6Bl) | l ∈ L}. Since the covering map is open, this
is an open cover of M and by compactness of the manifold we find a finite subcover







= {16Bγi | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, γ ∈ Γ}
V = {Bγi | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, γ ∈ Γ}.
We denote the centres of the balls B1, . . . , Bn by p1, . . . , pn and the radii by r1, . . . , rn
where we arrange the indices such that r1 > r2 > . . . > rn. In particular, Bγi = γBi is the
ball with centre pγi = γpi and radius rγi = ri. We aim to construct a Γ-cover of X × M̃
by elements in B(X) × V , where B(X) denotes the set of Borel sets in X. We achieve
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this by constructing a Γ-packing by elements in B(X)×V(16) first. So we have to choose
a suitable Borel subset Ai ⊆ X for each ball Bi for i = 1, . . . , n. Lemma 3.1.5 allows us
to adjust the measurable component. We start with the first ball 16B1 and set
F1 := {γ ∈ Γ | γ 6= 1, 16B1 ∩ γ
1
6B1 6= ∅} ⊂ Γ.
This is a finite subset since Γ acts properly discontinuously on M̃ . Then by the above
Lemma 3.1.5, there is a maximal Borel subset A1 ⊆ X of positive measure such that
µ(A1 ∩ γA1) = 0 for all γ ∈ F1. We set
U1(16) := {γ(A1 ×
1
6B1) | γ ∈ Γ},
which is a Γ-packing by construction.
Set
Fk := {γ ∈ Γ | γ 6= 1, 16Bk ∩ γ
1
6Bk 6= ∅}
for k = 2, . . . , n, which are finite sets since Γ acts properly discontinuously on M̃ . Assume
that for some k ∈ {2, . . . , n} we have chosen Borel sets A1, . . . , Ak−1 from B(X) and sets
Um(16) := {γ(Am ×
1
6Bm) | γ ∈ Γ}
for m = 1, . . . , k − 1 such that U1(16) ∪ . . . ∪ Uk−1(
1
6) is a Γ-packing. For m = 1, . . . , k − 1
set







k , which are finite subsets of Γ. Then consider the two sets
Sk := {A ⊆ X |µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ Fk},
Tk := {A ∈ Sk | ∀m = 1, . . . , k − 1: µ(A ∩ γAm) = 0 for all γ ∈ Gmk }.
If Tk = ∅, we set Ak = ∅, which is the same as omitting the ball Bk in the packing or
the cover we want to construct. Otherwise we can show, by using the same arguments as
in the proof of Lemma 3.1.5, that we can choose a maximal set Ak ∈ Tk. Here, maximal
means that there is no other element A′ in Tk containing almost every point of Ak such
that µ(A′4Ak) > 0. We set
Uk(16) := {γ(Ak ×
1
6Bk) | γ ∈ Γ}
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and get a Γ-packing U1(16) ∪ . . . ∪ Uk(
1
6).




Ui(16) = {γ(Ai ×
1
6Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}.
Note that at this point Ai = ∅ is possible. Otherwise we have µ(Ai) > 0. We get a
candidate for the good Γ-cover by
U = {γ(Ai ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} .
The balls γBi are good balls hence it only remains to check that U(12) and U are Γ-covers.
The first property in the definition of a Γ-cover (Definition 2.5.1) is satisfied by con-
struction. It remains to check the other two conditions. We show that for p ∈ M̃ and
a.e. x ∈ X we have (x, p) ∈ ⋃ni=1 γ(Ai × 12Bi). Then the analogous statement holds for U
as well.






γ(Ai × 12Bi) for all x ∈ A.
Since V(16) = {
1
6γBi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} covers M̃ , p belongs to a ball
1
6γBi. We can
assume p ∈ 16Bk for a k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Otherwise, if p ∈
1
6γBk, we consider p
′ = γ−1p and







Hence for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1} and every element γ ∈ Γ one of the following cases has to
be given:
Case 1: p /∈ 12γBi, i.e. dM̃(p, γpi) >
1
2ri where pi is the centre of Bi. Since p ∈
1
6Bk we
have 16Bk ⊆ B(p,
1
3rk) and, using ri > rk,





This implies 16Bk ∩ γ(
1
6Bi) = ∅ hence γ /∈ Gk.
Case 2: x /∈ γAi for all x ∈ A and thus
µ(A ∩ γAi) = 0.
In particular this holds for all elements γ ∈ Gk.
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As a result, the assumption that (x, p) /∈ ⋃γ∈Γ ⋃ni=1 γ(Ai × 12Bi) for all x ∈ A implies
that if γ ∈ Gk, i.e. 16Bk ∩ γ
1
6Bi 6= ∅ for some element γ ∈ Γ and some i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1},
then µ(A ∩ γAi) = 0. Further we have µ(A ∩ Ak) = 0, since (x, p) /∈ Ak × 12Bk. By
Lemma 3.1.5 we can choose a subset of positive measure A′ ⊆ A lying in Sk satisfying
the same property. Thus it belongs to Tk. If Ak = ∅ this contradicts Tk = ∅. Otherwise
A′ ∪ Ak belongs to Tk as well contradicting the maximality of Ak.
As a last step we show that U (and therefore U(12)) satisfies the following property of
a Γ-cover: The induced cover Ux = {Bγi |x ∈ Aγi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} of {x}×M̃ ∼= M̃
is locally finite for a.e. x ∈ X. This holds true since the induced covers are subcovers of
the locally finite cover {Bγi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Any ball Bγi intersects only finitely
many other sets, since the balls are relatively compact and the group Γ acts properly
discontinuously on M̃ .
Therefore, U(12) and U are Γ-covers and U is the desired good Γ-cover of X×M̃ . This
concludes the proof.
We have constructed a Γ-packing of X × M̃
U(16) = {γ(Ai ×
1
6Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}
leading to a good Γ-cover. Without loss of generality, we simply omit the balls with
Ai = ∅ and assume that µ(Ai) > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. Introducing a free Γ-set
J := {γi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} we can simplify the above expression to
U(16) = {Aj ×
1
6Bj}j∈J .
Then a good Γ-cover of X × M̃ is given by
U = {γ(Ai ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} = {Aj ×Bj}j∈J .
Note that the index set J is countable by construction. We already stated properties of a
Γ-cover in Lemma 2.5.2. In particular, Ux = {Bj |x ∈ Aj} is a cover of M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X.
For the constructed good Γ-cover we have the following additional property.
Lemma 3.1.6. Let U be a good Γ-cover of X × M̃ . Then Ux is a good cover for M̃ ∼=
{x} × M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X.
Proof. For a.e. x ∈ X the set Ux = {Bj |x ∈ Aj} is a cover of M̃ = {x} × M̃ where the
open sets Bj are good balls. By the same reason, U(12)x covers {x} × M̃ whereas U(
1
6)x
is a packing, i.e. the balls 16Bj with x ∈ Aj are disjoint (see Lemma 2.5.3). Thus the
induced covers Ux yield good covers as introduced by Guth for a.e. x ∈ X.
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3.1.1 Some remarks on multiplicity
Assume that V0 is a positive real number such that the supremal volume of a 1-ball in
the universal cover M̃ , V
M̃
(1), is bounded by this number.
Remark 3.1.7. Note that the volume of the appearing good balls is bounded from below.
Since M is compact, the injectivity radius of M , inj(M), is positive and the sectional
curvature is bounded from above by some constant κ [7, Corollary to Proposition 1,
p. 167]. Take 0 < r′ 6 inf{inj(M), 16r1, . . . ,
1
6rn} and consider the balls π(B(pi, r
′)) =
B(π(pi), r′) ⊆ M . By the Bishop-Gunther inequality [21, Theorem 3.101, p.140] the
volume of these balls is bounded from below by the volume vol(Bκ(r′)) of the r′-ball in
the simply connected Riemannian d-manifold H with constant curvature κ. In particular,
we obtain
vol(Bi) > vol(16Bi) > vol(B(pi, r
′)) > vol(B(π(pi), r′)) > vol(BH(r′)) =: C0
for i = 1, . . . , n.
Remark 3.1.8. The multiplicity of the induced covers Ux is bounded from above by some
constant N0. Let p ∈ M̃ be an arbitrary point. By construction U(16) is a Γ-packing of




6)x are disjoint. By Remark 3.1.7 the volume of these elements is bounded
from below by some constant C0, hence the number of elements of U(16)x contained in the
concentric 1-ball B(p, 1) is bounded from above by vol(B(p, 1))/C0. By assumption this
number is at most V0/C0 =: N0. Since the radius of a good ball is at most 1100 , a ball of
radius R < 1− 2 1100 can intersect at most N0 elements of Ux. Therefore, the multiplicity
of Ux at the point p is bounded by N0.
Note that this upper bound on the multiplicity is not a dimensional constant. There
is no way to find such a universal bound on the multiplicity. Following Guth [30] we will
prove a weaker estimate in the next section, bounding the volume of the set where the
multiplicity with respect to Ux is high. Moreover, we show that such an estimate even
holds for the whole good Γ-cover.
3.2 Properties of the good equivariant cover
We have constructed a good Γ-cover U = {Aj × Bj | j ∈ J} of X × M̃ such that
Ux = {Bj |x ∈ Aj} is a good cover of {x} × M̃ ∼= M̃ for a.e. x ∈ X (Lemma 3.1.6).
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Hence the properties of a good cover proven in [30] hold also in the given setting with
slight modifications. In particular, we can show that for the constructed good Γ-cover U
the measure of the set of high-multiplicity is bounded. First, we regard the properties of
the induced covers Ux.
The following lemma by Guth is local hence applies on the complete manifold M̃ . It
allows to estimate the number of balls of comparably large radius intersecting a given
ball.
Lemma 3.2.1. [30, Lemma 3] There is a dimensional constant C(d) such that for a.e. x ∈
X the following holds true. Let s < 1 and B(s) ⊆ M̃ be a ball of radius s, which does
not necessarily belong to U . Then the number of balls Bj ∈ Ux intersecting B(s), whose
radius is in the range 12s 6 rj 6 2s, is bounded by C(d). In particular, the constant C(d)
is independent of x ∈ X.
Proof. For a given x ∈ X we look at all balls {Bj} in Ux that intersect B(s) and satisfy
the above condition on the radius. Take the ball of smallest volume and denote it by Bj0 .
By the conditions on the radii all the balls Bj are contained in the ball B(5s), which is
itself contained in 20Bj0 . By construction of the good cover the balls 16Bj are disjoint,
hence ∑j vol(16Bj) 6 vol(20Bj0). By the reasonable growth condition of a good ball (see
Definition 3.1.1) we have the estimates
vol(Bj) 6 vol(100Bj) 6 104(d+3) · vol( 1100Bj) 6 10
4(d+3) · vol(16Bj)
vol(20Bj0) 6 vol(100Bj0) 6 104(d+3) · vol( 1100Bj0) 6 10
4(d+3) · vol(Bj0),
hence ∑j vol(Bj) 6 (104(d+3))2 ·vol(Bj0). Having chosen Bj0 as the ball of smallest volume
we can estimate the number of balls intersecting B(s) and having roughly equal radius
by C(d) = (104(d+3))2.
3.2.1 Estimates for the parts of high-multiplicity
As in Guth’s paper [30, Section 2] we want to estimate the volume of the high-multiplicity
set. For the induced cover Ux we denote the multiplicity function on {x} × M̃ ∼= M̃ by
mx, i.e.
mx : M̃ −→ N, p 7−→ mx(p) := |{Bj ∈ Ux | p ∈ Bj}|.
The set of points which are contained in at least λ elements of the cover Ux is given by
M̃x(λ) := {p ∈ M̃ |mx(p) > λ}. In the same way as Guth we can bound the size of
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this set M̃x(λ) for large λ. We define the ω-neighbourhood of an open set U ⊆ M̃ by
Nω(U) := {p ∈ M̃ | dM̃(p, U) < ω}. For the set of points in U with multiplicity at least
λ with respect to Ux we write M̃xU(λ) := U ∩ M̃x(λ). Then the proof of [30, Lemma 4]
applies as long as U is bounded and gives
Lemma 3.2.2. There are dimensional constants α = α(d), β = β(d) such that for a.e.
x ∈ X the following statement holds. For any bounded open set U ⊆ M̃ , any λ > 0 and
ω < 1100 we can estimate
vol
(
M̃xU(β log( 1ω ) + λ)
)
6 e−αλ vol(Nω(U)).
Moreover, for a good ball B of radius r in Ux this implies
vol
(
M̃xB(β log(1r ) + λ)
)
6 c(d) · e−αλ vol(B)
for some dimensional constant c = c(d).
Remark 3.2.3. Following Guth’s proof of [30, Lemma 4], we see that for the occurring
dimensional constants we have α(d) = − log(1 − (104(d+3))−4) and β(d) 6 2(104(d+3))2.
The same constants will appear in the modified proof of Lemma 3.2.4 below.
For the estimate on good balls in the above lemma, note that N2r(B) = 3B and by
the reasonable growth property of a good ball we have vol(3B) 6 104(d+3) vol(B), hence
c(d) = 104(d+3).
However, we require a more general version of the above lemma. Recall from Sec-
tion 2.3 that the equivariant simple X-space X×M̃ is equipped with the product measure
ν of the probability measure µ and the Riemannian measure vol. In particular, for a Borel
fundamental domain F of X × M̃ we have ν(F) = vol(M).
Define the multiplicity of a point (x, p) ∈ X×M̃ bym(x, p) := mx(p). By Lemma 2.5.2
the following holds: For every compact set K ⊂ M̃ there is a finite Borel partition
X = ⋃Ll=1 Xl such that m(x, k) is constant on Xl for every k ∈ K. This implies that the
set of points of multiplicity at least λ, given by
(X × M̃)(λ) := {(x, p) ∈ X × M̃ |m(x, p) = mx(p) > λ},
is measurable. For a Borel set Ṽ ⊂ X×M̃ let Ṽx be the points in the fibre over x, i.e. Ṽx =
Ṽ ∩p−1
M̃
(x). We can define the ω-neighbourhood of Ṽ in X×M̃ by Nω(Ṽ ) :=
⋃
x∈X Nω(Ṽx)
and the points of multiplicity at least λ by (X × M̃)Ṽ (λ) = Ṽ ∩ (X × M̃)(λ). Then we
can prove the following generalized version of the above lemma.
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Lemma 3.2.4. There are constants α(d), β(d) only depending on the dimension d such





of M̃ , any λ > 0 and ω < 1/100 we have for Ũ := ∪γ∈Γγ(X × V ) and any







) + λ) ∩ F
)
6 e−αλν(Nω(Ũ) ∩ F).
Thus if V = F
M̃
, we have Ũ = X × M̃ and it follows
ν
(
(X × M̃)(β log( 1
ω
) + λ) ∩ F
)
6 e−αλ vol(M).
Proof. The proof is a careful adaptation of the ideas of the proof of [30, lemma 4]. We
mainly follow the notation introduced there.
The proof consists of several steps. First, we sort all elements of the cover intersecting
Ũ = ∪γ∈Γγ(X×V ) into layers such that the orbit of each set belongs to exactly one layer
and the layers consist of disjoint sets. Then, for each layer we define its core, a subset
which contains a large part of the measure of the layer but its intersection with lower
layers is under control. Based on these estimates on the core, it is then possible to show
the exponential decay of the measure of the set of high-multiplicity.
Let
U = {γ(Ai ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} = {Aj ×Bj | j ∈ J}
be the good Γ-cover constructed before. We want to define W as the set of subsets of
the cover sets intersecting Ũ = ∪γ∈Γγ(X × V ). This means there needs to be a subset
{i1 < i2 < . . . < in′} of {1, . . . , n} and subsets A′ik ⊆ Aik of positive measure such that
W = {γ(A′ik ×Bik) | γ ∈ Γ, k ∈ {1, . . . , n
′}}
satisfies the following: For every k = 1, . . . , n′ and every γ ∈ Γ we have
γBik ∩ Ũx 6= ∅ for a.e. x ∈ γAik . (3.1)
Note that the bounded set V ⊂ F
M̃
is relatively compact, since M̃ is complete. Then
the set JV = {j ∈ J |V ∩ Bj 6= ∅} is finite since Γ acts properly discontinuously on M̃ .
Moreover, the sets JV (x) = {j ∈ JV |x ∈ Aj} are finite and the assignment x 7→ JV (x)
defines a measurable function from X to the finite set of subsets of JV . Let X =
⋃L
l=1Xl
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be a finite Borel partition such that JV (x) is constant on each Xl. Then we have for every
k ∈ V and a.e. x, y ∈ Xl that
(x, k) ∈ Aj ×Bj ⇐⇒ (y, k) ∈ Aj ×Bj.
This implies that for a.e. x, y ∈ Xl we have Bj∩{x}×V 6= ∅ if and only if Bj∩{y}×V 6= ∅.
By this considerations we obtain that
{x ∈ Aj |Bj ∩ {x} × V 6= ∅}
is a measurable subset of Aj. In the same way, using Borel partitions corresponding to




{x ∈ Aj |Bj ∩ {x} × γV 6= ∅} (3.2)
= {x ∈ Aj |Bj ∩ Ũx 6= ∅}
is a measurable subset of Aj for every j ∈ J . The definition (3.2) is compatible with the
group action on X. One easily verifies, that for every γ ∈ Γ we have γA′j = A′γj. We
restrict to the indices where µ(A′j) > 0. This yields a subset {i1, i2, . . . , in′} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
such that
W = {γ(A′ik ×Bik) | γ ∈ Γ, k ∈ {1, . . . , n
′}}
is the suitable subset of the cover. Note that for the radii of the Bik it holds ri1 > . . . > rin′ .
To simplify the notation in the rest of the proof we use the subscripts {1, . . . , n′}
instead of {i1, i2, . . . , in′}. Further we write Ai instead of A′i. Since we only focus on W ,
not on the whole cover U , this should not lead to any confusion.
With this notation we have
W = {γ(Ai ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}} = {Aj ×Bj | j ∈ J ′}
for the Γ-set J ′ := {γi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}}. The radius of Bj = Bγi is rj = rγi = ri
and it holds r1 > . . . > rn′ . Note that for every i = 1, . . . , n′ we have a subset
Fi := {γ ∈ Γ | γ 6= 1, γBi ∩Bi 6= ∅} ⊂ Γ,
which is finite since the group Γ acts properly discontinuously on M̃ .









Figure 3.1: Adjusting the measurable component: Choose a maximal Borel subset A(1)1 ⊂ A1
such that the product sets γ(A(1)1 ×B1) do not intersect up to null sets.
Construction of the layers
We divide W into layers by possibly subdividing the measurable sets Aj. The procedure
is similar to the construction of U in Section 3.1. For the first layer, Layer(1), we look at
A1 × B1, the set where the ball in M̃ has the largest radius. We want to adjust A1 such
that the orbit of the product set has no self-intersections (see Figure 3.1). Set
S(1)1 := {A ⊆ A1 |µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 ∀γ ∈ F1}.
By Lemma 3.1.5 we have S(1)1 6= ∅ and there is a maximal set in S
(1)
1 . We denote it by A
(1)
1 ,
where the upper index indicates the layer we are working on, and the subscript specifies
the initial ball A1 ×B1. The sets {γ(A(1)1 ×B1) | γ ∈ Γ} will be part of Layer(1).
In the next step we look at the set A2 × B2 and adjust A2 such that the Γ-translates
of the resulting product set are disjoint to one another and to the previous constructed
set. For this we consider the finite subset
G2 = G12 := {γ ∈ Γ | B2 ∩ γB1 6= ∅}
and define
S(1)2 := {A ⊆ A2 |µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ F2}
T (1)2 := {A ∈ S
(1)
2 |µ(A ∩ γA
(1)
1 ) = 0 for all γ ∈ G2}.
As in the construction of the cover in Section 3.1, Lemma 3.1.5 allows us to choose a
maximal element in T (1)2 , which we denote by A
(1)
2 . If T
(1)
2 = ∅, we set A
(1)
2 = ∅, which is








Figure 3.2: We adjust the elements γ(A2×B2). The blue rectangles indicate the sets γ(A(1)1 ×B1).
The orange rectangles result from γ(A2×B2) by adjusting the measurable component to A′2 ⊂ A2
as in the first step. After passing to a suitable subset A(1)2 ∈ T
(1)
2 the sets γ(A
(1)
2 ×B2) have no
intersection with the previously constructed elements in the same layer.
the same as omitting the ball B2 in Layer(1). This is in particular the case if S(1)2 = ∅.
The sets {γ(A(1)2 ×B2) | γ ∈ Γ} will be part of Layer(1).
Basically, the step of constructing these sets consists of two parts. We first adjust A2
to an element A′2 ∈ S
(1)
2 as in the first step (see Figure 3.1) to avoid self-intersections and
then adjust the measurable component further to avoid intersections with the previously
constructed product sets {γ(A(1)1 ∩ B1)} (see Figure 3.2). We construct Layer(1) by
applying these two steps on all remaining sets γ(Ak ×Bk) for k = 3, . . . , n′.
Assume that for some k > 3 we have already chosen subset A(1)1 , . . . , A
(1)
k−1 of the
sets A1, . . . , Ak−1 and elements γ(A(1)i × Bi) (γ ∈ Γ, i = 1, . . . , k − 1) in Layer(1). For
m = 1, . . . , k − 1 set





k , which are finite subsets of Γ. We look at the sets
S(1)k := {A ⊆ Ak |µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ Fk}
T (1)k := {A ∈ S
(1)
k | ∀m = 1, . . . , k − 1: µ(A ∩ γA(1)m ) = 0 for all γ ∈ Gmk }.




k = ∅ in case T
(1)
k is empty.
In the end we obtain the first layer
Layer(1) := {γ(A(1)i ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}} = {A
(1)
j ×Bj | j ∈ J ′}
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where A(1)γi = γA
(1)
i .
After adjusting the Ai we have to take into account the remaining parts. Thus for






) ∣∣∣ γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}} .
Note that if A(1)i = ∅, i.e. the ball has been omitted in Layer(1), we regard the initial
set Ai × Bi. Repeat the same process as before to find A(2)i ⊆ Ai\A
(1)




S(2)1 := {A ⊆ A1\A
(1)
1 |µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ F1}.
If S(2)1 = ∅, which is the case if A1 = A
(1)
1 up to null sets, we set A
(2)
1 = ∅. This means,
that the ball is omitted in Layer(2). Inductively we set
S(2)k := {A ⊆ Ak\A
(1)
k |µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ Fk}
T (2)k := {A ∈ S
(2)
k | ∀m = 1, . . . , k − 1: µ(A ∩ γA(2)m ) = 0 for all γ ∈ Gmk }
for k > 2, where Gmk is given in (3.3). We set A
(2)




Layer(2) := {γ(A(2)i ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}} = {A
(2)
j ×Bj | j ∈ J ′},
where A(2)γi = γA
(2)
i .
Assume we have constructed Layer(1), . . . ,Layer(l − 1) in this way for some l > 3.













) ∣∣∣∣∣ γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}
}
.











) ∣∣∣∣∣µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ F1
}
.











) ∣∣∣∣∣µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ Fk
}
T (l)k := {A ∈ S
(l)
k | ∀m = 1, . . . , k − 1: µ(A ∩ γA(l)m ) = 0 for all γ ∈ Gmk }
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1 up to null sets, we set
A
(l)
1 = ∅ and in the same way A
(l)
k = ∅ if T
(l)
k = ∅. This yields
Layer(l) := {γ(A(l)i ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}} = {A
(l)
j ×Bj | j ∈ J ′}. (3.4)
We say Layer(l′) is lower than Layer(l) if l′ > l. Layer(1) is called the top layer.
The constructed layers have the following properties: After subdividing the measurable
component of a set Ai × Bi the resulting sets belong to exactly one layer and its Γ-orbit
is part of the same layer. Furthermore, every layer consists of disjoint sets. This means,
if A(l)k × Bk and A(l)m × Bm belong to a Layer(l) (k,m ∈ J ′) and Bk ∩ Bm 6= ∅ then
µ(Ak ∩ Am) = 0. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 2.5.2 we can show that for every
compact set K ⊂ M̃ there is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Rlq=1X(l)q such that for almost
every x, y ∈ X(l)q and every k ∈ K we have




Bj ⊆ K, Bj ∈ Layer(l)x ⇐⇒ Bj ⊆ K, Bj ∈ Layer(l)y.







the union of all the elements in the layer. If we restrict to a x ∈ X we obtain what we
call induced layer





Note that the balls in Layer(l)x are disjoint for a.e. x ∈ X. If Bj ∈ Layer(l)x, then by con-
struction it holds that γBj = Bγj ∈ Layer(l)γx for all γ ∈ Γ. Moreover, γL(l)x = L(l)γx.
By the above consideration (see (3.5)), for every compact set K ⊂ M̃ there is a finite
Borel partition X = ⋃Rlq=1X(l)q such that L(l)x ∩K is constant on X(l)q . This implies that
L(l) is a measurable subset of X × M̃ .
Note that a priori the described proceeding for the construction of the layers yields
countably many layers. As we will show subsequently to the proof of the lemma every ball
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appears in some layer after finitely many steps (see Remark 3.2.7). Moreover, we show in
Proposition 3.2.6 that for each i = 1, . . . , n′ the choice of the A(l)i as maximal subsets of













Hence for every η > 0 there is a l0 ∈ N such that the remaining parts not sorted into a











Ãj ×Bj | j ∈ J ′
}
,




i ) and µ(Ãi) 6 η. We set




In the same way as for L(l) we can show that this set is measurable. Moreover, for every
relatively compact set K ⊂ M̃ there is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Rq=1Xq such that
W(l0 + 1)x∩K is constant on Xq. Since the manifold M is compact, a Borel fundamental
domain of X × M̃ is given by X × K for a fundamental domain K of M̃ , which is a
relatively compact set. By Lemma 2.3.9 we obtain for any fundamental domain F of
X × M̃







































where we use the Γ-invariance of the measures and the fact that K is a Γ-fundamental
domain of M̃ . Hence by the properties of a good ball - the volume bound and the small
radius - and µ(Ãi) < η for i = 1, . . . , n′, we obtain
ν (W(l0 + 1) ∩ F) =
n′∑
i=1






As a result, for every ε > 0 there exists a Q0 ∈ N such that
ν (W(Q0 + 1) ∩ F) 6 ε. (3.7)
In the following we will assume that the layers up to some very large number Q ∈ N
are constructed. In all statements on some layer Layer(l), we imply that l 6 Q. We
assume that Q (104(d+3))2 · log( 1
ω
).










Figure 3.3: Partial order on Layer(l)x: The image indicates a situation in which Bj < Bk
in Layer(l)x. The rectangles drawn with solid lines indicate elements in Layer(l) whereas the
rectangles drawn with dashed lines indicate sets in lower layers.
The core of a layer
As a next step we define a subset of each layer up to Layer(Q), the core, Core(l) ⊆ L(l).
We will see that it contains a large fraction of the measure of this layer but intersects
only a bounded number of sets from lower layers. For the definition of the core Guth
introduced a partial order on the layers. We regard this partial order on Layer(l)x =
{Bj |x ∈ A(l)j , j ∈ J ′} for a.e. x ∈ X. We recall the definition from [30, Proof of Lemma
4].
Let Bj, Bk be two balls in Layer(l)x. If there is a ball Bm ∈ Layer(l′)x with Q > l′ > l
intersecting both Bj and Bk and if the radii satisfy
2rj 6 rm 6 rk, (3.8)
then we say that Bj < Bk. The desired partial order on Layer(l)x is the minimal partial
order generated by these relations. This means for two balls Bj, Bk in Layer(l)x the
relation Bj < Bk holds if there is a chain of balls Bj = Bh0 , Bh1 , . . . , Bhs , Bhs+1 = Bk in the
induced layer Layer(l)x and balls from a lower layers Bmt ∈ Layer(lt)x for t = 1, . . . , s+ 1
with Q > lt > l intersecting Bht−1 and Bht so that the radii obey the condition in (3.8),
i.e. we have
2s+1rj 6 2srm1 6 2srh1 6 . . . 6 2rhs 6 rms+1 6 rk. (3.9)
This is illustrated in Figure 3.3 for s = 1. This order is Γ-equivariant. For γBj, γBk ∈
Layer(l)γx the balls γBhr ∈ Layer(l)γx and γBmt ∈ Layer(lt)γx fulfil the conditions de-
scribed above, i.e. γBj < γBk. We get a partial order on every Layer(l)γx for γ ∈ Γ.
Moreover, this partial order has the following properties. If Bj < Bk holds in some
Layer(l)x, the distance of their centers pj and pk is bounded. In particular, we have
d
M̃
(pk, pj) 6 7rk 6 7r1. (3.10)
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This holds by the following consideration. If Bj < Bk in Layer(l)x there exists a chain of
overlapping balls Bj = Bh0 , Bh1 , . . . , Bhs , Bhs+1 = Bk ∈ Layer(l)x and balls of lower layers
Bmt ∈ Layer(lt)x for t = 1, . . . , s + 1 with Q > lt > l such that the radii satisfy (3.9).
Then d
M̃
(pk, pj) 6 rk + 2(rms+1 + rhs + . . .+ rh1 + rm1) + rj 6 7rk.
Based on this fact we prove the following
Claim: Let K ⊂ M̃ be a compact set. Then there is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Rq=1Xq
such that for a.e. x, y ∈ Xq we have
Bj ∈ Layer(l)x Bj ∈ Layer(l)y (3.11)
Bj ∩K 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ Bj ∩K 6= ∅
Bj < Bk for a Bk ∈ Layer(l)x Bj < Bk for a Bk ∈ Layer(l)y
and the same statement holds if we replace Bj < Bk by Bk < Bj.
This is due to the following consideration. If Bj, Bk ∈ Layer(l)x for a x ∈ X where
Bj ∩ K 6= ∅ and Bj < Bk, we obtain by (3.10) that Bk is contained in the closed
8r1-neighbourhood of K, N8r1(K) =: K ′. This is a compact set as well. For every
l = 1, . . . , Q we obtain a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Rlq=1X(l)q such that for a ball Bm we
have
Bm ⊆ K ′, Bm ∈ Layer(l)x ⇐⇒ Bm ⊆ K ′, Bm ∈ Layer(l)y
for a.e. x, y ∈ X(l)q . Let X =
⋃R
q=1Xq be a refinement of these partitions. Hence for
a.e. x, y ∈ Xq we have
Bm ⊆ K ′
Bm ∈ Layer(l)x for some l ∈ {1, . . . , Q}
⇐⇒
Bm ⊆ K ′
Bm ∈ Layer(l)y for some l ∈ {1, . . . , Q}
Then if Bj < Bk in Layer(l)x for x ∈ Xq and both balls are contained in K ′, we have a
chain of balls in Layer(l)x or lower layers Layer(lt)x such that the consecutive balls inter-
sect and fulfil (3.8). All these balls are itself contained in K ′. Thus for a.e. y ∈ Xq we
get the same chain of balls with respect to the layers restricted to y as well. This implies
that Bj < Bk in Layer(l)y and concludes the proof of the above claim.
An element Bj ∈ Layer(l)x is a maximal element of the partial order if there is no
other ball Bk in this layer with Bj < Bk. Maximal elements exist by the Lemma of Zorn.
A totally ordered chain is bounded above, since the radii of balls in Layer(l)x are bounded
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and by (3.8) the radii in such a chain increase. Then we can define
Max(l)x = {Bj ∈ Layer(l)x |Bj maximal}.
It holds Bj ∈ Max(l)x if and only if γBj ∈ Max(l)γx. Set Max(l) :=
⋃
x∈X Max(l)x ⊆ L(l).
For a maximal ball Bj ∈ Max(l)x the concentric ball 110Bj is called the core, and the






Note that this is a disjoint union of balls and γCore(l)x = Core(l)γx. The core of Layer(l)
is then given by Core(l) = ⋃x∈X Core(l)x ⊆ L(l).
By the considerations above (see (3.11)), given a compact set K ⊂ M̃ , there is a finite
Borel partition X = ⋃Rq=1Xq such that Max(l)x ∩K and Core(l)x ∩K is constant on Xq.
For this reason, Core(l) is a measurable subset of X × M̃ .
Properties of the core
As a next step we show that a point in Core(l)x lies only in a controlled number of
balls in lower layers up to Layer(Q). Thus in particular the multiplicity with respect to⋃Q
m=1 Layer(m)x of such a point is bounded by a certain constant.
Claim 1: For a.e. x ∈ X the following holds true: The number of balls in lower layers (up
to Layer(Q)x) containing a point in Core(l)x is bounded by a dimensional constant.
To see this, let p ∈ 110Bj ⊂ Core(l)x be a point in the core with Bj ∈ Max(l)x. If p
lies in a ball Bk of some lower layer, i.e. p ∈ Bk ∈ Layer(l′)x for Q > l′ > l, then we show
that its radius is in the range
1
15rj 6 rk 6 2rj. (3.12)
If k = γi for a i ∈ {1, . . . , n′} we can consider γ−1p ∈ Core(l)γ−1x instead. Thus
γ−1p ∈ γ−1Bi = Bi with i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}. Hence we can assume that k is in {1, . . . , n′}.
Let A(l)j × Bj and A
(l′)
k × Bk be the specific sets of Layer(l) and Layer(l′), respectively,




k and we can assume that we deal with sets
of positive measure.
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To show the upper bound in (3.12) assume rk > 2rj. The ball Bk does not belong to




























|µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ Fk
}
T (l)k := {A ∈ S
(l)
k |µ(A ∩ γA(l)m ) = 0 for all γ,m ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} s.th. Bk ∩ γBm 6= ∅}.
In case k = 1 we only look at S(l)1 but this is just a special case of the following considera-















As a result S(l)k cannot be empty. There are two cases which can occur: either T
(l)
k is the
empty set or not.
Case 1: Suppose T (l)k = ∅. Then we have in particular that A
(l′)




S := {(γ,m) | γ ∈ Γ,m ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} s.th. Bk ∩ γBm 6= ∅ and µ(A(l
′)
k ∩ γA(l)m ) > 0}.
Let (γ,m) ∈ S be a pair satisfying the above conditions. If x ∈ A(l
′)
k ∩ γA(l)m , we have
γBm = Bγm ∈ Layer(l)x and rγm = rm > rk. By assumption we have rm > rk > 2rj.
Thus Bm > Bj (see (3.8)) contradicting the maximality of Bj.
On the other hand, if x /∈ A(l
′)
k ∩ γA(l)m but µ(A
(l′)
k ∩ γA(l)m ) > 0 there might be another
pair (γ,m) ∈ S such that the above argument works. Otherwise, there has to be a subset
of positive measure A′ ⊆ A(l
′)








k ∩ γA(l)m ).
Thus for every γ ∈ Γ and m ∈ {1, . . . , k−1} with Bk∩γBm 6= ∅ we have µ(A′∩γA(l)m ) = 0.
This implies that A′ belongs to T (l)k , which contradicts the assumption.









k , the arguments of the first case apply. Either there is a ball in Layer(l)x
contradicting the maximality of Bj or we find a subset of positive measure containing x





which is described in the following.
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The first two terms vanishe since A(l)k and A
(l′)
k are in T
(l)









k does not belong to S
(l)
k . Otherwise
it would lie in T (l)k as well, contradicting the maximality of A
(l)



































k ) = 0













k ) > 0. Note that the set Fk ⊂ Γ
is symmetric, i.e. γ−1 ∈ Fk if γ ∈ Fk.








k ) we have γBk ∈ Layer(l)x (γ−1Bk ∈ Layer(l)x)
intersecting Bk. Since by assumption 2rj < rk = rγk = rγ−1k, we have Bj < Bγk
(Bj < Bγ−1k) by (3.8). This is a contradiction since Bj is maximal. On the other hand
if there is a set of positive measure A′ ⊆ A(l
′)
k containing x which is not a subset of





maximality of A(l)k .
In the end, both cases lead to contradictions, which proves the upper bound of (3.12),
i.e. rk 6 2rj.
The lower bound is independent of the maximality of Bj. Note that Bj and Bk are in
particular elements of Ux and we constructed the cover such that U(16)x is a packing of
M̃ . Hence the balls 16Bj and
1
6Bk are disjoint. With pj, pk being the centres of these balls
and p ∈ Bk ∩ 110Bj we obtain
rk + 110rj > dM̃(pk, p) + dM̃(p, pj) > dM̃(pk, pj) >
1
6(rj + rk) >
1
6rj.
Hence rk > 115rj and (3.12) is proven.
By Lemma 3.2.1, the number of balls Bk ∈ Ux intersecting the given Bj with radius
satisfying 115rj 6 rk 6 2rj is bounded by a dimensional constant C(d) = (10
4(d+3))2.
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Therefore, the number of balls Bk in lower layers up to Layer(Q)x containing a point in
Core(l)x is bounded by this constant as claimed. Thus the multiplicity with respect to⋃Q
m=1 Layer(m) of points in the core has a specific upper bound.
Remark 3.2.5. The proof of the upper bound of (3.12) shows the following, which we state
for later use: If Bk ∈ Layer(l)x for some 1 < l 6 Q, then for every 1 6 l′ < l there is a
ball Bm ∈ Layer(l′)x intersecting Bk which has at least radius rk.
As a next step we show that the core of a layer contains a large fraction of its measure.
Recall that on X × M̃ we regard the measure ν given as the product of the probability
measure µ on X and the Riemannian measure vol on M̃ . We have the following connec-
tion between ν(Core(l) ∩ F) and ν(L(l) ∩ F).
Claim 2: It holds ν(L(l) ∩ F) 6 c(d)ν(Core(l) ∩ F) for some dimensional constant
c(d) = 104(d+3).








Let Bj ∈ Layer(l)x, i.e. A(l)j × Bj ∈ Layer(l) with x ∈ A
(l)
j . If Bj is maximal, then (3.13)
holds. Otherwise there is a maximal ball Bk ∈ Max(l)x of radius rk with Bj < Bk. This
implies that d
M̃
(pk, pj) 6 7rk by (3.10), where pk and pj are the centres of Bk and Bj,
respectively. Therefore the concentric 8rk-ball around pk, 8Bk = B(pk, 8rk), contains Bj
and we obtain Bj ⊆ 10Bk ⊆
⋃
Bk∈Max(l)x 10Bk.
In order to prove Claim 2 recall Lemma 2.3.9 and start with two Borel fundamental
domains of the Γ-invariant set L(l). For a Borel fundamental domain F of X × M̃ ,
L(l) ∩ F = ⋃x∈X{Bj ∩ Fx |Bj ∈ Layer(l)x} is a fundamental domain of L(l). On the
other hand we get another fundamental domain if we look at balls with centre lying in
the fundamental domain. Taking any point (y, q) ∈ L(l) ⊂ X × M̃ there is a unique ball
Bk ∈ Layer(l)y with centre pk which contains q. This is due to the fact that every layer
consists of disjoint sets. There exists exactly one element γ ∈ Γ such that γq is contained in
a ball γBk = Bγk whose centre γpk = pγk lies in Fγy. Thus
⋃
x∈X{Bj ∈ Layer(l)x | pj ∈ Fx}
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is a fundamental domain of L(l) as well. By Lemma 2.3.9 we have
ν (L(l) ∩ F) = ν
( ⋃
x∈X
{Bj ∈ Layer(l)x | pj ∈ Fx}
)
.
Using Fubini’s theorem and the fact that the balls in the induced layers Layer(l)x are
disjoint we obtain
















By (3.13), for every ball Bj ∈ Layer(l)x with pj ∈ F we get a maximal ball Bk ∈ Max(l)x
such that Bj ⊆ 10Bk. For Bk there is exactly one Γ-translate γBk with centre γpk in F .































= 104(d+3)ν (Core(l) ∩ F) .
Here we use that good balls have reasonable growth, i.e. vol(10Bk) 6 104(d+3) vol( 110Bk),
and that the 110 -balls are disjoint, since U(
1
6)x is a packing. The last equality holds by
Lemma 2.3.9, since ⋃x∈X{Bk ∈ Max(l)x | pk ∈ Fx} is a Borel fundamental domain of the
Core(l). Finally, we obtain
ν(L(l) ∩ F) 6 104(d+3)ν(Core(l) ∩ F) = c(d)ν(Core(l) ∩ F) (3.14)
and therefore Claim 2.
Establishing the exponential decay
We prove the exponential decay of the set of high-multiplicity. Following Guth we define
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One can easily deduce from the measurability of L(λ) that Lϑ(λ) is measurable. We have
a nested sequence L1(λ) ⊇ L2(λ) ⊇ . . . and Lϑ(λ + 1) ⊆ Lϑ(λ). Note that Lϑ(λ) ⊆
L1(λ) = ⋃Ql=λ L(l) = ⋃Ql=λ⋃x∈X ⋃Bj∈Layer(l)x Bj. Due to the construction of the layers we
have that every ball from a lower layer, Bj ∈ Layer(l)x, Q > l > λ is contained in a
concentric 3rk-ball for a ball Bk ∈ Layer(λ)x. This is clear for l = λ. If Q > l > λ, for
every ball Bj ∈ Layer(l)x there is some ball Bk ∈ Layer(λ)x of the same or larger radius




















As before we get another Borel fundamental domain for ⋃x∈X ⋃Bk∈Layer(λ)x 3Bk if we regard
all balls with centre in F , i.e. ⋃x∈X{3Bk ∈ Layer(λ)x | pk ∈ Fx}. By Fubini’s theorem





























= 104(d+3)ν (L(λ) ∩ F) .
The second to last step is due to the fact that ⋃x∈X{Bk ∈ Layer(λ)x | pk ∈ Fx} is a Borel
fundamental domain for L(λ). As a result
ν(Lϑ(λ) ∩ F) 6 ν(L1(λ) ∩ F) 6 104(d+3)ν (L(λ) ∩ F) = c′(d)ν (L(λ) ∩ F) . (3.15)
In Claim 1 we showed that a point in Core(λ)x ⊆ L(λ)x is contained in at most C(d) =
(104(d+3))2 lower layers up to Layer(Q). We average over the measures of Lϑ(λ) for values
of ϑ being smaller than this constant. Define the function









In particular, we have
ν(LC(d)(λ) ∩ F) 6 T (λ) 6 ν(L1(λ) ∩ F) 6 104(d+3)ν(L(λ) ∩ F). (3.16)
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To see this, note that Lϑ(λ)\Lϑ(λ+ 1) contains all points (x, p) from Layer(λ) which are
in exactly (ϑ − 1) different lower layers up to Layer(Q). Every point in Core(λ) is in at
most C(d) lower layers up to Layer(Q) and the above relation follows. Note that we deal
with a disjoint union. We can estimate the measure of the core of Layer(λ) as follows















































vol(Lϑ(λ)x ∩ Fx) dµ(x)−
∫
X






ν(Lϑ(λ) ∩ F)− ν(Lϑ(λ+ 1) ∩ F)
)
= C(d) · (T (λ)− T (λ+ 1)).
By (3.14) and (3.15) and the definition of T (λ) we have
T (λ)− T (λ+ 1) > 1
C(d)ν(Core(λ) ∩ F) > C
′(d)ν(L1(λ) ∩ F) > C ′(d)T (λ)
where 0 < C ′(d) = (104(d+3))−4, i.e. C ′(d) is a small dimensional constant. This yields
T (λ+ 1) 6 (1− C ′(d))T (λ).
Then we have for every ξ > 0
T (ξ + λ) 6 e−α(d)λ · T (ξ) (3.17)
for α(d) = − log(1− (104(d+3))−4), so in particular
α(d) = − log(1− C ′(d)) ⇐⇒ e−α(d) = (1− C ′(d)).
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Estimating the measure of the high-multiplicity set
We aim to control the measure of the set of high-multiplicity, thus we need to control
T (λ) for large values of λ. By (3.17) we obtain this control by first estimating T (λ) for
small λ. Basically, we show that large balls are put into the top layers.
Claim 3: For a.e. x ∈ X the following holds true: Let Bj be a ball in Layer(l)x ⊆ Ux with
radius rj. Then there is a dimensional constant β = β(d) such that l 6 β log( 1rj ).
To see this, first note that Bj does not belong to Layer(l′)x for all l′ = 1, . . . , l− 1. By
Remark 3.2.5 there is a ball of radius at least rj in every such induced layer intersecting Bj.
Let Bkl′ ∈ Layer(l
′)x denote such balls (l′ = 1, . . . , l−1). The radii satisfy rj 6 rkl′ 6
1
100 .
Thus l is bounded by the number of larger balls in Ux which intersect Bj. By Lemma 3.2.1
for m > 1 the number of balls with radius in [2m−1rj, 2m+1rj] intersecting the concentric
2mrj-ball is bounded by C(d) = (104(d+3))2. Therefore, the number of balls which intersect
Bj and have radius in this interval is bounded by C(d). The radius of good balls is at most
1
100 so the values of m which are relevant are smaller than log(
1
rj
). Hence the number of




This yields an upper bound for l as claimed.




is at most ω. Hence all balls in the induced layers Layer(l)x lower than Layer(β log( 1ω ))x
are contained in the 2ω-neighbourhood N2ω(Ũx) since they intersect Ũx by the choice
of W in the beginning of the proof (see (3.1)). In view of this fact, the assumption
Q  (104(d+3))2 log( 1
ω
) = β(d) log( 1
ω
) makes sense. All elements of higher layers are
























T (β log( 1
ω
)) 6 ν(L1(β log( 1
ω
)) ∩ F) 6 ν(N2ω(Ũ) ∩ F).
Together with (3.17) this yields
T (β log( 1
ω
) + λ) 6 e−αλν(N2ω(Ũ) ∩ F). (3.18)
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It remains to establish the link between T (·) and the set (X × M̃)
Ũ
(λ). The above
statements can be shown for every Q. In the remaining part of the proof we specify the
chosen Q by adding the subscript Q to all defined objects, e.g. TQ(·). For a given Q we
define a certain subset of (X × M̃)
Ũ
(λ) whose measure can be controlled. In order to do
this, we define the multiplicity of a point in X × M̃ with respect to the first Q layers. Set
mQx : M̃ → N, p 7→ mQx (p) := |{Bj ∈
Q⋃
m=1
Layer(m)x | p ∈ Bj}|.
and mQ(x, p) := mQx (p). Define the subset
(X × M̃)Q
Ũ
(λ) := {(x, p) ∈ Ũ |mQ(x, p) > λ},
which is measurable since (X×M̃)
Ũ
(λ) and the sets L(m),m = 1, . . . , Q, are measurable.
Note that for all Q, we have (X × M̃)Q
Ũ
(λ) ⊆ (X × M̃)Q+1
Ũ





(λ). If a point (x, p) ∈ (X × M̃)
Ũ
(λ) does not lie in (X × M̃)Q
Ũ
(λ) for a Q, then
it is contained in the parts which remain after constructing Q layers, i.e. inW(Q+ 1)∩ Ũ
(see (3.6)). As shown before, for every ε > 0 there is a Q0 such that the measure of














For every Q, look at (X × M̃)Q
Ũ
(λ + C(d)) = {(x, p) ∈ Ũ |mQx (p) > λ + C(d)} for
C(d) = (104(d+3))2. A point (x, p) from this set is in at least λ+ C(d) different layers up
to L(Q). But it belongs to at most λ of the first layers L(1), . . . , L(λ) since the layers
consist of disjoint balls. With the condition on the multiplicity this implies that (x, p) is
in at least C(d) different layers lower than L(λ). We get (X × M̃)Q
Ũ






(λ+ β log( 1
ω






Q (λ+ β log( 1ω )) ∩ F
)
(3.16)
6 TQ(λ+ β log( 1ω ))
(3.18)
6 e−αλν(N2ω(Ũ) ∩ F).







) + λ) ∩ F
)
6 e−αλν(Nω̃(Ũ) ∩ F).
Note that β̃(d) 6 2 · (104(d+3))2. These inequalities hold for every Q. Thus by (3.19), for















) + λ) ∩ F
)
+ ε (3.20)
6 e−αλν(Nω̃(Ũ) ∩ F) + ε.
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Note that this holds in particular if ω̃ < 1100 . If V = FM̃ , we have Ũ = X × M̃ . This
means, we divide the whole cover U into layers. It follows
ν
(
(X × M̃)(β̃ log( 1
ω̃
) + λ) ∩ F
)
6 e−αλν(X × M̃ ∩ F) + ε = e−αλ vol(M) + ε. (3.21)
Letting ε go to 0 in (3.20) and (3.21) concludes the proof of the lemma.
3.2.2 Remark on the layering
The proof of Lemma 3.2.4 is based on the construction of the layers. A priori, the proced-
ure yields countably many layers. Let the notation be as in the proof. For k = 1, . . . , n′
we have finite subsets of the group Γ
Fk := {γ ∈ Γ | γ 6= 1, γBk ∩Bk 6= ∅},
Gmk := {γ ∈ Γ |Bk ∩ γBm 6= ∅}





Recall the inductive construction of the layers (see Figure 3.4). Assume that for a l ∈ N
the layers Layer(1), . . . ,Layer(l − 1) are constructed in the form of (3.4). Then Layer(l)











) ∣∣∣∣∣µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 ∀γ ∈ F1
}
and then inductively maximal elements in
T (l)k := {A ∈ S
(l)












) ∣∣∣∣∣µ(A) > 0, µ(A ∩ γA) = 0 ∀γ ∈ Fk
}
.
We set A(l)1 = ∅ and A
(l)
k = ∅ if S
(l)
1 = ∅ or T
(l)





k ) > 0, Lemma 3.1.5 ensures that S
(l)
k 6= ∅. We prove the following
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l = 1 l = 3 l = 5 . . .
Figure 3.4: Construction of the layers: Each point (k, l) indicates one step in the algorithm,




k . Each column l describes one layer, Layer(l),
and points on the same horizontal line k correspond to one initial set Ak × Bk. The choice of
A
(l)
k depends on the choices of A
(l)
m for m = 1, . . . , k − 1, i.e. in the choices taken in the same
layer, as well as on the choices of A(h)k for h = 1, . . . , l − 1, i.e. choices for the same ball in the




k ) to each point (k, l) in the grid, the limit
along the horizontal line is zero.
Proof. We first show that for arbitrary l ∈ N and every k = 1, . . . , n′ the measure of a



















γ∈Fk γA. Assume this is not the case. That means there




k such that µ(A′∩γA) = 0 for all γ ∈ Fk.
By Lemma 3.1.5 we can assume that this set belongs to S(l)k . Then we obtain
µ((A ∪ A′) ∩ γ(A ∪ A′)) = µ((A′ ∩ γA) ∪ (γA′ ∩ A)) = 0
since F1 is symmetric. This implies A ∪A′ ∈ S(l)k , which contradicts the maximality of A
in S(l)k .
We want to show a similar statement for maximal elements in T (l)k . Let k > 2 and C
be a maximal element in T (l)k . Then C belongs to S
(l)
k as well. If it is already maximal in
this set, (3.22) applies. Otherwise C is contained in a maximal element Ã ∈ S(l)k . Then
Ã = C ∪ C ′ with C ′ /∈ T (l)k . For m = 1, . . . , k − 1 let {γm1 , . . . , γmkm} be the subset of Gmk
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If this is not the case, there is a subset C ′′ ⊂ C ′ of positive measure which belongs to S(l)k
and satisfies for every m = 1, . . . , k − 1
µ(C ′′ ∩ γA(l)m ) = 0 for all γ ∈ Gkm.
But then one easily verifies that C∪C ′′ belongs to T (l)k , which contradicts the maximality


























As a result, we obtain the following estimate
























The same holds if C is already maximal in S(l)k . Hence (3.23) holds for maximal elements
C ∈ T (l)k .






















Here we use that the sets A(h)k are disjoint by construction. Note that
0 6 a(k)l 6 a
(k)







k ) > 0
hence the sequences are bounded and monton decreasing. Thus each sequence converges.





l = 0 (3.24)
for each k = 1, . . . , n′. We show this inductively. Let k = 1. In the construction of
Layer(l) we choose A(l)k = A
(l)
1 as maximal element in S
(l)











































which holds only if liml→∞ a(1)l = 0.
Assume we have shown (3.24) up to k− 1 for some k ∈ {2, . . . , n′− 1}. Recall that in
Layer(l) we choose A(l)k maximal in T
(l)









































































The terms in the sum are 0 by hypothesis, hence liml→∞ a(k)l = 0 has to be satisfied as
well. This shows (3.24) and concludes the proof of the proposition.
Remark 3.2.7. Note that the above proposition implies in particular, that after finitely
many steps every ball appears in some layer.




















Therefore at some finite step h ∈ {1 . . . , l0 − 1}, a set A(h)k of positive measure is chosen




Based on the good Γ-cover of X × M̃ constructed in the previous chapter, we introduce
the corresponding nerve construction.
Retain the assumptions from the beginning of Chapter 3. Further we assume through-
out this chapter that the fundamental group π1(M) = Γ of the Riemannian manifold M
is torsion-free and that the supremal volume of a 1-ball in the universal cover M̃ , V
M̃
(1),
is bounded by some constant V0.
Let U be the good Γ-cover constructed in Theorem 3.1.4, a family of product sets
U = {γ(Ai ×Bi) | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}
= {Aj ×Bj | j ∈ J}
where J := {γi | γ ∈ Γ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} is a free Γ-set. Here Aj ⊂ X are Borel subsets and
Bj ⊂ M̃ are good balls of radii rj in the universal cover, such that Aγi = γAi, Bγi = γBi
and rγi = ri. As proven in Section 3.2 the measure of the set of high-multiplicity of this
cover is bounded (Lemma 3.2.4).
We consider the corresponding rectangular nerve N (U) (Definition 2.5.8). Further-
more, we look at the underlying cover of U , given by W = {Bj | j ∈ J}, which is an
equivariant locally finite cover of M̃ as remarked in Proposition 2.5.11. The correspond-
ing nerve N (W) as defined in Definition 2.5.4 is a locally finite, finite-dimensional cuboid
complex equipped with the unique length metric which restricts to the standard Euc-
lidean metric on faces (Remark 2.5.12). The group Γ acts on N (W) by permuting faces,
which is an isometric action. Regard the equivariant simple X-space X×N (W) equipped
with the diagonal Γ-action. Then the rectangular nerve N (U) of the good Γ-cover U is
a subcomplex of X × N (W). Hence the fibres of N (U) are subcomplexes of the cuboid
complex N (W) and are equipped with the restricted metric.
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As explained in the end of Section 2.3 we have a measure on X×N (W) as the product
measure of µ and a measure on the cuboid complex. In the following we will always regard
the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure on N (W) and denote it by vold. It behaves well
under isometries and coincides with the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure on d-faces. We
denote the product measure of µ and vold on X × N (W) by νN . On the other hand
the equivariant simple X-space X × M̃ is equipped with the product measure of µ and
the Riemannian measure vol. This measure is denoted by ν as in the previous chapter.
Note that for a d-dimensional manifold the Riemannian measure vol coincides with the
d-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
Throughout the section all appearing metric cuboid complexes are equipped with the
d-dimensional Hausdorff measure if not stated otherwise. Moreover, we assume that all
topological spaces are equipped with a free action by Γ, the fundamental group ofM .
4.1 The nerve map
Since we assume that the group Γ is torsion-free, the fibres of the rectangular nerve N (U)
are subcomplexes of a free Γ-CW complex.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let Γ be a torsion-free countable group and {aj}j∈J be a set of positive
real numbers indexed over a free Γ-set J . Then the cuboid complex associated to {aj}j∈J
is a free Γ-CW complex.
Proof. The cuboid complex Z associated to a set {aj}j∈J was defined in Definition 2.2.8.
As seen in Section 2.5.2 the Γ-action on the index set J induces a Γ-action on Z via
γ(yj)j∈J = (yγ−1j)j∈J for a point (yj)j∈J ∈ Z. For the barycentres Vk of k-faces of Z we
obtain that Γ.Vk ⊆ Vk, i.e the Γ-action permutes k-faces. Suppose this action has a fixed
point (yj)j∈J ∈ Vk, i.e. there is a γ ∈ Γ such that γ(yj)j∈J = (yγ−1j)j∈J = (yj)j∈J . There
is an index j such that yj = aj and therefore yγlj = aj for all l ∈ N. A point in Z has by
definition only finitely many non-vanishing entries. For this reason, γ has to be a torsion
element. This contradicts the fact that Γ is a torsion-free group. Thus the action on Vk is
free for every k > 0. Since the barycentres Vk correspond to the k-faces of Z, the action
of Γ on Z permutes the k-faces freely, i.e. is a free and cellular action on a CW complex.
As a result, Z is a free Γ-CW complex [51, II. Proposition 1.15, p. 101].
In the given setting, X × N (W) with the diagonal group action is a subcomplex of
X × Z, where Z is the cuboid complex associated to the set of radii {rj}j∈J of the good
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balls Bj (Remark 2.5.12). Hence N (W) is a Γ-invariant subcomplex of the free Γ-CW
complex Z and therefore a free Γ-CW complex in his own right. As a result, the fibres of
N (U) are free Γ-CW complexes as well.
Having in mind Lemma 2.5.14, we define an equivariant geometric nerve map
Φ: X × M̃ −→ X ×N (W)
whose image lies in N (U). Let J ′ be a complete set of representatives of the free Γ-set
J . For each of the appearing good balls Bj, j ∈ J ′, we define a map ϕj : M̃ −→ [0, rj]
which is supported on Bj such that ϕj(p) = rj if p ∈ 12Bj and ϕj decreasing to zero as p
approaches the boundary ∂Bj = B̄j\Bj (see [31, Section 1]). It is possible to choose ϕj
piecewise-smooth and with Lipschitz constant at most 3. We can extend this definition
equivariantly to all indices j ∈ J , i.e. ϕj(p) = ϕγi(p) = ϕi(γ−1p) where we have that
rγi = ri for all γ ∈ Γ and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Set










where χAj denotes the characteristic function of Aj. This is indeed a well defined map,
since for a fixed p ∈ M̃ and a.e. x ∈ X we have (x, p) ∈ ⋃j∈J Aj×Bj by the property of the
Γ-cover U . Furthermore, by Theorem 3.1.4, U(12) is a Γ-cover as well, so for (x, p) ∈ X×M̃
there is an index j ∈ J such that χAj(x)ϕj(p) = rj. Since Ux is locally finite for every
p ∈ M̃ we have ϕj(p) 6= 0 only for finitely many j ∈ J . By definition of the rectangular
nerve, the image is contained in N (U). The fact that Φ is equivariant geometric follows
as in the proof of Lemma 2.5.14.
Remark 4.1.2. For a.e. x ∈ X we have the induced locally finite good cover Ux of M̃ . By
Remark 2.5.13, its associated rectangular nerve can be seen as the fibre of N (U) over x.
With this identification the above map restricted to x gives a continuous proper nerve
map Φx : M̃ → N (U)x ⊂ N (W)x . This is the nerve map as defined by Guth (see [30,
Section 3] and [31, Section 1]). It is piecewise-smooth and its Lipschitz constant at a
point p ∈ M̃ is bounded in terms of the multiplicity mx(p) of p with respect to Ux by
3mx(p)1/2.
Remark 4.1.3. Recall from Section 2.5.2 that we denote the dimension of an open face in
N (W) with d(F ). For each face we divided the index set J into three subsets, J0(F ), J1(F )
and J1/2(F ), depending on the coordinates of its barycenre. A face F has side lenghts rj
corresponding to the indices J1/2(F ) and for each face we fix an order of its side lengths
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and write r1(F ) 6 . . . 6 rd(F )(F ). The index corresponding to rd(F )(F ) is denoted by
jF . We fix an order for every face consistent with the Γ-action, i.e. ri(F ) = ri(γF ) for
i = 1, . . . , d(F ). The open star of a face F , Star(F ), is the star of F with respect toN (W),
i.e. the union of F and all open faces F ′ ∈ N (W) containing F in their closures. The open
star of a face with respect to N (U)x is then given as StarN (U)x(F ) = Star(F ) ∩ N (U)x.
As shown in Lemma 2.5.14 we have Φ−1x (Star(F )) = Φ−1x (StarN (U)x(F )) ⊆ BjF .
Using the bounds on the high-multiplicity set of M̃ in Lemma 3.2.2 we can bound the
volume in the image of the nerve map and the volume contained in certain regions of the
nerve. We obtain the following version of [30, Lemma 5].
Lemma 4.1.4. There are dimensional constants c = c(d), η = η(d) > 0 such that for
a.e. x ∈ X the following estimate holds for a face F ∈ N (W):
vold(Φx(M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < cVM̃(1)r1(F )
d+1e−ηd(F ).
Proof. Note that if F does not lie in the image of Φx, in particular if F /∈ N (U)x,
the measure on the left-hand side vanishes. Let B1 denote the ball in Ux with radius
r1 = r1(F ), i.e. the ball corresponding to the index j ∈ J1/2(F ) with rj = r1(F ). Let F ′
be a face in Star(F ), i.e. it contains F in its boundary. Then J+(F ) ⊆ J+(F ′). Hence
the index corresponding to the smallest side length r1(F ) is contained in J+(F ′) for all
elements of the open star and the preimage Φ−1x (Star(F )) is contained in B1. Since B1 is
a good ball, we have vol(B1) 6 102(d+3)VM̃(1)r
d+3
1 . The Lipschitz constant of the nerve
map Φx is bounded by 3mx(p)1/2. In order to estimate vold(Φx(B1)), we divide the good
ball B1 into regions of different multiplicity and add up their contributions. Here we
use Lemma 3.2.2, stating that the volume of the set of points in B1 with multiplicity
with respect to Ux at least (β log( 1r1 ) + λ) has volume bounded by C · e
−αλ vol(B1) for
dimensional constants C > 1 and α.
Define the following subsets of B1 for i ∈ N:
S = S(1) : = M̃xB1(β log(
1
r1
)) = {p ∈ B1 |mx(p) > β log( 1r1 )}
= {p ∈ B1 |mx(p) > bβ log( 1r1 ) + 1c},
S(i) : = M̃xB1(β log(
1
r1
) + (i− 1)) = {p ∈ B1 |mx(p) > bβ log( 1r1 ) + ic},
S(i) : = {p ∈ B1 |mx(p) = bβ log( 1r1 ) + ic} ⊆ S
(i).
By Lemma 3.2.2, we have the following estimates for every i
vol(S(i)) 6 vol(S(i)) 6 C · e−α(i−1) vol(B1) 6 C ′e−αi vol(B1). (4.2)
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Note that C ′ = Ceα > C > 1 (see Remark 3.2.3). Using the Lipschitz property we obtain
vold(Φx(B1\S)) = vold(Φx(B1\S(1))) 6 3d(β log( 1r1 ))
d/2 vol(B1\S(1))
6 3d(β log( 1
r1
))d/2 vol(B1)




vold(Φx(S(i))) 6 3d(bβ log( 1r1 ) + ic)
d/2 vol(S(i))
(4.2)
6 3d(β log( 1
r1
) + i)d/2C ′e−αi vol(B1).
We add up the volume of the different regions. Note that the multiplicity of the locally
finite cover Ux is bounded, so the appearing sum is in fact finite. We get












6 C ′′(d) 1
r1
vol(B1) 6 C ′′(d) · 102(d+3)VM̃(1)r
d+2
1 .





) + i)d/2e−αi < c′(d) · 1
r1
. (4.3)




(k + i)d/2e−α(k+i) 6 eαk
∫ ∞
0





where α and d are positive numbers. The integral is given by the gamma function
Γ((d/2) + 1), which is a constant only depending on d [2, Sec. 6.1, p. 255]. To get
the above claim (4.3) observe that αβ < 1 (see Remark 3.2.3) hence
eαk = eαβ log(
1
r1




using that r1 < 1 (see Definition 3.1.1). The constant in (4.3) is then given by c′(d) =
α−((d/2)+1)Γ((d/2) + 1).
To obtain the volume estimate stated in the lemma, it remains to prove the following
claim.
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Claim: There is some constant η = η(d) such that r1 = r1(F ) 6 e−ηd(F ).
The dimension of the face F , d(F ), can be estimated from above by the number of
balls in Ux intersecting B1. This number can be estimated using arguments as in the proof
of Claim 3 in the proof of Lemma 3.2.4. Lemma 3.2.1 allows us to bound the number
of such balls with radii in the interval [2l−1r1, 2l+1r1], with l = 0, 1, . . . by a constant
C(d) = 104(d+3). Since r1(F ) 6 1/100, l is bounded by approximately log( 1r1 ), we get
d(F ) 6 log( 1
r1
) · C(d) (4.5)
and therefore the claimed estimate on r1(F ) where η(d) = C(d)−1 = 10−4(d+3).
As a result, using Φx(M̃) ∩ Star(F ) ⊆ Φx(B1), we obtain
vold(Φx(M̃) ∩ Star(F )) 6 vold(Φx(B1)) < c(d)VM̃(1)r1(F )
d+1e−η(d)d(F )
for a dimensional constant c(d).
4.2 Estimates for simplicial norms
By the results in Section 2.4, the nerve map Φ: X × M̃ → X ×N (W) constructed as an
equivariant geometric map induces a chain map of Z-chain complexes
CX∗ (Φ) : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z)
and moreover a map in homology for every n ∈ N
Hn(Φ) : Hn(L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z)) −→ Hn(L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z)).
As stated in the beginning of this chapter, we assume that the supremal volume of a
1-ball in M̃ , V
M̃
(1), is bounded by some constant V0. The goal of this section is to
establish an upper bound for the parametrised `1-norm of the image of theX-parametrised
fundamental class [M ]X of M under the induced map in homology. In order to do this,
we construct a deformation of the nerve map, which lands in the d-skeleton of the nerve,
and consider the corresponding induced map in homology. We will see that it is enough
to bound the parametrised `1-norm of the image of [M ]X under the resulting map. The
goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let Φ: X × M̃ → X × N (W ) be the nerve map defined in (4.1). Its
image is contained in N (U). Let V0 > 0 be a constant such that VM̃(1) 6 V0. There exists
an equivariant geometric map
Φ′ : X × M̃ −→ X ×N (W)(d)
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with image contained in the d-skeleton of the rectangular nerve N (U) such that the fol-
lowing is satisfied. There is a constant C(V0, d) only depending on V0 and the dimension
d of the manifold such that
Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X 6 C(V0, d) vol(M).
To prove this we adapt the proof of [30, Lemma 9] in our setting, which will be done
in the remainder of this section. This is building on ideas from [45, Section 4]. First
we divide the elements (x, F ) of X × N (W) into two classes depending on the faces
F ∈ N (W). Afterwards we will define deformations on both classes, which will allow us
to deform the nerve map down to the d-skeleton. This means we construct a map
Φ′ : X × M̃ −→ X ×N (W)(d)
via deformations from Φ. These steps are based on a sequence of lemmas, which are
contained in Section 4.2.1. In the subsequent Section 4.2.2 we show that the image of the
X-parametrised fundamental class under Hd(Φ′) can be bound in terms of the volume of
the manifold.
4.2.1 Deformation into the d-skeleton
We introduce deformations of maps landing in a finite skeleton of an equivariant simple
X-space X × Z where Z is a metric cuboid complex equipped with a Γ-action. We
establish different kinds of deformations such that by going over to the new map the
increase of the volume is under control. In combining the deformations one can push the
image of the map down to a lower skeleton. We first state the deformations in a general
way and then apply them to the nerve map Φ in order to construct the map Φ′ addressed
in Theorem 4.2.1.
Remark 4.2.2. Let X×Z be an equivariant simple X-space with Z being a metric cuboid
complex. In view of Remark 2.2.9 we call a k-cuboid in Z a closed k-face. An (open)
k-face is the interior of a k-cuboid. If we talk about k-faces in X×Z, we refer to elements
(x, F ) ∈ X×Z with F being a k-face in Z. The k-skeleton of X×Z is denoted by X×Z(k)
(see Definition 2.5.15). If F ∈ Z is an open k-face, we denote the closed face by F̄ and its
boundary by ∂F . For x ∈ X we have (x, F ) ∈ X×Z(k). We write (x, ∂F ) ⊂ X×Z(k−1) for
the union of faces (x, F ′) ∈ X×Z(k−1) such that F ′ ∈ ∂F . Then (x, F̄ ) = (x, F )∪(x, ∂F ).
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Federer-Fleming deformations
In [45, Section 4] the nerve map is pushed down to the d-skeleton of the nerve by a sequence
of so-called ε-projections in the simplices, i.e. radial projections from an interior point to
the boundary with a fixed Lipschitz constant. In the framework used there, the equivariant
cover has a universal multiplicity bound, which is a dimensional constant, which causes a
similar bound on the Lipschitz constant of the nerve map. The volume estimate depends
on this Lipschitz constant [45, Theorem 4.3, Lemma 4.10]. The ε-projections are tailored
to keep the Lipschitz constant and therefore the increase of the volume under control.
Since the good Γ-cover U does not have a suitable universal bound on the multiplicity
the ε-projections ar not suited for our purpose. We introduce projections based on the
Federer-Fleming Deformation Theorem as suggested by Guth. Nevertheless, the present
section is building on the ideas presented in [45].
We start with introducing Federer-Fleming projections on cuboids. For this we need
radial projections on cuboids (see [16, Definition 4.3.14]).
Definition 4.2.3. Let F̄ be a k-dimensional cuboid and p be a point in the interior F .
Then the radial projection (within F ) from p to the boundary ∂F is denoted by ρp,F and
defined as follows
ρp,F : F̄\{p} −→ ∂F
q 7−→ q′ ∈ [p, q) ∩ ∂F,
where [p, q) is the infinite geodesic ray starting from p through q which is just a euclidean
ray.
This radial projection is the identity on the boundary. Moreover, its restriction to
F̄\U is Lipschitz for all open sets U containing p. If we look at a subset of the face, which
has finite d-dimensional Hausdorff measure, and its image under a radial projection from
a point not lying in this subset, the d-volume might become very large, since pieces which
are near to the projection point will be stretched by the projection. The following lemma
from [16, Lemma 4.3.15] (see also [17, Lemma 5]) shows that there exist projection points
such that the increase of the volume is under control. Figure 4.1 illustrates the situation
of the lemma for a 2-dimensional cuboid.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let 1 6 d < k < N be integers. There exists a constant C(k, d) > 1
only depending on k and d such that the following holds: For any k-dimensional cuboid
F ⊂ RN and any closed vold-measurable set E ⊂ F̄ with vold(E ∩ F̄ ) < ∞ we find a







Figure 4.1: Radial projection from p within F to the boundary.
subset Q of F with volk(Q) 6= 0 such that for all p ∈ Q the following holds for the radial
projection from p
vold(ρp,F (E ∩ F̄ )) 6 C(k, d) · vold(E ∩ F̄ ).
We say a point in Q is suitable for a Federer-Fleming projection within F with respect to
E.
Here vold and volk denotes the d-dimensional and k-dimensional Hausdorff measure,
respectively. We stated the lemma in the context of cuboids instead of general polyhedra
as in [16]. Note that the constant in the original lemma contains the so-called roundness
of a polygon, a number in [0, 1] measuring how far a polyhedron is from a circle (see [16,
Definition 1.2.25]). In the case of a cuboid of side lengths r1(F ) 6 . . . 6 rk(F ) this is
given by the fraction of r1(F ) and the length of the diagonal of the cuboid
√∑k
m=1 rm(F )2,
hence it is bounded by 1/
√
k. Basically, the lemma is a simple case of the Federer-Fleming
Deformation Theorem proved in [15, Section 5].
The proof presented in [16] is based on a mean value argument and Fubini’s Theorem.
It works as well if we regard the relatively closed set E∩F ⊆ F . This set is vold-measurable
with vold(E ∩ F ) <∞. As a result, we obtain stricter estimates.
Corollary 4.2.5. In the situation of Lemma 4.2.4 we have the following inequality for
the relatively closed set E ∩ F ⊆ F : For all p ∈ Q the radial projection from p within F
satisfies
vold(ρp,F (E ∩ F )) 6 C(k, d) · vold(E ∩ F )
and
vold(ρp,F (E ∩ F̄ )) 6 vold(E ∩ ∂F ) + C(k, d) · vold(E ∩ F ).
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Remark 4.2.6. Let X × Z be an equivariant simple X-space with Z being a finite-
dimensional metric cuboid complex. Let (x, F ) ∈ X × Z with a k-face F for k > d.
We say a point (x, p) ∈ (x, F ) is suitable for a Federer-Fleming projection within (x, F )
with respect to a subset {x} × E ⊂ {x} × F̄ , if p is suitable for a Federer-Fleming pro-
jection within F with respect to E. We call the map given by id{x} × ρp,F the radial
projection (within (x, F )) from (x, p) to the boundary (x, ∂F ).
The following definition and lemmas are based on [45, Def.4.7 and Lemmas 4.8 and
4.9].
Definition 4.2.7. Let τ : X × Z ′ → X × Z be an equivariant geometric map between
equivariant simple X-spaces. Here Z is a finite dimensional, locally finite metric cuboid
complex. We denote by pr : X×Z → Z the projection. Let Σ ⊆ X×Z(k) be a Γ-invariant
Borel subset of k-faces and {(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ be a family of points (x, pF ) ∈ (x, F ) such
that the following holds:
i) {(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ ⊂ X × Z is a Γ-invariant subset with finitely many Γ-orbits.
ii) The set {pr(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ of points in Z is countable and to every face of Z belong
only finitely many of these points.
iii) Every point (x, pF ) ∈ (x, F ) is chosen suitable for a Federer-Fleming projection
within (x, F ) with respect to τx(Z ′) ∩ F̄ .
iv) For a.e. x ∈ X and every face F in the fibre Σx there is an ε(x,F ) > 0 such that
dZ(pF , τx(Z ′) ∩ F̄ ) > ε(x,F ).
In particular we require εγ(x,F ) = ε(x,F ).
Then we call {(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ a family of Federer-Fleming projectors for τ .
Lemma 4.2.8. Let Z be a finite-dimensional, locally finite metric cuboid complex which is
equipped with the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure. For d < k, let τ : X×Z ′ → X×Z be
an equivariant geometric map with image contained in the k-skeleton of X × Z. Suppose
Σ ⊆ X × Z(k) is a Γ-invariant subset of k-faces such that vold(τx(Z ′) ∩ F̄ ) < ∞ for
a.e. x ∈ X and every F ∈ Σx. Let {(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ be a family of Federer-Fleming
projectors for τ .
We regard the map τ ′ : X ×Z ′ → X ×Z obtained from τ by post-composition with the
radial projections within (x, F ) from (x, pF ) to the boundary (x, ∂F ) for every (x, F ) ∈ Σ.
Then the following holds or holds a.e., respectively:
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i) τ ′ is an equivariant geometric map.
ii) If τx is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant Λ, then τ ′x is Lipschitz with Lipschitz con-
stant Λ/ε for ε := minF∈Σx ε(x,F ).
iii) There is a constant C(k, d) > 1 such that for every face (x, F ) ∈ Σ we have
vold(τ ′x(Z ′) ∩ F̄ ) 6 vold(τx(Z ′) ∩ ∂F ) + C(k, d) vold(τx(Z ′) ∩ F ).
For all other faces (x, F ) ∈ X × Z it holds that
vold(τ ′x(Z ′) ∩ F ) = vold(τx(Z ′) ∩ F ).
iv) For every face F ∈ Z the preimage of Star(F ) under τ ′x is contained in the τx-
preimage.
We say that the map τ ′ is obtained from τ via the family of Federer-Fleming projectors
{(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ.
Proof. First we show that τ ′ is an equivariant X-map. It is clearly equivariant and
fibrewise continuous for a.e. fibre. Due to the first property of {(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ in Defin-
ition 4.2.7, τ ′ is of finite variance. To see this, regard a compact subset K ⊆ Z ′. The
map τ is of finite variance hence there is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Ll=1Xl such that
τ|Xl×K = id×ϕl for continuous ϕl : Z ′ → Z(k). For every l ∈ {1, . . . , L} the set ϕl(K) is
compact and therefore is contained in a finite subcomplex of Z(k). Let pr : X×Z → Z be
the projection on the cuboid complex. The image of (Xl×ϕl(K))∩{(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ under
this projection is contained in ϕl(K)∩{pr(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ, which is a finite number of points,
since every face contains only finitely many points. Then for every l = 1, . . . , L we can




q such that pr((X lq × ϕl(K)) ∩ {(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ)
is a finite set of points in ϕl(K) such that every face contains at most one point of
this set. On X lq × K the post-composition of τ with the radial projections within faces
(x, F ) ∈ Σ ∩ (X lq ×K) from (x, pF ) is independent of x. As a result, τ ′|Xlq×K = id×ϕ
l
q for
continuous ϕlq. Hence τ ′ is of finite variance and therefore an equivariant X-map.
We show that τ ′x is proper for a.e. x ∈ X. Then τ ′ is an equivariant geometric
map. Let K ′ ⊆ Z(k) be a compact subcomplex. K ′ is closed and it is contained in
a subcomplex which is the union of finitely many open faces {F1, . . . , Fm}. For every
point p ∈ (τ ′x)−1(K ′) we have τ ′x(p) ∈ carr(τx(p)) ∩ K ′ 6= ∅. There is a face Fi for some
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} which is a subset of carr(τx(p)). This implies that τx(p) ∈ Star(Fi) and
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The latter is a relatively compact set, since Z is a finite-dimensional locally finite cuboid
complex and τx is proper. Therefore, the closed set (τ ′x)−1(K ′) is compact and τ ′x proper.
To see the last statement iv), note that the preimage of a face under the radial projec-
tions lies in its open star. So (τ ′)−1x (Star(F )) ⊆ τ−1x (
⋃
F ′∈Star(F ) Star(F ′)) ⊆ τ−1x (Star(F )),
since Star(F ′) ⊆ Star(F ) for every face F ′ ∈ Star(F ).
The third assertion is due to the fact that we deal with a family of Federer-Fleming
projectors. By Corollary 4.2.5, given a face (x, F ) ∈ Σ, the radial projection from (x, pF )
within (x, F ) with respect to (τx(Z ′) ∩ F̄ ) has the property that
vold(ρpF ,F (τx(Z ′) ∩ F̄ )) 6 vold(τx(Z ′) ∩ ∂F ) + C(k, d) vold(τx(Z ′) ∩ F ).
and we have that ρpF ,F (τx(Z ′))∩ F̄ ⊆ ρpF ,F (τx(Z ′)∩ F̄ ). For all other faces in X×N (W)
it holds τ ′x(Z ′) ∩ F = τx(Z ′) ∩ F . This is in particular valid if a face is not contained in
the image of τ .
Let τx be Λ-Lipschitz. The radial projections ρpF ,F are Lipschitz with Lipschitz con-
stant less than or equal to ε−1(x,F ). Using that Z is equipped with a length metric one
obtains that τ ′x has Lipschitz constant Λ/ε where ε = min(x,F )∈Σ ε(x,F ). Here we use that
Σ has only finitely many orbits, hence we deal with finitely many numbers ε(x,F ). This
concludes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 4.2.9. Retain the setting of Lemma 4.2.8 and assume that Z ′ is a Riemannian
manifold. Then if τ is a piecewise-smooth map into X × Z(k), the map τ ′ obtained from
τ via a family of Federer-Fleming projectors is piecewise-smooth as well. This is due to
the fact that the radial projection from a point p defines a smooth map on closed subsets
of RN
Lemma 4.2.10. Suppose d < k. Let τ : X × M̃ → X ×N (W)(k) be an equivariant geo-
metric map such that for a.e. x ∈ X and every face F ∈ N (W) the preimage τ−1x (Star(F ))
is contained in BjF , the ball in Ux corresponding to rd(F )(F ). Let Σ ⊆ X ×N (W)(k) be a
Γ-invariant subset of k-faces such that
vold(τx(M̃) ∩ F̄ ) <∞ for (x, F ) ∈ Σ.
Then there exists a family of Federer-Fleming projectors for τ .
Proof. Recall the construction of a fundamental domain of X×N (W)(k) in Lemma 2.5.16.
By choosing a complete set J ′ ⊂ J of Γ-representatives, a Borel fundamental domain F
of X × N (W)(k) is given by a finite disjoint union of Borel sets X × Fl, where Fl is
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contained in a Γ-fundamental domain of N (W) and we have that jFl ∈ J ′ for all Fl.
Since |J ′| = n and the balls Bj are relatively compact, the union
⋃
j∈J ′ Bj is relatively
compact. Let K be the compact closure of ⋃j∈J ′ 3Bj. Given the above fundamental
domain we have that τ−1x (F̄l) ⊆ K. This holds true, since τ−1x (Fl) ⊂ BjFl and for every
face F ′ ⊂ ∂Fl its preimage is contained in the ball corresponding to its largest side length.
Since J1/2(F ′) ⊂ J1/2(Fl), we have




by using that ⋂j∈J1/2(Fl) Bj 6= 0 and BjFl is the ball of largest radius. Hence we obtain
τx(M̃) ∩ F̄l = τx(K) ∩ F̄l (4.6)
for a.e. x ∈ X and every Fl ∈ Fx. This holds in particular if a face (x, Fl) ∈ F is not in the
image of τ . Given that τ is of finite variance there is a finite Borel partition X = ⋃Qq=1Xq
such that every restriction τ|Xq×K = id×ϕq is a product map with ϕq continuous. Then
by the above (4.6), the set
τx(M̃) ∩ F̄l = τx(K) ∩ F̄l = ϕq(K) ∩ F̄l
is constant for a.e. x ∈ Xq. Since τx(K) is compact, τx(M̃)∩F̄l is closed and by assumption
it is of finite d-dimensional Hausdorff measure if (x, Fl) ∈ Σ. By Lemma 4.2.4, for every q
and every l we can pick a point (x, plq) which is suitable for a Federer-Fleming projection
within (x, Fl) ∈ Σ with respect to τx(M̃) ∩ F̄l. Moreover, since τx(M̃) ∩ F̄l is closed and
plq /∈ τx(M̃) ∩ F̄l, there is an εlq > 0 such that dM̃(p
l
q, τx(M̃) ∩ F̄l) > εlq.
For (x, Fl) ∈ Σ∩F with x ∈ Xq define (x, pFl) := (x, plq) and set ε(x,F ) := εlq.We extend
this definition equivariantly to all of Σ. Then {(x, pF )}(x,F )∈Σ is a family of Federer-
Fleming projectors. By construction it satisfies the second property in Definition 4.2.7.
Let pr : X×N (W)(k) → N (W)(k) be the projection on the cuboid complex. We picked one
point (x, plq) for every q and l. Hence the set {pr(x, pFl)}(x,Fl)∈Σ∩F = {plq}(x,Fl)∈Σ∩F is finite
and there are finitely many points in every face. So {pr(x, pFl)}(x,Fl)∈Σ is a countable set
of points in N (W)(k) where every face contains only finitely many points. It is clear that
Σ satisfies the other properties of a family of Federer-Fleming projectors. This concludes
the proof of the lemma.
The pushout lemma for small surfaces
Another kind of deformation of maps such that the increase of volume is under control is
due to the following pushout lemma for small surfaces by Guth [31, Lemma 0.6].
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Lemma 4.2.11. For each dimension d > 2 there is a constant σd such that the following
is satisfied.
Let N be a compact piecewise-smooth d-dimensional manifold with boundary and K ⊂
RN be a convex set. Let τ : (N, ∂N) → (K, ∂K) be a piecewise-smooth map. Then there
is a map τ ′ : (N, ∂N)→ (K, ∂K) such that the following holds:
i) The maps τ and τ ′ are homotopic.
ii) τ and τ ′ agree on the boundary ∂N .
iii) vold(τ ′(N)) 6 vold(τ(N)).
iv) The image τ ′(N) is contained in the W -neighbourhood of the boundary ∂K where
W = σd · vold(τ(N))1/d.
Based on this lemma,we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.12. For each dimension d > 2 there is a constant σd such that the following
holds.
For d < k, let τ : X × M̃ → X ×N (W)(k) be an equivariant geometric map such that
for every face F ∈ N (W) the preimage τ−1x (Star(F )) is contained in BjF , the ball in Ux
corresponding to rd(F )(F ). Moreover, let τx be piecewise-smooth for a.e. x ∈ X. Suppose
Σ ⊆ X × N (W)(k) is a Γ-invariant subset of k-faces. Then τ can be modified to a map
τ ′ : X × M̃ → X ×N (W)(k) such that the following holds or holds a.e., respectively:
i) The map τ ′ is an equivariant geometric map. Moreover, it is piecewise-smooth on
a.e. fibre.
ii) For every face F ∈ N (W) we have
vold(τ ′x(M̃) ∩ F ) 6 vold(τx(M̃) ∩ F ).
iii) For every face (x, F ) ∈ Σ the image τ ′x(M̃)∩F is contained in the W ′-neighbourhood
of ∂F , where W ′ = sσd · vold(τx(M̃) ∩ F )1/d for a real number s > 1. This number
s can be chosen arbitrary close to 1.
iv) For every face F ∈ N (W) the preimage of Star(F ) under τ ′x is contained in the
τx-preimage.
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Proof. We proof this lemma by adapting ideas of the proof of Theorem 0.1 in [31, Sec-
tion 1]. First we fix a Borel fundamental domain of X × N (W)(k) as in the proof of
Lemma 4.2.10. It consists of finitely many disjoint Borel sets X ×Fl, where Fl belongs to
a Γ-fundamental domain of N (W) and jF is contained in a complete set of representatives
J ′ ⊂ J . It holds |J ′| = n. Let K be the compact closure of ⋃j∈J ′ Bj. Then τ−1x (Fl) ⊆ K
and therefore
τx(M̃) ∩ Fl = τx(K) ∩ Fl
for a.e. x ∈ X and every Fl ∈ Fx. By finite variance of τ , there is a finite Borel partition
X = ⋃Qq=1Xq such the restricted maps are products τ|Xq×K = id×ϕq with continuous
maps ϕq. Hence
τx(M̃) ∩ Fl = τx(K) ∩ Fl = ϕq(K) ∩ Fl
is constant for a.e. x ∈ Xq. For every q and l such that (x, Fl) ∈ Σ ∩ F with x ∈ Xq,
let K lq ⊆ Fl be a closed and convex subset of Fl which contains a large fraction of Fl,
i.e. it lies arbitrarily close to ∂Fl. Following Guth ([31, Section 1, p. 206]), by a general
position argument we can choose K lq such that τx is transversal to its boundary ∂K lq
while x ∈ Xq (see forward Remark 4.2.13). We set Y lq := τ−1x (K lq) for x ∈ Xq, which
is a compact set. Since τx(M̃) ∩ Fl is constant on Xq, this preimage is independent of
x for fixed q. By the transversality of τx and ∂X lq, Y lq is a compact, piecewise-smooth
d-dimensional manifold with boundary ∂Y lq = τ−1x (∂K lq). Thus the restriction of τx yields a
piecewise-smooth map τx : (Y lq , ∂Y lq )→ (K lq, ∂K lq). By Lemma 4.2.12, there is a homotopic
map τ ′x : (Y lq , ∂Y lq ) → (K lq, ∂K lq) such that τx and τ ′x coincide on ∂Y lq . It holds that
vold(τ ′x(Y lq )) 6 vold(τx(Y lq )) and the image τ ′x(Y lq ) is contained in the W lq-neighbourhood
of ∂K lq for W lq = σd vold(τx(Y lq ))1/d. Since we can choose K lq as close as we like to ∂Fl,
we can ensure that τ ′x(Y lq ) is contained in the sW lq-neighbourhood of ∂Fl for a fixed real
number s which is slightly bigger than 1.
These properties will also be fulfilled if we extend the definition of τ ′ to all elements
in Σ by equivariance. For (γx, γFl) ∈ Σ such that (x, Fl) ∈ F with x ∈ Xq, look at
γK lq ⊂ γFl and its preimage τ−1γx (γK lq) = γY lq and set τ ′γx = γτ ′x. So for a.e. x ∈ X we
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By setting τ ′x = τx on M̃\S we can extend it to all of {x} × M̃ ∼= M̃ . This defines a
piecewise-smooth map τ ′x : M̃ → N (W)(k), since τ ′x agrees with τx on each γ∂(Y lq ) and the
boundary of M̃\S is given by ⋃γ∈Γ ⋃(x,Fl)∈Σ∩F
x∈Xq
(γ∂Y lq ).
By the properties of τ ′x, resulting from Lemma 4.2.12, we get the second assertion.
Moreover, let (γx, γFl) be a face in Σ such that (x, Fl) ∈ F with x ∈ Xq. Then τ ′γx(γY lq )
is contained in the sW lq-neighbourhood of ∂γFl. This implies that τ ′x(M̃)∩γFl is contained
in the sW lq-neighbourhood of ∂γFl. Here we have
sW lq = sσd vold(τx(Y lq ))1/d 6 sσd vold(τx(M̃) ∩ F )(1/d) =: W ′.
This proves the third statement.
The map τ ′ : X × M̃ → X × N (W)(k) is equivariant by construction and fibrewise
continuous. Note that (τ ′x)−1(F ) ⊆ τ−1x (F ) for all faces F ∈ N (W). In particular,
the preimage of Star(F ) under τ ′x is contained in the τx-preimage as stated in the last
assertion. Moreover, τ ′x is proper for a.e. x ∈ X. Let K ⊆ N (W)(k) be a compact subset.












The last set is by assumption contained in the relatively compact set ⋃mi=1BjFi . Since
(τ ′x)−1(K) is closed, it is compact and τ ′x is proper. For τ ′ being an equivariant geometric
map it remains to prove that the map is of finite variance. Let K ′ ⊂ M̃ be a compact
subset and X = ⋃Hh=1Xh be a finite Borel decomposition such that τ|Xh×K = id×ϕh with
continuous ϕh. Then ϕh(K ′) is contained in a finite subcomplex of N (W), since it is a
compact subset. A finite subcomplex consists of finitely many open faces, which are some
Γ-translates of faces in the Γ-fundamental domain of N (W) used in the beginning. So for
fixed h, we have γh1 , . . . , γhm such that this finite complex consists of faces γh1F1, . . . , γhmFm
with F1, . . . , Fm being in the Γ-fundamental domain. Recall that in the beginning of this
proof we fixed a finite Borel decomposition X = ⋃Qq=1Xq such that τx(M̃)∩Fl is constant
for a.e. x ∈ Xq and every face Fl ∈ Fx.





p ∈ K ′ we have τ ′x(p) = τ ′y(p).
This implies that τ ′ is of finite variance. Since x, y ∈ Xh and p ∈ K ′ we have
τx(p) = τy(p). There exists a i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that τx(p) ∈ γhi Fi. Then by construction,
since x, y ∈ γhi Xq, we get τ ′x(p) = τ ′y(p) as well. This concludes the proof of the first
assertion.
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Remark 4.2.13. We elaborate on the general position argument in the case that τx is
smooth. Retain the setting as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.12. Let Fl ∈ Fx and x ∈ Xq.
Consider the smooth map
T : τ−1x (Fl)× Fl −→ Rk
(p, r) 7−→ τx(p) + r,
where Rk is the hyperplane containing Fl. We can assume that 0 ∈ Fl. For a fixed point
p ∈ τ−1x (Fl), T is a translation of Fl. Therefore, its differential is surjective at every point.
The same holds for the map T on τ−1x (Fl) × Fl. As a result, T is transversal to every
submanifold of Rk.
Let K̃ ⊆ Fl be a submanifold with boundary which lies close to ∂F and contains a
large fraction of Fl. In particular the boundary ∂K̃ is a submanifold of codim 1 and τx is
transversal to it. Then by the Transversality Theorem [28, Chapter 2 §3, p. 68], the map
Tr : τ−1x (Fl) −→ Rk
p 7−→ τx(p) + r
is transversal to ∂K̃ for almost every r ∈ Fl. We can arrange that for r ∈ Fl small enough,
the set K := K̃ − r lies in Fl and τx is transversal to ∂(K̃) − r = ∂(K̃ − r) = ∂K. So
K lq = K is a suitable subset. By transversality (see [28, Chapter 1 §5, Theorem on p.
28]), τ−1x (∂K) is a submanifold of M̃ of codim 1, i.e. a (d − 1)-dimensional submanifold
and τ−1x (K) is a d-dimensional smooth manifold with boundary τ−1x (∂K).
Pushing a map down to a lower skeleton
The above lemmas describe deformations of maps with image in the k-skeleton such that
the increase of the volume is under control. The resulting maps are still landing in the
k-skeleton. In the end, our goal is to deform maps into lower skeleta. Following Guth (see
[30, proof of Lemma 8]), we describe a Lipschitz map, which pulls a small neighbourhood
of the (k − 1)-skeleton of the nerve complex into the (k − 1)-skeleton.
Lemma 4.2.14. Let τ : X × M̃ → X × N (W)(k) be an equivariant geometric map with
image in N (U)(k). Assume that there is a constant 12 > δ > 0 such that for every face
(x, F ) ∈ X ×N (W) the image τx(M̃) ∩ F is contained in the δ · r1(F )-neighbourhood of
∂F . Here r1(F ) 6 . . . 6 rd(F )(F ) are the side lengths of F according to the order we chose
in the beginning (see Remark 4.1.3). Then there is a map Rδ : X×N (W)→ X×N (W)
satisfying the following (for a.e. x ∈ X):








Figure 4.2: The map ρδ for δ = 13 .
i) Rδ ◦ τ : X × M̃ → X ×N (W)(k−1) is an equivariant geometric map with image in
N (U)(k−1).
ii) (Rδ)x is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant (1− 2δ(k))−1 and piecewise-smooth.
iii) For any face F ∈ N (W) the preimage of Star(F ) under (Rδ)x is contained in
Star(F ).
Proof. As in the proof of [30, Lemma 8] the map Rδ is defined via a basic map on an
interval [0, r]. We set
ρδ : [0, r]→ [0, r], y 7→





1−2δ , y ∈ [δr, r − δr]
r, y ∈ [r − δr, r]
.
Thus the map ρδ takes the boundary regions of the interval into its end points and linearly
stretches the inner set [δr, r − δr] to cover [0, r] (see Figure 4.2). The Lipschitz constant
of this map is (1− 2δ)−1. Then we define
Rδ : X ×N (W)→ X ×N (W)
(x, (yj)j∈J) 7→ (x, (ρδ(yj))j∈J),
where ρδ in the j-th component is the above map applied on [0, rj] (see Figure 4.3).
Then the assertions in the lemma follow easily. The map is obviously equivariant and
continuous on a.e. fibre. For x ∈ X, (Rδ)x is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant (1− 2δ)−1
arising from the Lipschitz constant of ρδ. (Rδ)x maps an open face F to its closure F̄ . We
have (Rδ)−1x (F ) ⊆ F and therefore (Rδ)−1x (Star(F )) ⊆ Star(F ) for each face F ∈ N (W).
Moreover, it follows easily that the map (Rδ)x is proper for a.e. x ∈ X. Since (Rδ)x
is independent of x, the map Rδ is of finite variance and thus an equivariant geometric
map. By assumption the image of τ is contained in N (U)(k). Moreover, for every face






Figure 4.3: The map Rδ on a 2-face of N (W) with δ = 13 . The different colors indicate on which
part of the boundary the different regions are projected. The inner rectangle on the left-hand side
is stretched to cover the whole face.
(x, F ) ∈ N (U)(k), the set τx(M̃) ∩ F is contained in the δ · r1(F )-neighbourhood of the
boundary ∂F . Since no side length of F is smaller than r1(F ), the set τx(M̃) ∩ F is
mapped completely into ∂F if we apply (Rδ)x. Note that every face in the boundary of
F belongs to N (U) if F does. As a result, Rδ ◦ τ lands in the (k − 1)-skeleton of N (U).
This concludes the proof.
Thin and thick faces
Before we apply the defined deformations on the nerve map Φ: X × M̃ → X × N (W),
we specify two categories of faces (x, F ) in X ×N (W) (see [30, Proof of Lemma 9]).
Recall that we can bound the volume of Φx(M̃) in certain regions of N (W). We
showed in Lemma 4.1.4 that for a.e. x ∈ X and every face F ∈ N (W) we have
vold(Φx(M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < cVM̃(1)r1(F )
d+1e−ηd(F ),
where c = c(d) and η = η(d) are dimensional constants, which are independent of x. Let







where σd is the constant given in Lemma 4.2.12. By the exponential decay in the term
e−ηk, the product converges and we can make the inequality valid by choosing ε sufficiently
small. Its value depends on d and η hence it is a dimensional constant.
Definition 4.2.15. Assume that V
M̃
(1) 6 V0 holds for the manifold.
Let F be an open k-face in the cuboid complex N (W) with side lengths r1(F ) 6 . . . 6
rk(F ), c be the constant from Lemma 4.1.4 and ε chosen as in (4.7). F is called a thin
face if cV0r1(F ) < ε. Otherwise it is called thick face.
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We prove some simple remarks on thin and thick faces.
Proposition 4.2.16. The following properties hold for thin and/or thick faces of N (W):
i) The property of a face being thin or thick is invariant under the Γ-action on N (W).
ii) If F is thin, then any higher-dimensional face containing F in its boundary is thin
as well.
iii) If F is a thick face, its dimension is bounded by a constant D(V0, d) depending only
on d and V0.
Proof. The first statement holds, since for a face F ∈ N (W) and an element γ ∈ Γ we
have r1(γF ) = r1(F ) and the constants are independent of the face. The second assertion
is a statement on the elements in Star(F ). For F ′ ∈ Star(F ) we have J1/2(F ) ⊆ J1/2(F ′).
Thus r1(F ′) 6 r1(F ), which implies that F ′ is thin if F is.
The last assertion follows from (4.5) in the proof of Lemma 4.1.4. We showed that
the dimension of a face F is bounded by d(F ) 6 log( 1
r1
) ·C(d) with C(d) = 104(d+3) being
the constant from Lemma 3.2.1. Since for a thick face we have r1(F ) > εcV0 , its dimension
satisfies
d(F ) 6 C(d) log( cV0
ε
) =: D(V0, d).
Note that if we regard elements (x, F ) ∈ X ×N (W), the property of F being thin or
thick is independent of x ∈ X, since the constants are independent of x. We sometimes
talk about thick or thin faces in X ×N (W) meaning an element of the form (x, F ) with
F being thick or thin respectively. This property is invariant under the diagonal Γ-action
on X ×N (W).
Deformation of the nerve map down to the d-skeleton
Lemma 4.2.17. Let V0 > 0 be a constant such that VM̃(1) 6 V0. Let Φ: X × M̃ →
X ×N (W) be the nerve map as defined in (4.1). Its image is contained in N (W)(N0) for
N0 given in Remark 3.1.8.
Then Φ can be deformed to an equivariant geometric map Φ′ : X×M̃ → X×N (W)(d)
into the d-skeleton such that the following holds or holds a.e.,respectively:
i) The image of Φ′ is contained in N (U)(d).
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ii) For every face F ∈ N (W) the preimage of Star(F ) under Φ′x is contained in BjF .
iii) For every thin face (x, F ) ∈ X ×N (W) the map Φ′ obeys the estimate
vold(Φ′x(M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < 2εr1(F )d.
iv) Starting with F (d), a Borel fundamental domain of X × N (W)(d), there is a Borel
fundamental domain F (N0) of X ×N (W)(N0) such that
νN
(




Φ(X × M̃) ∩ F (N0)
)
.
for constants G(V0, d) > 1 and D(V0, d) only depending on d and V0, where the latter
is the constant given in Proposition 4.2.16 iii).
Proof. Let Φ: X × M̃ → X × N (W) be the nerve map as defined in (4.1) with image
contained in N (U). Since the maximal volume of a 1-ball in M̃ is at most V0, the
multiplicity of the induced covers Ux is bounded by some constant N0 by Remark 3.1.8.
Thus by Remark 4.1.2, for a.e. x ∈ X the maps Φx are Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant
3N1/20 . Moreover, the map Φ lands in the N0-skeleton X ×N (W)(N0). If N0 6 d, we can
set Φ′ = Φ. So we consider the case d < N0.
Strategy: Constructing a sequence of maps
Note that for a.e. x ∈ X and every face F ∈ N (W) the preimage of Star(F ) under Φx is
contained in the ball BjF . Moreover, it holds the following estimate
vold(Φx(M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < cVM̃(1)r1(F )
d+1e−ηd(F ), (4.8)
with dimensional constants c and η (see Lemma 4.1.4). Recall that we fixed a small
constant ε (see (4.7)) and divided the faces of N (W) into thin and thick faces (see
Definition 4.2.15). For thin faces the estimate (4.8) yields
vold(Φx(M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < εr1(F )de−ηd(F ). (4.9)
For the proof of the lemma we construct, starting with Φ = Φ(N0), a sequence of equivari-
ant geometric maps Φ = Φ(N0),Φ(N0−1), . . . ,Φ(d) where
Φ(k−1) : X × M̃ → X ×N (W)(k−1)
lands in the (k − 1)-skeleton and results from a deformation of Φ(k). The maps should
satisfy the following:
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i) The image of Φ(k−1) is contained in N (U)(k−1).
ii) Φ(k−1)x is Lipschitz and piecewise-smooth for a.e. x ∈ X.
iii) For a.e. x ∈ X and every face F ∈ N (W) the preimage of Star(F ) under Φ(k−1)x is
contained in the Φ(k)x -preimage.
iv) For a.e. x ∈ X and every thin face F ∈ N (W) the map Φ(k−1) satisfies the estimate
vold(Φ(k−1)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < 2εr1(F )de−ηd(F ). (4.10)
v) Given a Borel fundamental domain F (k−1) of X ×N (W)(k−1) there is a Borel fun-
damental domain F (k) of X ×N (W)(k), such that
νN
(
Φ(k−1)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k−1)
)
6 (1− 2δ(k))−dG(V0, d) · νN
(




for a constantG(V0, d) > 1 only depending on V0 and d. Here δ(k) = (3εσdde−ηd(F ))1/d
where σd is the constant in Lemma 4.2.12.




Φ(k−1)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k−1)
)
6 (1− 2δ(k))−d · νN
(
Φ(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k)
)
. (4.12)
Note that the estimate in iv) is slightly weaker than the estimate Φ obeys.
If we can arrange this for all maps Φ = Φ(N0),Φ(N0−1), . . . ,Φ(d), then Φ(d) satisfies
the assertions in the lemma. This is clear for the first three statements. To see the last
estimate, we run through the sequence of maps Φ(d),Φ(d+1), . . . ,Φ(N0) = Φ and use the
estimates given in (4.11) and (4.12). As a result, starting with F (d), there is a Borel
fundamental domain F (N0) of X ×N (W)(N0) such that
νN
(

























Φ(X × M̃) ∩ F (N0)
)
,
where the last inequality arises by (4.7). So Φ′ := Φ(d) will do.
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Construction of Φ(k−1) from Φ(k)
Assume that we have already constructed Φ(m) form = N0, N0−1, . . . , k for a N0 > k > d.
Then Φ(k−1) results from Φ(k) by applying the deformations we described before. Here we
will apply Federer-Fleming deformations to thick faces (Lemma 4.2.8), use the pushout
lemma for small surfaces on thin faces (Lemma 4.2.12) and push everything into the
(k − 1)-skeleton by a map Rδ(k) as described in Lemma 4.2.14.
By Proposition 4.2.16 iii), the dimension of a thick face is bounded by some constant
D(V0, d). Thus if k > D(V0, d) we do not need any Federer-Fleming construction and it
is enough to run through the second and the third of the following steps.
Step 1: Federer-Fleming deformation in thick faces: Note that the deformed nerve
map Φ(k) : X × M̃ → X × N (W)(k) is an equivariant geometric map such that for
every face F ∈ N (W)(k) the preimage (Φ(k)x )−1(Star(F )) is contained in BjF , the ball
in Ux corresponding to the largest side length in the fixed order of the side lengths.
Let Σ1 = {(x, F ) ∈ X ×N (W) |F is a thick k-face}. By Proposition 4.2.16 i) this is a
Γ-invariant subset of X × N (W). Moreover, we have that vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F̄ ) < ∞ for
all faces (x, F ) ∈ Σ1. This holds by the area formula for Lipschitz maps [41, Chapter
3]. Then Lemma 4.2.10 implies that there exists a family of Federer-Fleming projectors
for the map Φ(k). We denote the map obtained from Φ(k) via this family by Φ̂(k). By
Lemma 4.2.8 this is an equivariant geometric map such that for a.e. x ∈ X and every
thick k-face F ∈ N (W) we have
vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F̄ ) 6 vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ ∂F ) + C(k, d) vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F )
for a constant C(k, d) > 1 only depending on k and d. The dimension k of the thick faces
is bounded in terms of D(V0, d) hence there is a constant G(V0, d) only depending on V0
and the dimension d, such that we obtain
vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F̄ ) 6 vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ ∂F ) +G(V0, d) vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ). (4.13)
For all other faces (x, F ) ∈ X ×N (W) we have the inequality
vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ) 6 vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ).
Further, for a.e. x ∈ X, Φ̂(k)x is Lipschitz and piecewise-smooth and for every face
F ∈ N (W)(k) the preimage (Φ̂(k)x )−1(Star(F )) is contained in the Φ(k)x -preimage, hence
in BjF .
If k > D(V0, d) we skip this step and set Φ̂(k) = Φ(k).
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Step 2: Pushout lemma on small surfaces applied to thin faces: Consider the subset
Σ2 = {(x, F ) ∈ X × N (W) |F is a thin k-face} ⊂ X × N (W). It is Γ-invariant by
Proposition 4.2.16 i). We apply Lemma 4.2.12 to this subset and the map Φ̂(k). This
yields an equivariant geometric map Φ̃(k) : X × M̃ → X × N (W)(k) which is piecewise-
smooth and therefore Lipschitz on a.e. fibres such that for every face the preimage of
Star(F ) under Φ̃(k)x is contained in BjF .
Moreover, we have for a.e. x ∈ X and every face F ∈ N (W) that
vold(Φ̃(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ) 6 vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ). (4.14)
For a.e. element (x, F ) in Σ2 the image Φ̃(k)x (M̃)∩F is contained in theW -neighbourhood
of the boundary for
W = sσd vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F )1/d = sσd vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F )1/d.
The map Φ(k) satisfies a volume estimate for thin faces as in (4.10). This yields
sσd vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F )1/d < sσd vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F ))1/d < sσd(2εr1(F )de−ηd(F ))1/d.
We can arrange such that 2sd < 3. Hence the image Φ̃(k)x (M̃) ∩ F is contained in the
δ(k)r1(F )-neighbourhood of the boundary ∂F with
δ(k) := (3εσdde−ηd(F ))1/d.
Step 3: Pushing everything into the (k− 1)-skeleton: The map Φ̂(k) has the property that
for every open face (x, F ) ∈ X ×N (W) the set Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F is empty or is contained in
the δ(k)r1(F )-neighbourhood of the boundary ∂F . Set Φ(k−1) := Rδ(k) ◦ Φ̃(k) with Rδ(k)
being the map defined in Lemma 4.2.14. Then Φ(k−1) is an equivariant geometric map
with image in N (U)(k−1). If (x, F ) is a k-face in im(Φ(k)), so in particular in N (U)(k),
then by construction the image of Φ(k−1) lies in the boundary (x, ∂F ). But every face
(x, F ′) ∈ (x, ∂F ) belongs to N (U) as well. The preimage of the open star of any face F
under (Rδ(k))x is contained in Star(F ) hence the preimage under Φ(k−1)x is contained in
the Φ(k)x -preimage.
The maps (Rδ(k))x are Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant (1−2δ(k))−1 and the map Φ(k−1)x
is Lipschitz and piecewise-smooth for a.e. x ∈ X.
Volume estimates for Φ(k−1)
We have to check that Φ(k−1) obeys certain volume estimates (see (4.10),(4.11) and (4.12)).
At first, check that for a thin face (x, F ) ∈ X ×N (W) we have the estimate
vold(Φ(k−1)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < 2εr1(F )de−ηd(F ).
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To see this, note that Star(F ) only contains thin faces if F is thin (Proposition 4.2.16 ii)).
We obtain by the Lipschitz property of (Rδ(k))x and the estimate (4.14)
vold(Φ(k−1)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F )) = vold((Rδ(k))x ◦ Φ̃(k)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F ))
6 (1− 2δ(k))−d vold(Φ̃(k)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F ))
6 (1− 2δ(k))−d vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F ))
= (1− 2δ(k))−d vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F )).
This estimate holds for all preceding maps Φ(k), . . . ,Φ(N0−1). Therefore,
vold(Φ(k−1)x (M̃) ∩ Star(F )) 6
N0∏
l=k
(1− 2δ(l))−d vold(Φx(M̃) ∩ Star(F )) < 2εr1(F )de−ηd(F ).
The last inequality holds by the estimate Φ obeys for thin faces, see (4.9), and by the
definition of δ(l) and the choice of ε in (4.7).
Let F (k−1) be a Borel fundamental domain ofX×N (W)(k−1). We have Φ(k−1) = Rδ(k) ◦ Φ̃(k)
and R−1δ(k)(F (k−1)) is contained in a Borel fundamental domain F (k) of X×N (W)(k). Using
that (Rδ(k))x is (1− 2δ(k))−1-Lipschitz we obtain
νN
(





























Φ̃(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k)
)
.
For x ∈ X, Φ̃(k)x is formed from Φ̂(k)x by a surgery in each thin k-face. By (4.14) the volume
is not increasing under these surgeries. We obtain
νN
(




















Φ̂(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k)
)
.
If k > D(V0, d), we have Φ̂(k) = Φ(k), since there are no thick k-faces (see Proposition 4.2.16
iii)). Together with (4.15) we obtain (4.12). Otherwise Φ̂(k) results from Φ(k) by a Federer-
Fleming deformation in the thick faces. For every thick k-face (x, F ) ∈ X × N (W) the
estimate (4.13) holds. For all other faces we have vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃)∩F ) 6 vold(Φ(k)x (M̃)∩F ).
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In order to estimate Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F (k), we divide the Borel fundamental domain F (k) into
two subsets F1 and F2. The first subset contains all faces which are not involved in
the Federer-Fleming projections in the thick k-faces, i.e. all faces of dimension less than
(k−1), (k−1)-faces which are not in the boundary of a thick face and the thin k-faces. F2
contains all thick k-faces in F (k) and the (k − 1)-faces in F (k) which are in the boundary
of some thick k-face. We have
νN
(



















Φ(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F1
)
.
Let F ′2 be the union of all closed k-faces (x, F̄ ) with (x, F ) ∈ F2 being a thick k-face.
Note that F ′2 arises from F2 by replacing some (k − 1)-faces by a Γ-translate. There is
only one face of every orbit in F ′2. Then by Lemma 2.3.9 we have
νN
(




























Φ(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F ′2
)
. (4.18)
The estimate on thick faces in (4.13) yields∑
F̄∈(F ′2)x




vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ ∂F ) +G(V0, d) vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F )
)
for a constant G(V0, d) > 1. Note that in the sum, some of the (k−1)-faces might appear
more than once, if they are in the boundary of more than one thick k-face. For such faces
F ′ we have
vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ′) 6 vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ′).
We can subtract their contributions of the form vold(Φ̂(k)x (M̃)∩F ′) and vold(Φ(k)x (M̃)∩F ′),
respectively, on the two sides of the inequality and obtain

















vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F )
)
=G(V0, d) vold(Φ(k)x (M̃) ∩ F ′2).
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Together with (4.17) and (4.18) this yields
νN
(
Φ̂(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F2
)
6 G(V0, d) · νN
(



























Φ(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k)
)
.
As a result, for k 6 D(V0, d), we obtain
νN
(
Φ(k−1)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k−1)
)
6 (1− 2δ(k))−dG(V0, d) · νN
(
Φ(k)(X × M̃) ∩ F (k)
)
,
where we used (4.15) and (4.16). Therefore the constructed map Φ(k−1) satisfies all the
stated properties. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 4.2.18. One can show that the map Φ′ constructed in Lemma 4.2.17 is equivariant
geometric homotopic to the original nerve map Φ, i.e. there exists a map
H : (X × M̃)× [0, 1] −→ X ×N (W),
such that for every t ∈ [0, 1] the map Ht : X×M̃ → X×N (W) is an equivariant geometric
map with image in N (U) with H0 = Φ and H1 = Φ′. This implies that the corresponding
chain maps CX∗ (Φ) and CX∗ (Φ′) are chain homotopy equivalent and the induced maps in
homology coincide. As we will see, this is not necessary for the proof of Theorem 5.2.
4.2.2 Bounds on the simplicial norm
So far we constructed a map Φ′ landing in the d-skeleton of the nerve by deformation
of the nerve map Φ. In this subsection we show how to establish an upper bound onHd(Φ′)([M ]X)X in terms of the volume as claimed in Theorem 4.2.1. Apart from the
properties of Φ′ stated in Lemma 4.2.17 we will need some more lemmas. We start by
showing how to connect the measure of the image of the nerve map with the volume of
the manifold.
Lemma 4.2.19. Assume that V
M̃
(1) 6 V0.
Let Φ: X × M̃ → X × N (W) be the nerve map defined in (4.1). Its image is con-
tained in N (U)(N0) for some constant N0 given in Remark 3.1.8. Let F (N0) be a Borel
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fundamental domain of the N0-skeleton X ×N (W)(N0). Then the following holds:




Φ(X × M̃) ∩ F (N0)
)
6 C ′′(d) vol(M).
Proof. The proof is based on the same ideas as the proof of Lemma 4.1.4. We need
the adjusted version of [30, Lemma 4], which we stated in Lemma 3.2.4. Note that the
preimage of F (N0) in X × M̃ lies in a fundamental domain F of X × M̃ . We decompose
F hence X × M̃ into sets of different multiplicity. Let ω < 1100 . We define the following
subsets for i ∈ N:
S = S(1) : = (X × M̃)(β log( 1
ω
)) = {(x, p) ∈ X × M̃ |m(x, p) = mx(p) > β log( 1ω )}
= {(x, p) ∈ X × M̃ |mx(p) > bβ log( 1ω ) + 1c}
S(i) : = (X × M̃)(β log( 1
ω
) + (i− 1)) = {(x, p) ∈ X × M̃ |mx(p) > bβ log( 1ω ) + ic}
S(i) : = {(x, p) ∈ X × M̃ |mx(p) = bβ log( 1ω ) + ic} ⊆ S
(i).









6 e−α(i−1) vol(M) < Ce−αi vol(M),
where C = eα > 1 is a dimensional constant. Using that Φx is locally Lipschitz with
































X × M̃\S ∩ F
)




X × M̃ ∩ F
)
< 3d(β log( 1
ω
))d/2C vol(M).
The same way we get
νN
(
Φ(S(i)) ∩ F (N0)
)






6 3d(β log( 1
ω
) + i)d/2(Ce−αi vol(M)).
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We add up the measures of the different regions. Note that the multiplicity of the induced
covers Ux is bounded by some constant N0 (see Remark 3.1.8), hence we obtain
νN
(




















C · e−αi vol(M)
)








< C ′(d) 1
ω
vol(M).




Φ(X × M̃) ∩ F (N0)
)
6 C ′′(d) vol(M).
We can find an upper bound for the parametrised `1-norm of the image of the X-
parametrised fundamental class of M by looking at a suitable representative of this ho-
mology class. We obtain the canonical parametrised fundamental cycle by considering a
triangulation of the manifold. It gives rise to a representative ∑kj=1 τ ′j ∈ Cd(M,Z) of the
fundamental class [M ]Z of M . Let τj : ∆d → M̃ be a lift of τ ′j for j = 1, . . . , k. Then
κ = ∑kj=1 χX ⊗ τj ∈ L∞(X,Z) ⊗ZΓ Cd(M̃,Z) is a reduced X-parametrised fundamental
cycle of M by definition. Hd(Φ′)([M ]X) is then represented by CXd (Φ′)(κ) where CX∗ (Φ′)
is the induced chain map
CX∗ (Φ′) : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z).
as defined in Theorem 2.4.1. Let K ⊂ M̃ be a compact subset containing im(τj) for
j = 1, . . . , k. Since Φ′ is of finite variance, there is a Borel partition X = ⋃Qq=1Xq such




CXd (Φ′)(κ) = CXd (Φ′)(
k∑
j=1






For a.e. x ∈ X the evaluated cycle (CXd (Φ′)(κ))x is a locally finite cycle in C lfd (N (W),Z)
and by Proposition 2.4.4 it holds (CXd (Φ′)(κ))x = C lfd (Φ′x)(κx). This is due to the fact
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that Φ′ is equivariant geometric, so fibrewise proper. Note that κx is a locally finite fun-
damental cycle of M̃ by Lemma 2.1.22.
Note that CXd (Φ′)(κ) is a cycle in L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓCd(N (W)(d),Z), since im(Φ′) belongs
to the d-skeleton X × N (W)(d). Let Sd(N (W)(d)) be the first barycentric subdivision
of the cubical complex N (W)(d) which is a locally finite metric simplicial complex by
Lemma 2.2.7. Note that Sd(N (W)(d)) = Sd(N (W))(d). By Lemma 2.2.7, we have an
isometry a : N (W)(d) → Sd(N (W)(d)), which is in particular Γ-equivariant. The group
Γ acts on N (W) by permuting faces, which is an isometric action. Isometries of the
cuboids induce isometries of the corresponding barycentric subdivisions, so the map a
is compatible with the group action. It induces an isomorphism of chain complexes
C∗(a) : C∗(N (W)(d),Z) → C∗(Sd(N (W)(d)),Z) and (after passing over to the coinvari-
ants)
id⊗C∗(a) : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Sd(N (W)(d)),Z). (4.19)
The inverse is given by id⊗C∗(a−1).
Associated to the metric simplicial complex Sd(N (W)(d)) we get an locally finite abstract
simplicial complex ∆ [8, Appendix Chapter I.7, p. 126]. Its set of vertices V is given
by the vertices of Sd(N (W)(d)). The vertex set of any simplex in the metric simplicial
complex defines a simplex in ∆. ∆ inherits the Γ-action. Its geometric realization,
|∆|, is homeomorphic to Sd(N (W)(d)), and this homeomorphism is Γ-equivariant. As a
result
L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Sd(N (W)(d)),Z) ∼= L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(|∆|,Z). (4.20)
We want to use the chain homotopy equivalence between the simplicial and singular
chain complexes for a simplicial complex respectively its realization. Recall the definition
of the ordered simplicial chain complex for an abstract simplicial complex Θ [43, §13,
p. 76]. We assume that Θ is locally finite. An ordered n-simplex is an (n + 1)-tuple
of vertices which belong to one simplex of Θ but are not necessarily distinct. We de-
note the group of ordered n-chains, i.e. the free abelian group generated by the ordered
n-simplices, by Csimpn (Θ). We can identify an ordered n-simplex with the n-chain which
takes the value 1 on this n-simplex and vanishes for all others. The boundary homomorph-
ism ∂n : Csimpn (Θ) → C
simp
n−1 (Θ) is given by ∂n(v0, . . . , vn) =
∑n
i=0(−1)i(v0, . . . , v̂i, . . . , vn),
where (v0, . . . , v̂i, . . . , vn) is the n-tuple we get by omitting the i-th entry in (v0, . . . , vn).
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We get the ordered simplicial chain complex of Θ, Csimp∗ (Θ) = (Csimp∗ (Θ), ∂∗). Further-
more any simplicial map f : Θ→ Θ′ between abstract simplicial complexes yields a chain
map via f∗(v0, . . . , vn) = (f(v0), . . . , f(vn)). Look at the map
θn : Csimpn (Θ) −→ Cn(|Θ|,Z),
assigning to every ordered n-simplex (v0, . . . , vn) the linear singular simplex Θn → |Θ|
mapping the vertices of the standard simplex ei to vi. This map defines a chain map
Csimp∗ (Θ) → C∗(|Θ|,Z) which is natural with respect to simplicial maps [43, §34, p. 190
ff.]. Eilenberg showed that this map is a chain homotopy equivalence by constructing a
chain homotopy inverse [11]. Note that this inverse is not natural. Nevertheless, Eilenberg
showed in [12], that we get an equivariant chain homotopy equivalence if we consider a
simplicial group action on a locally finite simplicial complex. If a group Λ acts simplicially
on Θ, the ordered simplicial chain complex has the structure of a ZΛ-chain complex. The
group acts on ordered simplices, so Csimpn (Θ) is a ZΛ-module and the boundary homo-
morphism commutes with the group action. In the same way C∗(|Θ|,Z) is a chain complex
of ZΛ-modules. The above map θ is equivariant hence a chain map of ZΛ-chain complex.
By [12, Thm. 10.1] it is a Λ-chain homotopy equivalence.
Now consider the free Γ-simplicial complex ∆. The group Γ acts freely on ordered
simplices, so Csimp∗ (∆) is a chain complex of free ZΓ-modules just the same as the singular
chain complex C∗(|∆|,Z). We get a chain map of ZΓ-chain complexes
θ∗ : Csimp∗ (∆) −→ C∗(|∆|,Z),
which is a Γ-chain homotopy equivalence. Then
idL∞(X,Z)⊗Zθ∗ : L∞(X,Z)⊗Z Csimp∗ (∆) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗Z C∗(|∆|,Z)
is a chain homotopy equivalence of ZΓ-chain complexes as well. Passing over to the
coinvariants, we obtain a chain map of Z-modules
α∗ := id⊗θ∗ : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Csimp∗ (∆) −→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(|∆|,Z)
which is a chain homotopy equivalence. As a result, together with (4.19) and (4.20),
we get a sequence of chain maps, which are either isomorphisms or chain homotopy
equivalences
L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Csimp∗ (∆)
α∗−→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(|∆|,Z) ∼=
∼= L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(Sd(N (W)(d)),Z)
id⊗C∗(a−1)−→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z).
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Thus the fundamental cycle CXd (Φ′)(κ) is homologous to the image of a cycle
m∑
l=1
gl ⊗ (vl0, . . . , vld) ∈ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C
simp
d (∆)
under this composition. For l = 1, . . . ,m, (vl0, . . . , vld) is an ordered d-simplices of
∆. We denote the linear singular simplex mapping the i-th vertex of ∆d to vli by
σ̃l : ∆d → Sd(N (W)(d)) where we use the homeomorphism |∆| ∼= Sd(N (W)(d)). Note
that the image of σ̃l is a d-simplex of Sd(N (W)(d)) Then by the definition of α∗ we have




gl ⊗ σ̃l) =
m∑
l=1




in L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Cd(N (W)(d),Z). Note that the images of σl and σ̃l coincide if we forget
the structure of the simplicial complex and they have the same volume, since a−1 is an
isometry. We set Sl = im(σl), which is a d-simplex in the barycentric subdivision of
some closed d-face in N (W)(d). With this preparatory work we can show the following
estimate.
Lemma 4.2.20. Hd(Φ′)([M ]X) is represented by a d-cycle
∑m
l=1 gl ⊗ σl where σl is an
affine linear simplex. We set Sl = im(σl). Then it holds





Proof. Let κ be the reduced X-parametrised fundamental cycle of M arising from a
triangulation of the manifold as we described it preceding this lemma. Hence it is given
by κ = ∑kj=1 χX ⊗ τj ∈ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Cd(M̃,Z) and CXd (Φ′)(κ) represents Hd(Φ′)([M ]X).
We showed above that CXd (Φ′)(κ) is homologous to a cycle
∑m
l=1 gl ⊗ σl where σl is the
linear singular simplex mapping the standard simplex to Sl, a d-simplex in the barycentric
subdivision of N (W)(d). We can assume that this cycle is in reduced form. For a.e. x ∈ X
the evaluations











are homologous locally finite cycles on N (W)(d). We get the above estimates on the
coefficient functions gl by evaluating these locally finite cycles by suitable cocycles of
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compact support. Note that for a.e. x ∈ X the map Φ′x : M̃ → N (W)(d) is continuous
and proper. For l0 = 1, . . . ,m we regard the following projection maps
πl0 : N (W)(d) −→ N (W)(d)/(N (W)(d)\
◦
Sl0) ∼= Sl0/∂Sl0 .
The latter space is homeomorphic to a d-sphere thus we can define a volume form on this
space. Note that Sl0 is a d-simplex in the barycentric subdivision of a closed d-face F (l0)
with side lengths r1 6 . . . 6 rd, i.e. F (l0) ∼=
∏d
i=1[0, ri] ⊂ Rd. The subdivision Sd(F (l0))






hence vold(F (l0)) = 2dd! vold(S0). Let U be a small neighbourhood of ∂Sl0 under this
identification and define a cutoff-function for the simplex, g : Rd → R. This means g
vanishes outside of Sl0 , is identical 1 on Sl0\U and decreases rapidly on U as approach-
ing ∂S0. Set ωl0 := g · d volRd which defines a d-form on Sl0/∂Sl0 . We get a cocycle
d voll0 ∈ Cd(Sl0/∂Sl0), which is given on smooth chains by
d voll0 : CC
∞





We have [d voll0 ] ∈ Hd(Sl0/∂Sl0) ∼= Hd(Sl0 , ∂Sl0). The fundamental class, i.e. the gener-
ator of Hd(Sl0 , ∂Sl0), is represented by the relative cycle πl0 ◦ σl0 ∈ Cd(Sl0 , ∂Sl0), where
im(σl0) = Sl0 . We get for the volume of the d-simplex Sl0
vold(Sl0) = |〈[d voll0 ], [Sl0 , ∂Sl0 ]〉| = |〈d voll0 , πl0 ◦ σl0〉|.
More precisely we have










ri = 12dd! vold(F (l0)),
with σl0 being an affine linear simplex. Note that the Lebesgue measure and the d-
dimensional Hausdorff measure coincide on Rd.
Now we look at the pullback π∗l0 [d voll0 ] ∈ H
d(N (W)(d)), which has compact support,
since for the d-cocycle π∗l0(d voll0) we have
π∗l0(d voll0)(σ) = d voll0(πl0 ◦ σ) = 0
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if im(σ) ∩ Sl0 6= ∅. We evaluate this cocycle on the locally finite cycles (CXd (Φ′)(κ))x and
















= |gl0(x)〈d voll0 , πl0 ◦ σl0〉|
= |gl0(x)| vold(Sl0),
since πl0 ◦(γσl) 6= {∗} only for l = l0 and γ = 1. This holds true because the original cycle
is in reduced form, hence σl 6= γσn for l 6= n and every γ ∈ Γ. Note that (πl0)∗(
∑m
l=1 gl⊗σl)
is a locally finite cycle even if πl0 is not proper.
Note that it holds (CXd (Φ′)(κ))x = C lfd (Φ′x)(κx) and κx represents the locally finite
fundamental class of M̃ . Since Φ′x is proper, (πl0 ◦Φ′x)∗(d voll0) is a cocycle with compact




d (Φ′x)(κx)〉 = 〈(πl0 ◦ Φ′x)∗(d voll0), κx〉 =
∫
M̃









(πl0 ◦ Φ′x)∗(d voll0).
For every C ∈ C we have by the coarea formula (see [13, Theorem 3.10, p. 134])∣∣∣ ∫
C
(πl0 ◦ Φ′x)∗(d voll0)







∣∣∣ = vold(Φ′x(C) ∩ Sl0)
where we take into consideration that Φ′x can be orientation preserving or reversing on
each connected component. As a result
|〈π∗l0(d voll0), C
lf















vold(Φ′x(C) ∩ Sl0) = vold(Φ′x(M̃) ∩ Sl0).
Together with (4.21) we obtain for l0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
|gl0(x)| vold(Sl0) 6 vold(Φ′x(M̃) ∩ Sl0).
Finally we can proof the theorem stated in the beginning of this section.
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Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. By Lemma 4.2.20 the class Hd(Φ′)([M ]X) is represented by the





. Here we can assume that ∑ml=1 gl ⊗ σl is in reduced form. Let F (l)
be the closed d-face containing im(σl) = Sl. This means Sl is identified with a d-simplex
in the barycentric subdivision of F (l), Sd(F (l)). We can arrange that in the set of open
faces S := {F |F = F (l) for an l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}} there is only one d-face of every Γ-orbit.
So if for l 6= l′ with S̊l ⊂ F (l) and S̊l′ ⊂ F (l′), F (l) and F (l′) belong to the same Γ-orbit,
we can assume that they already coincide and Sl and Sl′ are different d-simplices in the
same face. The number of d-simplices in the subdivision Sd(F (l)) is 2dd! and it holds
vold(F (l)) = 2dd! vold(Sl).
Moreover, since vold(∂Sl) = vold(∂F (l)) = 0, for the open d-face we have
vold(F (l)) = 2dd! vold(S̊l). (4.22)
By the same reason the estimate in Lemma 4.2.20 gives













If F (l) is a thin face, by Lemma 4.2.17 iii) for a.e. x ∈ X it holds vold(Φ′x(M̃) ∩ F (l)) 6
2εr1(F (l))d. Here r1(F (l)) denotes the smallest side length of the face hence the fraction
in (4.24) is bounded by 2ε. By the choice of ε in (4.7) this yields |gl(x)| < 1. Since
gl ∈ L∞(X,Z), the function has to vanish for a.e. x ∈ X. In the same way the functions
vanish a.e. if the corresponding face does not intersect the image of Φ′x(M̃) for a.e. x ∈ X.
So we can assume that all faces in S := {F |F = F (l) for an l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}} are thick.
Now, let F (d) be a Borel fundamental domain of X × N (W)(d), i.e. a finite disjoint
union of Borel sets of the form X × F where F belongs to a Γ-fundamental domain of
N (W)(d) (see Lemma 2.5.16). We can arrange that the sets supp(gl) × F (l) are subsets
of elements in F (d).
By Lemma 4.2.20 we obtain
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Recall that for thick faces it holds r1(F ) > εcV0 (see Definition 4.2.15) hence the volume





































































Φ′(X × M̃) ∩ F (d)
)
.
Here c(V0, d) is a constant only depending on V0 and the dimension d. The last inequality
is valid, since we can assume that the sets supp(gl) × F (l) are contained in elements of
F (d). Hence for F ∈ S we have F ∈ F (d)x for certain x ∈ X. The appearing sum is finite
by the definition of F (d).
Finally we can combine this result with (4.25) and the results from Lemma 4.2.17 iv)
and Lemma 4.2.19. Thus there is a Borel fundamental domain F (N0) for X ×N (W)(N0)
such that we obtain
Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X 6 c(V0, d)νN (Φ′(X × M̃) ∩ F (d))
4.2.17
6 c(V0, d)2G(V0, d)D(V0,d)νN
(
Φ(X × M̃) ∩ F (N0)
)
4.2.19
6 c(V0, d)2G(V0, d)D(V0,d)C ′′(d) vol(M)
=: C(V0, d) vol(M),
where all constants only depend on V0 and d. This is precisely the statement of Theorem 4.2.1
which concludes the proof.
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Proof of the main theorems
Using the cover and nerve construction and the properties we derived in Chapter 3 and 4
we can finally give the proof of the main theorems as indicated in the introductory
Chapter 1. Moreover, we state a number of corollaries arising from these theorems.
We first focus on estimates for the integral foliated simplicial volume of a manifold.
We show the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. For every real number S0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(S0, d) > 0 with the following property: Let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected,
d-dimensional aspherical Riemannian manifold such that the macroscopic scalar curvature
of M at scale 1 is at least S0. Then for the integral foliated simplicial volume of M we
have
M 6 C(S0, d) vol(M).
In Chapter 1 we introduced the notion of macroscopic scalar curvature as Guth defined
it [29]. By definition, a lower bound on the macroscopic scalar curvature of M at scale 1
is equivalent to an upper bound on the supremal volume of 1-balls in the universal cover
M̃ (see Definition 1.3). Thus it is sufficient to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. For each number V0 > 0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(V0, d) > 0 with the following property: Let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected,
d-dimensional aspherical Riemannian manifold and (M̃, g̃) be the universal cover with the
metric induced by g. If V
M̃
(1) 6 V0, then for the integral foliated simplicial volume of M
we have
M 6 C(V0, d) vol(M).
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Proof. Fix a standard Borel probability space (X,µ) with an atom-free probability meas-
ure, such that the fundamental group π1(M) = Γ acts on it (ess.) free and µ-preservingly.
Then
M 6 MX .
By Theorem 3.1.4 and Theorem 4.2.1 there is a good Γ-cover U of the equivariant
simple X-space X×M̃ with underlying coverW and an equivariant geometric nerve map
Φ′ : X × M̃ → X ×N (W)(d),
with image contained in the d-skeleton N (U)(d) of the rectangular nerve of U . The image
of the X-parametrised fundamental class of M , [M ]X ∈ Hd(L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z)),
satisfies
Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X 6 C(V0, d) vol(M)
by Theorem 4.2.1. Here the constant only depends on the dimension d and V0. The
nerve of the underlying cover N (W) is a free Γ-CW complex by Lemma 4.1.1, since Γ is
torsion-free as fundamental group of an aspherical manifold [40, Lemma 3.1]. Moreover,
M being aspherical implies that M̃ is a model of the classifying space EΓ. There is a
(up to Γ-homotopy) unique equivariant map η : N (W) → M̃ and an equivariant X-map
id×η : X × N (W) → X × M̃ . By Theorem 2.4.1, the maps Φ′ and id×η induce chain
maps of Z-modules
L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z)
L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z) L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z)
CX∗ (Φ′)
CX∗ (id×η)
and their composition is homotopic to the identity on L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) as shown
in Lemma 2.4.5. Using the functoriality of the parametrised `1-norm in Lemma 2.4.3 we
have
MX = Hd(id×η) ◦Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X 6 Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X 4.2.16 C(V0, d) vol(M),
which concludes the proof.
As stated in Theorem 2.1.23, integral foliated simplicial volume provides an upper
bound on the L2-Betti numbers. This is due to Schmidt [47, Corollary 5.28, p.78]. Then
our result implies the following upper bound for L2-Betti numbers.
Corollary 5.3. For every real number S0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(S0, d) > 0 such that the following property holds: Let (M, g) be a closed and connected,
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d-dimensional aspherical Riemannian manifold such that the macroscopic scalar curvature
of M at scale 1 is at least S0. Then for the L2-Betti numbers of M we have
b
(2)
k (M) 6 C(S0, d) vol(M) for all k > 0.
Proof. We can assume that the manifold is oriented. Then the result is a direct con-
sequence of Theorem 5.1 and Schmidt’s bound on the L2-Betti numbers.
If M is non-orientable there is a two-fold orientation cover π′ : M̂ → M equipped
with the induced Riemannian metric, which satisfies the assumption on the macroscopic
scalar curvature if M does. Since L2-Betti numbers ([38, Example 1.37, p. 40]) and the
Riemannian volume behave multiplicatively under finite coverings, we have
b
(2)
k (M̂) = 2b
(2)
k (M)
and it is sufficient to proof the statement for M̂ .
Moreover, the above theorem yields a connection between integral foliated simplicial
volume and the minimal volume. As indicated before, the minimal volume of a smooth
manifold M is defined as
minvol(M) := inf{vol(M, g) | g a complete Riemannian metric on M with | sec(g)| 6 1)}.
The analogue of the following estimate for simplicial volume is a corollary of Gromov’s
Main Inequality [23, Section 0.5] and holds also in the non-aspherical case, whereas the
analogue statement for the L2-Betti numbers of aspherical manifolds has been shown in
[45].
Corollary 5.4. For every dimension d, there is a constant C(d) > 0 with the following
property: If M is an oriented, closed and connected, d-dimensional smooth, aspherical
manifold, then
M 6 C(d) minvol(M).
Proof. A manifold (M, g) with sectional curvature sec(g) > −1, has Ricci curvature
Ric(M) > −(d − 1). By the Bishop-Gromov inequality [21, Theorem 4.19, p. 214]
this implies that V
M̃
(1) 6 vol(Bhyp(1)) and Sc1(M) > −d(d− 1), where −d(d− 1) is the
scalar curvature of Hd.
Remark 5.5. As we have seen before, a manifold (M, g) with a lower Ricci curvature bound
of the form Ric(M) > −d(d− 1) has a lower bound on the macroscopic scalar curvature
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at scale 1 by the Bishop-Gromov inequality. Therefore, the Main Inequality for L2-Betti
numbers of aspherical manifols, which has been proven in [45, Corollary to Theorem A],
can be deduced also from our Theorem 5.1. Note that in this particular case, we could
simplify the proof. The construction of the R-cover used in Sauer’s proof ([45, Theorem
4.1]) can be easily modified to give a Γ-cover U . The construction works as described in
the proof of Theorem 3.1.4 though we start with balls of a fixed radius instead of good
balls. This yields an equivariant cover U of X×M̃ with only finitely many orbits of balls,
such that the induced covers Ux have a uniform multiplicity bound as in [45, Theorem
4.1]. Starting from this cover, one can derive the Main Inequality for L2-Betti numbers,
following Sauer’s presentation, i.e. one uses the simplicial nerve construction instead of
the rectangular nerve. Since the cover U has only finitely many orbits of balls, the nerve
map and its deformations to lower skeleta will be of finite variance as opposed to countable
variance as in [45]. This allows to estimate the integral foliated simplicial volume without
bringing the singular foliated homology into the game.
We conclude our treatment of the integral foliated simplicial volume with the follow-
ing version of Yano’s theorem. It has been proven in [14, Corollary 1.2] using Yano’s
construction. As remarked there it follows by Corollary 5.4 as well.
Corollary 5.6. Let M be an oriented, closed and connected, aspherical smooth manifold
which admits a non-trivial smooth S1-action. Then the integral foliated simplicial volume
of M vanishes.
Proof. By [38, Cor. 1.43, p. 48] a non-trivial S1-action on a closed aspherical manifold
has no fixed points and the inclusion of any orbit into M is π1-injective. Given this,
the minimal volume of the manifold is zero (see [23, Appendix 2]). Then the above
Corollary 5.4 implies that the integral foliated simplicial volume is vanishing.
To proof the estimates for integral foliated simplicial volume and L2-Betti numbers
we need that the manifolds in question are aspherical. Restricting to simplicial volume
we can omit this assumption exploiting the connection of simplicial volume and bounded
cohomology. More precisely, we make use of Gromov’s mapping theorem [23, Section 3.1,
p. 40]. We obtain the following estimate.
Theorem 5.7. For every real number S0 and every dimension d, there is a constant
C(S0, d) > 0 with the following property: Let (M, g) be an oriented, closed and connected
d-dimensional Riemannian manifold with torsion-free fundamental group, such that the
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macroscopic scalar curvature of M at scale 1 is at least S0. Then for the simplicial volume
of M we have
‖M‖ 6 C(S0, d) vol(M).
Proof. If the manifold is in addition aspherical, this follows from Theorem 5.1 since
‖M‖ 6
M (see Proposition 2.1.19).
The lower bound on the macroscopic scalar curvature is by definition equivalent to an
upper bound V
M̃
(1) 6 V0, where M̃ denotes the universal cover with the induced metric.
The covering map is denoted by π : M̃ → M . Let π1(M) = Γ be the fundamental group
of the manifold and BΓ be a model of its classifying space. Further we fix a classifying
map c : M → BΓ, i.e. a map inducing an isomorphism on fundamental groups. Let EΓ
be the universal cover of BΓ with covering map p : EΓ → BΓ and c̃ be a lift of c such






As before, we fix a standard Borel probability space (X,µ) with an atom-free probab-
ility measure, such that the fundamental group Γ acts on it (ess.) free and µ-preservingly.
Then
M 6 MX .
By Theorem 3.1.4 we can fix a good Γ-cover U of the equivariant simple X-space
X× M̃ with underlying coverW . Theorem 4.2.1 provides an equivariant geometric nerve
map Φ′ : X × M̃ → X ×N (W)(d) with image contained in the d-skeleton N (U)(d) of the
rectangular nerve of U . For the X-parametrised fundamental class of M , [M ]X , we can
estimate the parametrised `1-norm of the image by
Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X 6 C(V0, d) vol(M),
where the constant only depends on the dimension d and V0 (see Theorem 4.2.1). By
Lemma 4.1.1, the nerve of the underlying cover N (W) is a free Γ-CW complex. There
is a unique (up to Γ-homotopy) equivariant map η : N (W) → EΓ and an equivariant
X-map id×η : X × N (W) → X × EΓ. The maps Φ′ and id×η induce chain maps of
Z-modules (see Theorem 2.4.1)
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L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃,Z) L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z)
L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(N (W),Z) L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(ẼΓ,Z)
CX∗ (Φ′)
CX∗ (id×η)
and their composition is homotopic to the map CX∗ (id×c̃) induced by id×c̃ : X×M̃ →
X×EΓ. This is due to Lemma 2.4.5. Using the functoriality of the parametrised `1-norm
in Lemma 2.4.3 we obtain
Hd(id×c̃)([M ]X)X = Hd(id×η) ◦Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X (5.1)
6
Hd(Φ′)([M ]X)X 4.2.16 C(V0, d) vol(M).
We get the following commutative diagram







Here iXM : Cd(M,Z)→ L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓCd(M̃,Z) is the change of coefficient homomorphism
as in Definition 2.1.16 and ρ : L∞(X,Z)⊗ZΓ Cd(EΓ,Z)→ Cd (BΓ,R) is the map defined
by integration as in the proof of Proposition 2.1.19. Note that CX∗ (id×c̃) = id⊗C∗(c̃)
with C∗(c̃) : C∗(M̃,Z)→ C∗(EΓ,Z) is the induced map of singular chain complexes.
Recall the definitions of the real fundamental class and the X-parametrised funda-
mental class from Section 2.1, i.e. [M ] = Hd(ι)[M ]Z and [M ]X = Hd(iXM)[M ]Z. By the
mapping theorem [23, Section 3.1, p. 40] the classifying map c induces an isometric
isomorphism, thus ‖[M ]‖1 = ‖Hd(c)[M ]‖1. Using Proposition 2.1.19 and (5.1), we obtain
‖M‖ = ‖[M ]‖1 = ‖Hd(c)[M ]‖1 = ‖Hd(c)Hd(ι)[M ]Z‖1
=
∥∥∥Hd(ρ)Hd(id×c̃)Hd(iXM)[M ]Z∥∥∥1 = ∥∥∥Hd(ρ)Hd(id×c̃) [M ]X∥∥∥1
2.1.19
6
Hd(id×c̃)([M ]X)X (5.1)6 C(V0, d) vol(M),
which concludes the proof.
Remark 5.8. Since the simplicial volume is multiplicative under finite coverings, the as-
sumption that the fundamental group is virtually torsion-free is sufficient. It seems pos-
sible to omit this assumption on the fundamental group. This would yield a complete
proof of Gromov’s Main Inequality in the compact case by other means than in [23].
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